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DISCLAIMER OF RESPONSIBILITY

Important Notice Regarding Contents of this Report
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
The information contained in this document is furnished for the purpose of providing the
members of the BWR OWNERS' GROUP with bases and methods for the system
analyses for the elimination of selected response time testing requirements. The only
undertakings of General Electric Company with respect to information in this document
are contained in the contract between the Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group and
General Electric Company (i.e., the Standing Purchase Orders for the participating
utilities in effect at the time this report is issued) and nothing contained in this document
shall be construed as changing the contract. The use of this information by anyone other
than those for which it is intended, is not authorized: and with respect to My
unauthorized use, General Electric Company makes no representation or warranty, and
assumes no liability as to the completeness, accuracy, or usefulness of the information
contained in this document.
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System Response for the Elimination of Selected
Response Time Testing Requirements, Supplement 1
Preface
This approved BWR Owners' Group Licensing Toical Report justifies the elimination of
selected intermediate Response Time Testing (RTT) requirements for Reactor Protection
System (RPS) and Isolation Actuation System (IAS) instrumentation loops with response
time requirements of 330 to 1050 milliseconds.
This Licensing Topical Report supplements NEDO-32291-A (October 1995), which
addressed relatively long response time functions (10 seconds and greater) of the RPS,
IAS, and ECCS actuations. In addition, justification was provided for eliminating
response time testing of specific instrument sensors.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-001

June 11, 1999
Mr. W. Glenn Warren, Chairman
Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group
Southern Nuclear Company
42 Inverness Parkway
PO Box 1295
Birmingham, AL 35201
SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF BOILING WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP (BWROG)
LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT NEDO-32291, SUPPLEMENT 1, "SYSTEM
ANALYSES FOR ELIMINATION OF SELECTED RESPONSE TIME TESTING
REQUIREMENTS"

Dear Mr. Warren:
This letter transmits the enclosed safety evaluation report (SER) on the BWROG Topical
Report NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analyses for Elimination of Selected Response
Time Testing Requirements."
The BWROG submitted this topical report to the NRC by a letter dated December 12, 1997; it
presents justification for eliminating selected response time testing requirements from technical
specifications. The proposed elimination of response time testing is based on a failure mode
and effects analysis showing that failure of instrumentation components, which could degrade
their response time, would either be detected by other surveillances required in technical
specifications, or would be limited by the component's bounding response time. The staff finds
the elimination of response time testing for the instrumentation components identified in
Supplement I acceptable.
In accordance with procedures established in NUREG-0390, "Topical Report Review Status,"
we request that the BWROG publish the accepted revision of NEDO-32291, Supplement 1
within three months of receipt of this letter. The accepted version should (1) incorporate this
letter and the enclosed SER between the legal notice page and executive summary page and
(2) include an "-A" (designating accepted) following the report identification symbol (NEDO
32291, Supplement 1).
Should our acceptance criteria or regulations change so that our conclusions as to the
acceptability of this report are no longer valid, the BWROG or the licensees or both referencing
this topical report will be expected to revise and resubmit their respective documentation, or to
submit justification for the continued applicability of the topical report without revision.

W. G. Warren
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Should you have any questions regarding the matters discussed herein or the contents of the
enclosed SER, please contact P. Loeser on 301-415-2825.

Since y,

Enclosure: As stated
Project No. 691
Distribution:
See next page
E-Mail
P. Loeser
J. Mauck
E. Marinos

C1hia A. Carpenter, Chief
Generic Issues, Environmer•,
Financial & Rulemaking Branch
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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James M. Kenny
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Thomas J. Rausch
RRG Chairman
Commonwealth Edison Company
Nuclear Fuel Services
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Drew B. Fetters
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EVALUATION OF BOILING WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP
LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT NEDO-32291. SUPPLEMENT 1,
"SYSTEM ANALYSES FOR ELIMINATION OF
SELECTED RESPONSE TIME TESTING REQUIREMENTS," NOVEMBER 1997

1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The requirement for periodic testing of reactor trip systems is established in Section 50.55a,
"Codes and standards," of 10 CFR, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities." In Section 55.55a, the NRC staff states, in part, that "protective systems must meet
the requirements set forth in editions or revisions of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering Standard: 'Criteria for Protective Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations'
(IEEE-279)...". In addition, 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(1)(ii)(A) requires inclusion, in the plant technical
specifications, of the limiting safety systems settings "so chosen that automatic protective
action will correct the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded." In 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(3), "Surveillance requirements," the NRC staff also states in part, that "Surveillance
requirements are requirements related to test, calibration, or inspection to assure that the
necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that facility operation will be within
the safety limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met." In 1975, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) implemented a program making response time testing (RTT) a
requirement of the technical specifications (TSs).
In July 1993, the Commission issued a new policy statement regarding TS requirements in 10
CFR 50.36. Under this new policy, RTT is not specifically required because the essential
instrumentation providing indication and actuation functions to mitigate design-basis accidents
for which RTT elimination has been proposed will continue to be incorporated in plant technical
specifications, and as such, will be subject to other surveillances to verify operability.
In January 1994, the Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group (BWROG) under the auspices of the
General Electric Company, issued licensing topical report NEDO-32291, "System Analyses for
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements." In NEDO-32291, the BWROG
proposed eliminating the requirements for performance of RTT of selected instrumentation in
the reactor protection system (RPS), emergency core cooling system (ECCS), and isolation
actuation system (IAS), and the staff approved the topical report in an SER dated December
28, 1994. On November 4, 1997, the BWROG submitted Supplement I to topical report
NEDO-32291 to expand the scope of RTT elimination. In a letter dated May 21, 1998, the staff
requested greater detail on the eliminations in a request for additional information (RAI).
BWROG submitted this additional information to the staff in Addendum 1 to Supplement 1,
dated November 2, 1998.

-2The following instruments and components for which RT-T" can be eliminated are addressed in
Supplement 1:
LAqastat Relays
Model Number GPB (24 Vdc) or GPI (120 Vac)
Model Number EGPB (24 Vdc) or EGPI (120 Vac)
Model Number FGPB (24 Vdc) or FGPI (120 Vac)
GE
GE
GE
GE

HFA Relays
Relay Model Number 12HFA51A49 or 12HFA71A49A
Relay Model Number 12HFA51A62
Relay Model Number 12HFA15IA9 or 12HFA171A9A

Potter & Brumfield MDR Relays
Trip Units
Rosemount Model 51ODU
Rosemount Model 71ODU
GE Model 184C5988Gxxx
GE Model 147D8505Gxxx

Master Trip Unit of Master Slave Combination
Master Trip Unit of Master Slave Combination
Master Trip Unit of Master Slave Combination
Analog Trip Module

GE CR 120A Relays
GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 magnetic contactors directly operating a set of
scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPVs)
One interposing Potter & Brumfield MDR relay
RPS Scram Contractors
GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 magnetic contactors directly operating a set of
SSPVs
In Supplement 1, the BWROG concluded that the RTT requirements for the devices identified
above can be removed from TSs when the devices are used in the systems listed below:
Reactor Protection Systems (RPS) Loops
Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3
Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8
Isolation Actuation System (IAS) Main Steam Line Isolation Valve (MSIV) Loops
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 1
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 2
Main Steam Line Pressure-Low
Main Steam Line Flow-High

-3IAS Other Than MSIV
Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System
- Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 2
Secondary Containment
- Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 2
These systems are all within the scope of the SER on NEDO-32291 issued by the staff.
The new proposed RTT elimination included in Supplement I to NEDO-32291 is based upon a
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) performed by the BWROG. This FMEA is Appendix
B of the submittal. The BWROG believes that this FMEA shows that any credible failure will
either be detectable through other routine surveillances, or will not increase the response time of
the instrument beyond the bounding response time. In addition, the BWROG noted that there is
redundancy and diversity within a trip function.
2.0

DISCUSSION

Current standard technical specifications (STS) require nuclear power plants to periodically
perform RTT for instrument channels in the RPS, ECCS, and IAS. The intent of these tests is to
ensure that changes in response time of instrumentation beyond the limits assumed in safety
analyses are detected and combined with instrument calibrations to ensure that the
instrumentation is operating correctly.
In NEDO-32291, the BWROG stated that operational history has shown that significant
degradation of instrumentation response times is being detected during calibrations and other
surveillance tests. The BWROG further stated that the performance of conventional response
time tests has proved of little value in assuring that instrumentation will perform as required
because the majority of allowable instrumentation response times are system response times
rather than individual instrument response times, and any large degradation would be identified
by TS-required surveillances. Therefore, in NEDO-32291, the BWROG requested elimination of
RTT for components in instrument loops that have long response time requirements, generally
more than 5 seconds. These loops are in IAS (except for MSIV actuation) and ECCS. In
instrument loops with response time requirements of less than 5 seconds - the RPS and MSIV
actuation systems - only sensor RTT elimination was requested.
In Supplement I to NEDO-32291 the BWROG requested the elimination of RTT for six groups of
components in instrument loops with shorter response time requirements. These loops have
response time requirements between 300 ms. and 5000 ms. The requested elimination was
based upon an FMEA performed on one selected component within each group, and a similarity
analysis showing the FMEA was bounding on all components within the group. The FMEA
showed that any credible failure of any component would either be bounded by a bounding
response time, or would be detected by other surveillances. Appendix D of Supplement 1
discusses RTT failures documented in the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Nuclear
Plant Reliability Data System, which demonstrate that bounding response times are required.
The instrument loops identified in Supplement I are the RPS and IAS with intermediate
response times in the range of 300 to 5000 ms R'- for which only sensor RTT elimination was
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requested in the original NEDO-32291. The loops identified in the supplement and typical
required response times are shown in Tables 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 of the supplement and are
summarized as follows:
Trip Function

Required Trip Response Time

RPS Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High

330 - 550 ms

RPS Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3

1030 - 1050 ms

RPS Reactor Vessel Water Level - High, Level 8

1030 - 1050 ms

lAS Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1

1000 ms

lAS Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms

lAS Main Steam Line Pressure - Low

1000 ms

lAS Main Steam Line Flow - High

500 ms

RWCU Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms

Secondary Containment Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms

3.0

EVALUATION

The justification offered in NEDO-32991 in support of the elimination of RTT was that
appropriate alternatives to RTT were provided in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.118 and
IEEE 338-1977, Section 6.3.4, paragraph 3 (page 11), which states: "Response time testing
of
all safety-related equipment, per se, is not required if, in lieu of response time testing, the
response time of the safety equipment is verified by functional testing, calibration checks or
other tests, or both. This is acceptable if it can be demonstrated that changes in response time
beyond acceptable limits are accompanied by changes in performance characteristics which
are
detectable during routine periodic tests."
In NEDO-32291, the BWROG showed that for instruments and instrument loops with long
response time requirements, it was not credible to assume that failure in response time could
be
sufficiently severe to cause the instrument or instrument loop to fail its required response time
and not also affect the calibration of that instrument or loop. In addition, in NEDO-32291, the
BWROG showed that instrument loop response time degradation of less than 5 seconds has
little safety significance, and that instrument loop response time delays of more than 5 seconds
will be noted by the instrumentation technicians. It was, therefore, concluded that elimination
of
RTT would have no significant impact on plant safety, and the staff agrees with this conclusion.
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In Supplement I to NEDO-32291, the BWROG requested elimination of RTT for six groups of
components, used in specific instrument loops, as discussed in Section 2.0 above. The FMEA
for these components has shown that the degree to which a component response time can
degrade and still not be identified by other surveillance tests is limited. The supplement further
calls the limit to which response time of a component can degrade without detection by other
routine surveillances or calibration, "bounding response time (BRT)," of that component.
Response time degradation beyond the BRT will be detected by routine surveillances or
calibration. When bounding response times for components in a loop are added to the response
times actually measured and the resultant values are less than the response time required by
accident analysis, R'T for these components can be eliminated. The groups of components for
which a BRT has been established and elimination of RTT has been justified are discussed
below:
3.1

Acqastat Relay Component Group

The Agastat relay component group consists of Agastat type GP and EGP relays. The FMEA
performed for this group determined that the maximum value of undetected response time of
the relays is 140 ms. This value was determined by finding the worst-case undetected failure
resulting from deformation of the core/contact assembly contacts or contact holder, or
weakening of the contact springs. It was also determined through tests that the failure could add
an additional 50 ms to the normal opening time of 70 ms. An additional 15 percent (20 ms) was
added to the expected worst case of 120 ms to offset uncertainty in operating history, resulting
in a BRT of 140 ms based on the following requirements:
(1)

Before installation, or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 70 ms or less after power is removed
from the coil.

(2)

The relays are within their qualified life.

(3)

The relays are procured by the utility as "nuclear safety related", or are dedicated for
nuclear-safety-related application under a utility dedication program.

Therefore, if the these requirements are met, no credible failure will increase response time to
more than 140 ms without being detected by tests other than RTT.
3.2

GE HFA Relay Component Group

The GE HFA relay component group consists of GE type HFA 120 Vac relay model numbers
HFA51, HFA71, HFA151, and HFA171, and specifically, any GE relay model number
12HFASA49, 12HFA71A49A, 12HFA5 IA62, 12BFA151A9, or 12HFA171A9A. The FMEA
performed for this group determined that the maximum value of undetected response time of the
relays is 40 ms. This value was determined by finding the worst case undetected failure,
resulting from incorrect adjustment or contact deformation of the moving contacts and extension
braid. It was also determined that the failure could increase the normal 20 ms closure time by
50 percent, and no failure could increase the time by more than a factor of 2, resulting in a BRT
of 40 ms based on the following requirements:
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The HFA manufacturer's instructions are followed for setup and adjustment of the relay
before initial operation and after any repair or maintenance.

(2)

Before installation, or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less after power is removed
from the coil.

(3)

The relays are procured by the utility as "nuclear safety related", or are dedicated for
nuclear-safety-related application under a utility dedication program.

Therefore, if these requirements are met, no credible failure will increase response time to more
than 40 ms without being detected by tests other than RTT,
The BWROG also stated that this analysis is based upon the relays being used as normally
open energized in the untripped state, with power removed and contacts closed to trip. Ifthe
relays are used in a normally closed state, or if power is applied to trip, the elimination of RTT
cannot be justified.
3.3

Potter & Brumfield MDR Relay Component Grou,

The Potter & Brumfield MDR relay component group consists of all Potter & Brumfield type
MDR, 120 Vac rotary relays. The FMEA performed for this group determined that the maximum
value of undetected response time of the relays is 90 ms. This value was determined by finding
the worst-case undetected failures, resulting from coil overheating and rotor/shaft sticking. The
FMEA did not offer specific worst case timing, but it was determined that the maximum delay
would be an increase of a factor of 5 over normal manufacturers' specified release time of 18
ms from the time power is removed, resulting in a BRT of 90 ms based on the following
requirements:
(1)

Before installation, or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 18 ms or less after power is removed
from the coil.

(2)

The relays are within their qualified life.

(3)

The relays were manufactured after September 10, 1986, the date after which the
winding insulation was changed to epoxy.

(4)

The dedication process has confirmed that the manufacturing process used is adequate
to assure full curing of the epoxy winding insulation.

(5)

The relays are procured by the utility as "nuclear safety related", or are dedicated for
nuclear-safety-related application under a utility dedication program.

Therefore, if these requirements are met, no credible failure will increase response time to more
than 90 ms without being detected by tests other than RTT.

-73.4

Trip Unit Component Group

The trip unit component group consists of Rosemount Model 51 ODU and 71 ODU and GE Model
184C5988 and 147D8505 trip units. The FMEA performed for this group determined that the
maximum value of undetected response time of the relays is 24 ms. This value was determined
by finding the worst-case undetected failure of a change in the value of the resistors or
Capacitors in the low pass filtering circuit, changing the measured nominal response time of 2
ms by no more than a factor of 10. To allow for uncertainties in the nominal value, a 100
percent margin (2 ms) was added to the nominal value, resulting in a BRT of 24 ms, based on
the following requirement:
The trip units are procured by the utility as "nuclear safety related", or are dedicated for
nuclear-safety-related application under a utility dedication program.
Therefore, if this requirement is met, no credible failure will increase response time to more than
24 ms without being detected by tests other than RTT.
3.5

GE CR120A Relay Component Group

The GE CR120A relay component group consists of GE type CR120A 120 Vac relays. The
FMEA performed for this group determined that the maximum value of undetected response
time of the relays is 80 ms. This value was determined by confirming that there are no failures
that could increase the response time without either causing an immediate trip or that could not
be detected by functional test. The normal response time, therefore, was estimated to be 20
ms, and using a factor of 4 for conservatism, resulted in a BRT of 80 ms based on the following
requirements:
(1)

Before installation, or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less after power is removed
from the coil.

(2)

Vendor maintenance, application, and replacement recommendations have been
followed.

(3)

The CR120A relays are procured by the utility as "nuclear safety related", or are
dedicated for nuclear-safety-related application under a utility dedication program

Therefore, if these requirements are met, no credible failure will increase response time to more
than 80 ms without being detected by tests other than RTT.
3.6

RPS Scram Contactor Component Grouo

The RPS scram contactor component group consists of GE CR105, GE CR205, and GE CR305
magnetic contactors, and Potter & Brumfield MDR rotary relays when used as interposing relays
between two of the preceding magnetic contactors, provided the RPS scram contactors are
used for controlling a set of scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPVs) in one of the following two
configurations:

-8(1)

One GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 magnetic contactor that directly operates a
set of SSPVs or

(2)

One interposing Potter & Brumfield MDR relay, which controls a GE CR105,
GE CR205,
or GE CR305 magnetic contactor, which operates a set of SSPVs.

No FMEA was performed for these components and their BRT was determined
on other R'-,
including the average power range monitor (APRM) upscale trip test.
The APRM test
determines the response time of circuitry, which includes the RPS scram
contactors, and by
determining which portion of the tested value is attributed to components
other than the scram
contactors. The response time of the RPS scram contactors can be determined
by simple
subtraction.
The APRM upscale trip is typically performed by one of two methods.
The first method is to test
the APRM as a total loop, and the second is to test the loop in overlapping
partial tests. In the
first method, if the scram contactors have a response time more than
65 ms, the total instrument
loop will not meet the 90 ms response time requirement of the total loop.
In the second method,
if the scram contactors have a response time of more than 45 ms, that
portion of the loop will not
meet the 50 ms response time requirement.
The value of the BRT is, therefore, dependent on which method is used
to perform the APRM
upscale trip. Ifthe APRM upscale trip is performed as a total loop, the
BRT for the scram
contactors will be 65 ms. If the APRM upscale trip is tested in overlapping
partial tests, the BRT
for the scram contactors will be 45 ms, based on the following requirements:
(1)

Verify that the RPS scram contactor components are tested as a part
of the APRM
upscale trip RUT.

(2)

Determine that one of the two postulated test methods are used.

(3)

Use the appropriate BRT for the test method used.

Therefore, if these requirements are met, no credible failure will increase
response time to more
than 65 or 45 ms without being detected by tests other than RUT.
4.0

CONCLUSION

On the basis of our review of the information presented by the BWROG
in Supplement I to
topical report NEDO-32291, we agree with the BWROG's conclusion
that there is a bounding
time beyond which response time degradation can be detected during
the performance of
calibrations and other currently required surveillance tests. We also agree
that for the
instruments discussed in Section 3.0 of this SER, component BRT can
be determined and can
be used in place of actual measured response times to ensure that instrumentation
systems will
meet response time requirements of the accident analysis.

-9Therefore, Supplement I to NEDO-32291, "System Analyses for Elimination of Selected
Response Time Testing Requirements," dated November 4, 1997, is acceptable as a basis for
eliminating RTT from TSs for the instruments/components identified in the supplement.
When submitting plant-specific license amendment (TS change) requests, licensees must
confirm applicability of the generic analysis of Supplement 1 to NEDO-32291 to their plant.
5.0
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NEDO-32291-A, Supplement 1

Abstract
This report supplements NEDO-32291-A, "System Analyses for The Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements" (Reference 9.1). This document
provides technical justification for further elimination of response time testing
requirements of selected Reactor Protection System (RPS) and (2) Isolation Actuation
System (IAS) instrumentation loops. The technical justification methods utilized include
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), failure experience reviews, and
identification of functional surveillance testing other than response time testing that
adequately confirms the ability of the selected instrumentation loops to meet response
time requirements.
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1. Executive Summary
The BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) has proposed further elimination of response time
testing (RTT) of selected instrumentation in the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and
Isolation Actuation System (IAS). The RTT requirements proposed for elimination are in
addition to those addressed in NEDO-32291-A (Reference 9.1). This licensing change
improves plant safety and reduces plant operation and maintenance costs and, therefore,
qualifies as a Cost Beneficial Licensing Action (CBLA) and should be reviewed by the
NRC on a priority basis. Based on an incremental reduction of approximately 500 man
hours per outage and neglecting the potential reduction in outage length, minimum cost
savings are estimated to range from $15,000 to $30,000 per unit per year.
NEDO-32291-A established a generic basis for elimination of many RTTs for instrument
loops which had good performance histories and longer response time requirements. This
generic Licensing Topical Report Supplement has been prepared to document an analysis
to extend the conclusions of the original study to cover the logic components in selected
instrumentation loops which have intermediate length response time requirements to
demonstrate that elimination of the RTT requirements for the logic portions of those
loops is of no safety significance. NEDO-32291-A justified the adequacy of surveillance
tests other than RTTs to assure that response time requirements were met for sensors in
those loops. (This Supplement does not address RTTs for instrumentation loops with
response time requirements of 100 ms or less. Although it may be possible to justify
elimination of RTT for the short response time instrumentationloops, these loops are not
being consideredat this time.)
This study concludes, for instrument loops meeting the application criteria of this report,
that performance of ongoing Technical Specification required surveillance tests other
than RTTs (i.e., calibration tests, functional tests, and logic system functional tests)
provides adequate assurance that those instrument loops will meet their respective
response time requirements. That conclusion is based on detailed Failure Modes and
Effects Analyses (FMEAs) and review of failure histories for the components in the
identified instrument loops. The results of this BWROG evaluation confirm that
dependence on surveillance tests other than specific RTTs is of no safety significance.
Eliminating the RTT surveillance test requirements has the potential to reduce personnel
exposure, reduce unavailability of safety systems during shutdown, and reduce the
demand on utility resources.
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The BWR owners who implement the RTT elimination actions identified in this report
will need to confirm that the criteria for application of the results of the study are met,
and implement the related actions identified in NEDO-32291-A. This report also
documents recommended revisions to the Improved Standard Technical Specifications
related to implementation of the RTT elimination actions. Those changes, or equivalent,
will also need to be implemented by the BWR owners to support implementation of the
RTT elimination actions.
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2. Introduction
2.1 Background
Current Standard Technical Specifications require certain BWR plants to periodically
perform response time tests for instrument channels in the Reactor Protection System
(RPS), Isolation Actuation System (IAS) and Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS).
The purpose of these tests is to ensure that changes in response time beyond acceptable
limits assumed in the safety analyses are detected. It is not necessary to demonstrate that
the response time design value, which is typically more conservative than the value
assumed in the safety analysis, is met. The instrumentation response time tests provide
measurement of specific sensor, trip unit and/or loop response time. The information
obtained from these tests is used to demonstrate that the loop response time is within the
limits assumed in the safety analyses.
The BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) Response Time Testing Committee began a study
in 1990 to identify ways to eliminate RTT. The first phase of that study was completed
and documented in a Licensing Topical Report submitted to and approved by the NRC in
1994, with a final approved report issued in 1995 (Reference 9.1). The first phase of the
study was directed at instrumentation with long response time requirements. The result
of the initial effort was a significant reduction of testing which was shown by the study to
be unnecessary.
2.2 Scope of This Report
This licensing topical report supplement documents the results of the second phase,
initiated in early 1996, of the BWROG Response Time Testing Committee's study to
identify ways to further eliminate RTT. The second phase initially considered all
remaining response time testing requirements. However, after preliminary analysis, the
study concluded that the planned methodology may not be sufficient at this time to justify
elimination of response time testing for RPS instrumentation loops with required
response times on the order of 100 ms or less. Therefore, this phase of the BWROG's
study focuses on the instrumentation loops with response time requirements in the
intermediate range of 300 to 5000 ms. With only a few exceptions, the study results
documented in this report cover all RPS and IAS instrumentation loops with response
time requirements in this intermediate response time range which were not considered in
the first phase of the study documented in Reference 9.1. The IAS instrumentation loops
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considered in this second phase study include main steam line isolation (primary
containment isolation), secondary containment isolation, and reactor water cleanup
isolation. The specific loops covered by this phase of the study are identified in Section 5
of this report.
Through the use of FMEAs and review of failure history of the specific loop components,
this study demonstrates for the identified loops that, provided certain conditions are met,
required surveillance tests other than specific response time testing of the loops are
adequate to assure that the loop responses times will be within the required limits. The
conditions assumed in the study are that specific action, defined in this report, is taken
prior to installation or after repair of components in the loop, and that loop components
are maintained within their qualified life. The study's conclusion is based on the
determination that degradation or failure of components that could result in significant
response time increases will be detected either by an immediate trip or by surveillance
actions other than response time testing, and that undetectable response time degradation
will be small enough that instrument loop requirements are still met.
This study extends the conclusions of the first phase documented in Reference 9.1. The
actions identified in this report assume that actions required in the base report, Reference
9.1, have been previously implemented or are implemented simultaneously. Some
additional action, identified in Section 8, is required by BWR owners prior to eliminating
the RTTs for the identified loops.
2.3 Report Organization
Section 3 of this report covers the benefits of the RTT elimination. Section 4 describes
the study process and methodology. Section 5 identifies the instrumentation loops
included in this phase of the study, and the typical loop response time requirements for
those loops. Section 6 summarizes the results of the study (details are included in
Appendices). Section 7 gives the generic conclusions of the study, while Section 8
defines the process and requirements for applying the conclusions to specific plant
instrument loops. Section 9 identifies references supporting the study results and
conclusions. Additional information documenting BWROG committee members, the
supporting detailed analysis, applicable field failure experience, and recommended
Improved Standard Technical Specification changes required to implement the results of
the study are included in five appendices.
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3. Benefits Of Response Time Test Elimination
As reported in Reference 9.1, elimination of the response time testing will result in
significant improvement in plant safety by:
(1)

Minimizing the time when safety systems are out of service or otherwise
incapable of responding to a degraded plant condition.

(2)

Reducing the potential for inadvertent RPS or essential safety function
(ESF) actuations.

(3)

Reducing the complexity of refuel outages and thus reducing shutdown
risk.

(4)

Reducing personnel radiation exposure (ALARA).

(5)

Allowing critical personnel to be used for more significant tasks.

In addition to increases in safety, there is also the potential for reductions in cost. It is
expected that elimination of the RTT requirements covered by this supplement represents
at least $15,000 per year per plant savings in manpower alone. The factors of reduced
exposure and reduced outage time will further increase the savings.
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4. Study Process and Methodology
Consistent with Reference 9.1, this study phase utilizes the requirements of IEEE Standard
338-1977, as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.118, which states:
"Response time testing of all safety-related equipment, per se, is not required
if, in lieu of response time testing, the response time of the safety equipment is
verified by functional testing, calibration checks or other tests, or both. This is
acceptable if it can be demonstrated that changes in response time beyond
acceptable limits are accompanied by changes in performance characteristics
which are detectable during routine periodic tests."
The analysis flow process is presented in Figures 4-1 through 4-4. Dashed lines indicate steps
that are outside the scope of this report, but which either were necessary to provide input to
the study documented in this report or are necessary to implement the actions justified by this
report.
4.1 Overall Process
Figure 4-1 documents the overall process that was used. The instrument loops covered by
this phase of the response time testing elimination program were selected in a "pre-study"
phase. All response time testing requirements remaining after implementation of the
Reference 9.1 elimination actions were considered. However, preliminary evaluation of the
loops with fast response requirements (i.e., on the order of 100 ms or less) indicated that it
was unlikely that the methodology planned for this phase of the study would adequately
justify elimination of those response time testing requirements. Therefore, those loops were
not selected to be included in this phase. In addition, certain other loops in the intermediate
response time range were not included because other actions related to those loops were
already underway or because there appeared to be insufficient benefit. Plant-specific data and
loop information for the selected instrumentation loops, including the associated response
time requirements, were provided by the utilities participating in the BWROG RTT
Committee. The specific loops included in this study phase are identified in Section 5.
Utility-provided information was reviewed to identify specific components employed in the
selected loops. The components identified are given in Appendix B and summarized in
Section 6. The process for the detailed component evaluation and loop analysis are described
in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. The results from these processes are documented in Appendices B
and C, respectively. A detailed description of the methodology is presented below and is
included in Appendices B and C. The results from those detailed analyses are summarized in
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included in Appendices B and C. The results from those detailed analyses are summarized in
Section 6, which includes an evaluation of the defense-in-depth analysis performed as part
of
the original study and documented in Appendix J of Reference 9.1. That analysis evaluates
the impact of undetected delays beyond the bounding response times identified in this study.
The conclusions of the study are documented in Section 7 with recommended changes
to the
Improved Standard Technical Specifications included in Appendix E.
4.2 Component EvaluationProcess
For the detailed component evaluation process described in Figure 4-2, all the identified
components are reviewed for similarity and grouped into sets. A Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) was performed for each set of components to determine whether failures
could affect response time. The credible failures are defined based on the construction
of the
equipment and failure experience (Appendix D and Reference 9.1). A similarity analysis
was
documented to confirm that the results of the FMEAs apply to all components in
a set.
Bounding response times (BRT) are established for each component set based
on
manufacturers' specifications and actual test results, with conservatism added. The BRT
for
the component is the maximum expected response time that could result from credible
"undetected" component failures or degradation. Response time
increases up to the BRT may
go undetected, but it is expected that any failure or degradation that results in a response
time
larger than the BRT will be detected by one or more surveillance actions other than response
time testing. For one of the component sets, the "RPS Contactors", the BRT is established
based on the assumption that certain response time tests for "fast response" loops
will
continue to be performed. If that should change in the future, additional analysis of the
RPS
Contactor component set will be required.
4.3 Loop Analysis Process
For the loop analysis process described in Figure 4-3, the utility-supplied information
for
each of the selected loops was reviewed to identify all unique combinations of components,
less the sensor. These combinations are identified as "loop types". For each of these,
the
component set bounding response times determined in the component evaluations for each
of
the components in the loop type are added together to obtain the "loop logic" bounding
response time (BRT). The difference between the typical loop response time requirement
for
the selected loops and the loop logic BRTs for each loop type were compared to identify
the
residual available for the transmitter or sensing switch. This residual value becomes
the
maximum allowable BRT for the sensor in order for the loop to meet its required response
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time. That value is calculated for each loop type and for each identified required loop
response time.
4.4 Application of Results
Reference 9.1 justified elimination of the specific response time testing for the sensors in all
of the loops selected for this phase of the study. However, Reference 9.1 did not establish
specific bounding response times for the sensors. That value has been established by the
individual BWR owners as part of the application of the results of the original study results.
The process for applying the results of this study is shown in Figure 4-4 with more specific
discussion and guidance included in Section 8. In general, the BWR owner evaluates the
specific loop to be addressed to determine the components in the loop, confirms that the
components are covered by the evaluation in Appendix B (and that associated application
criteria are met), identifies the "loop type" from Appendix C, identifies the "maximum
allowable sensor BRT" based on the loop type and the loop required response time, and then
compares maximum allowable sensor BRT to the actual sensor BRT previously determined.
If the actual BRT for the sensor is less than the maximum allowable, then the surveillance
actions other than response time testing are adequate to assure that the loop response time
requirements are met, and deletion of the specific response time test for that loop is justified.
This process is applied for each of the selected loops.
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Select instrument
loops to be evaluated

K

Gather plant specific
loop information
(Section 5)

Identify components
in selected loops
(Appendix B and Section 6)

Perform component
evaluations
(Figure 4-2)

Perform loop analysis
(typical loops)
(Figure 4-3)
1

Confirm applicability
of defense in depth
(Section 6.3)

r

Document Study
Results and Conclusions
(Sections 6 and 7)

1

Perform plant specific
loop evaluations
(Figure 4-4)

Figure 4-1. Response Time Testing Evaluation Process
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Figure 4-2. Component Evaluation Process
(Appendix B)
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Figure 4-3. Loop Analysis Process
(Appendix C)
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5. Instrument Loops Included in the Study
5.1 Introduction
The instrument loops covered by this phase of the response time testing elimination
program were selected in a "pre-study". This phase initially considered all response time
testing requirements remaining after implementation of the Reference 9.1 elimination
actions. However, preliminary evaluation of the loops with fast response requirements
(i.e., on the order of 100 ms or less) indicated that it was unlikely that the methodology
planned for this phase of the BWROG's study would adequately justify elimination of
those response time testing requirements. Therefore, those loops were not selected to be
included in this phase. In addition, certain other loops in the intermediate response time
range were not included because other actions related to those loops were already
underway or because there appeared to be insufficient benefit. Therefore, with a few
exceptions, this phase of the BWROG's study includes all RPS and IAS instrumentation
loops with response time requirements in the intermediate range of 300 to 5000 ms and
not considered in the first phase of the study documented in Reference 9.1. The IAS
instrumentation loops considered in this second phase study include main steam line
isolation (primary containment isolation), secondary containment isolation, and reactor
water cleanup isolation.
5.2 Loop Descriptionsand Required Response Times
The instrumentation loops include sensors and logics. The sensors are either sensing
switches or transmitter/trip unit combinations. The trip units are considered, at least for
this study, to be part of the logic. In all cases, the sensors (switches and transmitters) for
the loops included in this phase of the study were covered by the first phase documented
in Reference 9.1, so they are not included in the component evaluations of this phase.
However, the typical required loop response times discussed in this report apply for the
entire loop, including sensors.
Plant-specific data and loop information were provided by the utilities participating in the
BWROG RTT Committee for the selected instrumentation loops, including the associated
response time requirements. For the loops included, the RTT requirements for the RPS
and Main Steam Line Isolation loops apply to most plants, while the RTT requirements
for the remaining IAS loops generally apply only to a few plants.
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The instrument loops included in this study phase can be grouped in two general sets
RPS loops and IAS loops.
5.2.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Loops
Three RPS instrumentation loops are included in this phase of the study. The typical
instrumentation loop response time requirements for these RPS trip functions range from
330 ms to 1050 ms. The fast response RPS trip functions like the APRM flux high,
turbine stop valve closure, and turbine control valve fast closure are not included in this
study phase. The RPS loops included and typical response time requirements are shown
in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. RPS Loops and Typical Required Response Times

]

RPS Loop (Trip Function)

Required Trip Response Time

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High

330 - 550 ms

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3

1030 - 1050 ms

Reactor Vessel Water Level - High, Level 8

1030 - 1050 ms

5.2.2 Isolation Actuation System (IAS) Loops
Four Main Steam Line Isolation instrumentation loops (including Main Steam Drain
Valves) and two other IAS instrumentation loops are included in this phase of the study.
The Main Steam Lines are isolated by closing the MSIVs and Main Steam Drain Valves
(MSDVs). The same instrumentation is used to close both sets of valves except for the
final output relay. The response time requirement for both sets of valves is assumed to be
the same. The typical instrumentation loop response time requirements for these IAS trip
functions range from 500 ins to 1000 ms.
The MSIV loops included and typical response time requirements are shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2. IAS (MSIV) Loops and Typical Required Response Times

[ Required Trip Response Time

IAS Loop (Trip Function)
Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1

1000 ms

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms

Main Steam Line Pressure - Low

1000 ins

Main Steam Line Flow - High

500 ms
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Except for the MSIV loops in Table 5-2, most of the IAS loops have response time
requirements in the 10 to 13 second range and were addressed in Reference 9.1.
However, in a few specific cases, the current response time requirement for IAS loops is
less than 10 seconds. This study phase addresses two of those cases, specifically the loops
shown in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3. IAS (other than MSIV) Loops and Typical Required Response Times

]

IAS Loop (Trip Function)

Required Trip Response Time

Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System
- Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms

Secondary Containment
- Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

1000 ms
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6. Study Results
This section summarizes the results of the component evaluations and loop analyses
performed for the selected loops, and the criteria that must be met to apply the results to
plant-specific loop evaluations. It also includes the maximum allowable sensor bounding
response times for the loop types identified in the study for selected typical loop required
response times.
6.1 ComponentEvaluationResults
A review of utility-supplied information for the loops included in this study phase (see
Section 5) was performed to identify the individual components comprising each of the
instrument loops. Components with sufficiently similar design and construction features
were grouped together into a component set for which a common Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) was performed.
The results of the FMEAs were used, in conjunction with industry failure experience and
component specifications, requirements, and performance test results, to establish a
"bounding response time" (BRT). The BRT is the maximum response time expected for
any component in the set that could result from credible "undetected" component failures
or degradation. Undetected component failures and degradation as used here are failures
and degradation that are not expected to be detected either by immediate trip or by
periodic surveillance actions other than response time testing (RTT). The BRT is
established based on the assumption that specific RTT is not performed for the loop or
component.
The component sets identified and the associated BRT are listed in Table 6-1. Table 6-1
also includes a reference to the section in Appendix B that contains the component
evaluation details.
Application of the BRT listed in Table 6-1 to a specific component (as is required for a
plant specific loop evaluation) requires that the specific component be one of the
"included" components and that the identified criteria be met. Those details are provided
in the following paragraphs, extracted from Appendix B, for each component set.
It should be noted that sensor components (transmitters and switches) for the instrument
loops were previously addressed in Reference 9.1 and have therefore been excluded here.
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Table 6-1. Component Sets and Component BRTs
Component Set

Reference

BRT

Agastat Relays

B.2

140 ms

GE HFA Relays

B.3

40 ms

Potter & Brumfield MDR Relays

B.4

90 ms

Trip Units

B.5

24 ms

GE CR120A Relays

B.6

80 ms

RPS Scram Contactors

B.7

45 ms (1)

(I)Based on "phased" testing of APRM response times. See Section B.7 for
applicability.
6.1.1 Agastat Relays
6.1.1.1 Applicability
The "Agastat Relay" set includes Agastat Type GP and EGP Relays. Specifically, the
results and conclusions apply to the following equipment:
a) Any Agastat Relay Model Number GPB (24 Vdc) or GPI (120 Vac)
b) Any Agastat Relay Model Number EGPB (24 Vdc) or EGPI (120 Vac)
c) Any Agastat Relay Model Number FGPB (24 Vdc) or FGPI (120 Vac)
6.1.1.2 Criteriafor Using Bounding Response Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 140 ms, provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the
normally open contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 70 ms or less
after power is removed from the coil.
b) The relays are within their qualified life.
c) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for
nuclear safety-related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, no credible failure mode has been identified that will
increase response time to more than 140 ms and not also affect normal functioning of the
relay, and thus be detected either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even
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though some performance problems have been identified in the past, all were identified
by tests or actions other than response time tests, or resulted in degradation of response
times within the limits established by this analysis.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of a subject relay
which has met the conditions of this section that could result in response times greater
than 140 ms and go undetected is not credible, even without specific RTT.
6.1.2 GE HFA Relays
6.1.2.1 Applicability
The "GE HFA" set includes GE Type HFA 120 Vac Relay Model Numbers HFA51,
HFA71, HFA151, and HFA171. Specifically, the results and conclusions apply to the
following equipment:
a) Any GE Relay Model Number 12HFA51A49 or 12HFA71A49A
b) Any GE Relay Model Number 12HFA51A62
c) Any GE Relay Model Number 12HFA151A9 or 12HFA171A9A
6.1.2.2 Criteriafor Using Bounding Response Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 40 ms, provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) The HFA manufacturer's instructions are followed for setup and adjustment of
the relay prior to initial operation and after any repair or maintenance.
b) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the
normally open contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less
after power is removed from the coil.
c) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for
nuclear safety-related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, no credible failure mode has been identified that will
increase response time to more than 40 ms and not also affect normal functioning of the
trip unit, and thus be detected either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even
though some performance problems have been identified in the past, all were identified
by tests or actions other than response time tests.
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Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of a subject relay
which has met the conditions of this section that could result in response times greater
than 40 ms is not credible.
6.1.3 Potter & Brumfield MDR Relays
6.1.3.1 Applicability
The "Potter & Brumfield MDR Relay" set includes Potter & Brumfield type MDR, 120
Vac rotary relays. Specifically, the results and conclusions apply to equipment meeting
the following constraints:
a) Potter & Brumfield MDR series rotary relays
b) 120 Vac or 115 Vac, 60 Hz coil
c) Small AC Non-Latching type
d) Up to three contact decks (12PDT)
6.1.3.2 Criteriafor Using Bounding Response Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 90 ms, provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the
normally open contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 18 ms or less
after power is removed from the coil.
b) The relays are within their qualified life.
c) The relays were manufactured after September 10, 1986 (the date after which
the winding insulation was changed to epoxy).
d) The dedication process has confirmed that the manufacturing process used is
adequate to assure full curing of the epoxy winding insulation.
e) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for
nuclear safety-related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, no credible failure mode has been identified that will
increase response time to more than 90 ms and not also affect normal functioning of the
trip unit, and thus be detected either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even
though performance problems with the MDR relays have been identified in the past, all
were identified by tests or actions other than response time tests.
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Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure that could result in
response times greater than 90 ms of a subject relay which has met the conditions of this
section is not credible.
6.1.4 Trip Units
6.1.4.1 Applicability
The "Trip Unit" set includes Rosemount Model 510DU and 710DU trip units and GE
Model 184C5988 and 147D8505 trip units. Specifically, the results and conclusions
apply to the following equipment:
a) Any Rosemount Model 510DU Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave combination
b) Any Rosemount Model 71 ODU Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave combination
c) Any GE Model 184C5988Gxxx Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave
combination
d) Any GE Model 147D8505Gxxx Analog Trip Module
6.1.4.2 Criteriafor Using Bounding Response Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the trip units is 24 ms, provided Technical
Specification Channel Checks, Functional Tests and Calibrations (or equivalent) are
performed and include the trip unit, and provided the following condition is met:
a) The trip units are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated
for nuclear safety-related application under a utility dedication program.
No credible failure mode has been identified that will increase response time to more than
24 ms and not also affect normal functioning of the trip unit, and thus be detected by tests
other than RTT. Even though some performance problems have been identified in the
past, all were identified by tests or actions other than response time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of the trip unit that
could result in response times greater than 24 ms is not credible.
6.1.5 GE CR120A Relays
6.1.5.1 Applicability
The "GE Type CR120A relay" set includes CR120A 120 Vac relays. Specifically, the
results and conclusions apply to equipment meeting the following constraint:
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a) Any GE Type CR120A, 120 Vac or 115 Vac, 60 Hz coil.
6.1.5.2 Criteriafor Using Bounding Response Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 80 ms, provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the
normally open contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less
after power is removed from the coil.
b) Vendor maintenance, application and replacement recommendations have
been followed.
c) The CR120A relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or
dedicated for nuclear safety-related application under a utility dedication
program.
Provided these conditions are met, no credible failure mode has been identified that will
increase response time to more than 80 ms and not also affect normal functioning of the
relay, and thus be detected either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even
though performance problems with the CR120A relays have been identified in the past,
all were identified by tests or actions other than response time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure that could result in
response times greater than 80 ms of a subject relay which has met the conditions of this
section is not credible.
6.1.6 RPS Scram Contactors
6.1.6.1 Applicability
The "RPS Contactor" set includes GE CR105, GE CR205, and GE CR305 Magnetic
Contactors, and Potter & Brumfield MDR Rotary Relays when used as an interposing
relay between two of the above Magnetic Contactors. Specifically, this set applies to:
a) Any GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor, and
b) Any 120 Vac Small AC Non-Latching type Potter & Brumfield MDR series
rotary relay (see note below),
provided the components are applied as an RPS Scram Contactor controlling a set of
Scram Solenoid Pilot Valves (SSPVs) in one of the following two configurations:
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a) One GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor that directly
operates a set of SSPVs, or
b) One interposing Potter & Brumfield MDR relay which controls a GE CR105,
GE CR205, or GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor which operates a set of SSPVs.
NOTE:

The MDR series rotary relay considered in this section is the same as those
addressed in Section 6.1.3. However, in the configuration considered in this
section, the relay is applied as an isolating device at the input to the contactor.
In this configuration, the response time requirements on the relay are generally
shorter than the BRT determined in Section 6.1.3 and, therefore, continued
RTT is required to assure that the relay response is adequate. The BRT for the
"Contactors", including the MDR relay where applicable, is based on retained
RTTs of "fast" response RPS loops.

6.1.6.2 Criteriafor Using BoundingResponse Times (BRT)
The maximum undetected response time of the RPS Scram Contactor is 65 ms, provided
the plant performs APRM upscale scram trip RTT with a loop acceptance criteria of 90
ms maximum, and the APRM RTT includes the APRM electronics and at least one
interposing relay, not shared by other loops, between the APRM output and the RPS
Scram Contactor. Alternately, if the utility performs the APRM RTT in phases, the
maximum undetected response time of the RPS Scram Contactor is 45 ms, provided the
acceptance criteria is 50 ms maximum for the phase that includes RPS Scram Contactor
and at least one interposing relay, not shared by other loops, is included in the phase.
Provided these conditions are met, no credible failure has been identified that will
increase response time of the RPS Scram Contactor to more than 65 ms and not also fail
to meet the APRM upscale scram trip RTT loop acceptance criteria. A response time of
the RPS Scram Contactor of more than 45 ms will result in failure to meet the phase
acceptance criteria (as defined in Paragraph B.7.3.5).
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any undetected failure of the RPS
Scram Contactor which has met the conditions of this section that could result in response
times greater than 65 ms is not credible if the APRM RTT is a total loop test, and an
undetected failure that results in response times greater than 45 ms is not credible if the
APRM RTT is a phased test (as defined in Paragraph B.7.3.5).
Since the phased test is most common, 45 ms will be used as the bounding response time
for the RPS Scram Contactor for the remainder of the analyses in this report.
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6.2 Instrument Loop Analyses Results
A review of utility-supplied information for the loops included in this study phase (see
Section 5) was performed to identify the individual components comprising each of the
instrument loops. For each loop, the component was "replaced" with the applicable
component set. The loops were then grouped into "loop types" based on the specific
combination of components in the loop. The loop analysis was then performed based on
loop type.
Using the bounding response times (BRT) given in Table 6-1, a "loop logic" BRT time
value was calculated for each loop type by adding the BRTs of each of the components in
the loop except the sensor. The loop types and loop logic BRT, determined in
Appendix C, are shown in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2. Loop Logic BRT by Loop Type

Loop
Type

[
Trip Unit

TU Output
Relay

Logic
Relay

Auxiliary
Relay

Output
Relay

Loop
Logic BRT

A

TU

Agastat

Agastat

Agastat

Agastat

584 ms

B

TU

Agastat

Agastat

MDR

Agastat

534 ms

C

TU

Agastat

Agastat

-

Agastat

444 ms

D

TU

Agastat

MDR

-

Agastat

394 ms

E

TU

Agastat

HFA

-

HFA

244 ms

F

TU

Agastat

HFA

-

CR120A

284 ms

G

TU

Agastat

MDR

-

Contactor

299 ms

H

TU

Agastat

HFA

-

Contactor

249 ms

I

TU

Agastat

-

Contactor

209 ms

J

-

HFA

120 ms

Contactor

85 ms

K

-

-

HFA

-

HFA

HFA
-

The loop analysis compared the loop logic BRT to the typical response time requirements
identified by review of utilities inputs for the covered loops. The difference between the
loop logic BRT and the required response time is the maximum allowable BRT for the
sensor for which the loop can still be assured of meeting the required response time. The
results of those comparisons taken from Appendix C are shown in Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3. Maximum Allowable Loop Sensor BRT (ms)
Typical Required Loop Response Times (ms)

Loop

Loop Logic

Type

BRTs (ms)

350

A

584

B

500

550

1,000

1,050

2,000

-

-

-

416

466

1,416

534

-

-

16

466

516

1,466

C

444

-

56

106

556

606

1,556

D

394

-

106

156

606

656

1,606

E

244

106

256

306

756

806

1,756

F

284

66

216

266

716

766

1716

G

299

51

201

251

701

751

1,701

H

249

101

251

301

751

801

1,751

I

209

141

291

341

791

841

1,791

J

120

230

380

430

880

930

1,880

K

85

265

415

465

915

965

1,915

6.3 Defense in Depth
The original study (Reference 9.1) evaluated the effects of increased response times up to
5 seconds for a number instrument loops, the time judged to be detectable by technicians.
That study concluded that, for loops covered by that study, such increased response time,
while beyond the licensing bases, would not result in a significant degradation of safety.
A review of Reference 9.1 compared to Section 5 of this report confirms that all of the
loops covered by this phase of the study were included in the "5 second" analysis in the
original study. Therefore, it is concluded, for the loops covered by this phase of the study,
that if some unforeseen failure mode occurred which was not detected by surveillance
tests other than RTT, increases in response times will still be detectable before such
increases reach a level that could result in a safety concern.
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7. Conclusions
This study concludes, for response time sensitive components (excluding sensors) in the
loops covered by the study, that failure or degradation of components that leads to
significant unacceptable response time increases can be detected either by immediate
trip or by routine surveillance tests other than RTT. The study further concludes that
increased response times that may not be detected by such routine surveillance tests can
be bounded, provided certain identified conditions are met. Finally, based on review of
loop component configurations and response time requirements provided by the BWROG
participating members, it is concluded that typical loops of the types covered by the study
include substantial margin between the combined BRT of the non-sensor components and
the loop requirements. Comparison of this margin to typical sensor response times
indicates that the margin available exceeds the BRT for the sensor.
This study also determined that the conclusions of the "5 second delay" operator
awareness defense-in-depth analysis included in Reference 9.1 are applicable for loops
covered by this report.
This study provides a methodology (Section 8) which can be used by individual utilities
to confirm for each specific loop that the BRT for an entire loop is less than the required
response time for the loop. For each loop to which the application process is successfully
applied, that confirmation demonstrates that routine RTT is not required to assure that
loop response time requirements are met.
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8. Application Guidelines
8.1 General
The instrumentation loops evaluated in this study are expected to represent the
corresponding loops for almost all the plant-specific applications. All the loop
descriptions submitted by Committee members were evaluated. However, formal
confirmation that any specific loop in a plant is enveloped by the analyses in this study
must be performed as an application step as described in this section. The application
process is shown in diagram form in Figure 4-4, and described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
8.2 Identify Plant-SpecificLoops
This study evaluated the specific loops identified in Section 5, using information
provided by the BWROG committee members. In most cases, the loops selected for
evaluation by the utility are covered in this study. However, the conclusions are generic
and can be applied to any loop, provided the process defined in this section is followed.
As the first step, the utility must select the specific loops to be evaluated and gather plant
configuration information related to those loops.
8.3 Identify Plant-SpecificComponents
For each specific loop selected by the utility for evaluation, the specific components,
including manufacturer and model, must be identified. This identification must include all
response time sensitive components in the loop.
8.4 Compare Loop Type and Components to Study
Each component in the loop under evaluation must be compared to the "set" definitions
in Section 6, and a determination reached as to whether the component is included in a set
evaluated in this study. Similarly, the group of components in the loop must be
compared to the "loop type" definitions in Section 6, and a determination reached as to
whether the loop type for the loop under evaluation is included in the loop types included
in this study.
8.4.1 Components and Loop Type Covered in This Study
If all of the components and the loop type for the loop under evaluation are covered by
this study, proceed to Paragraph 8.5. If not, proceed to Paragraph 8.4.2.
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8.4.2 Components or Loop Type Not Covered in This Study
If one or more of the components, or the loop type, for the loop under evaluation are not
covered by this study, then the results of this study cannot be applied directly, but the
methodology can be applied. In some cases, supplemental analysis may be possible to
extend the results of this study to cover additional components or loop types.
For components not covered, an FMEA and experience review using the same
methodology as Appendix B must be performed and documented to establish bounding
response times (BRT) for that component. If the component is similar to one of the sets
included in this study, then a similarity analysis may be sufficient to show that the
component can be included in one of the sets already analyzed in this study. A BRT
established by supplemental analysis to a comparable level of detail and using the same
methodology as this study may be used in the plant-specific loop evaluation in the same
manner as the generically determined BRTs.
If the loop type is not covered, then a new "loop type" must be established and the "loop
logic BRT" determined using the same methodology as used in Appendix C.
Conclusions from documented supplemental analysis, performed by qualified individuals
under the utility's quality program and applying the methodology documented in this
report with a comparable level of detail, may be used as if those results were included in
this report in applying the criteria of this section.
8.5 Compare Sensor Bounding Response Time (BRT), PlantProcedures
Once the loop logic BRT is established, either using the analysis included in this generic
study, supplemental analysis, or a combination thereof, the sensor BRT must be included
and the plant procedures and processes compared to the application criteria included in
this report.
8.5.1 Compare Sensor BRT
If the results of the original study (Reference 9.1) have been applied to the sensor in the
loop under evaluation, identify the BRT allocated to the sensor in the current response
time test acceptance criteria. If the results of Reference 9.1 have not yet been applied for
the sensor in the subject loop, establish a BRT for the sensor. Compare the value to the
"maximum allowable BRT" identified for the loop type in Section 6 (or
for the loop type
established by supplemental analysis).
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If the sensor BRT for the loop under evaluation is less than the maximum allowable BRT
for the loop type, then surveillance tests other than RTT are adequate to assure that the
loop response time meets the requirements. If not, then specific RTT should be retained
to assure that the loop meets its response time requirements.
8.5.2 Compare Plant Procedures
Section 6 includes specific criteria for each component set that must be met as a condition
for use of the BRT established for that component set (or equivalent criteria established
for components evaluated by supplemental analysis). Compare those criteria to the actual
plant procedures, processes or requirements. If the criteria are met, or if plant procedures,
processes and requirements are modified so that the criteria are met, then the
requirements for application of the study results are met.
Once the results of this study have been applied to an instrument loop, plant procedures
provide assurance that if a component is replaced, the results of this study still apply.
The procedures must assure that if a component is replaced with a component different
from that originally evaluated, either the new component is evaluated in accordance with
this report to show that the results apply to that component, or RTT will be performed.
Note that this requirement also includes the requirements established in Reference 9.1,
including the "defense-in-depth" requirement that plant procedures address the need for
technicians performing surveillance activities to monitor the response of loops during
performance of those surveillances. The specific way this is accomplished may vary
from plant to plant. Appendix E to this report provides, in the Bases markups, examples
of additions to Bases for the surveillance tests to reflect technician monitoring of
response of the loops. The specific wording and surveillances to which it applies will
depend on the plant-specific implementation of the requirements in Reference 9.1.
8.6 Application of Study Result
8.6.1 General
If the requirements of Paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 are met, then the surveillance activities
other than RTT are adequate to assure that loop response time requirements are met, and
the requirements for specific RTTs may be eliminated.
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8.6.2 Application Actions
To document application justification and implement conclusions of the plant-specific
loop evaluation, the following actions are required:
*

Document the loop evaluation performed per this section.

*

Implement any plant procedural changes required to meet the criteria in this
report, or to implement the requirements identified in Reference 9.1.
Prepare a Technical Specification and/or Safety Analysis Report revision in
accordance with Appendix E of this report, or equivalent, for the loops evaluated
successfully and submit for NRC review and approval per normal licensing
change procedures.

8.6.3 Loop Component Replacement
Replacement of a loop component with one of the same type as the one in the loop when
originally evaluated in accordance with Paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 requires only that the
procedures established under Paragraph 8.5.2 be followed (those procedures assure that
the criteria for applicability of the BRT are met).
Replacement of a loop component with one of a different type or model than that
considered in the original analysis in accordance with Paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 requires
re-evaluation prior to such replacement. The component must be evaluated in accordance
with Section 8.4, and any supplemental analysis required in accordance with Paragraph
8.4.2 performed. The loop with the alternate component must be re-evaluated in
accordance with Paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. If the requirements of both Paragraphs 8.5.1
and 8.5.2 are met for the loop with the alternate component, then the loop may be
modified to use the alternate component under 1OCFR50.59, provided all other aspects of
the modification, other than response time, also meet the criteria of 1OCFR50.59.
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Utilities/Plants Participating In This Evaluation

Plant Name

Utility Name

BWR
Product Line

Carolina Power & Light Company

Brunswick 1&2

4

Centerior Energy

Perry

6

Commonwealth Edison Company

LaSalle 1&2

5

Detroit Edison Company

Fermi 2

4

Entergy Operations Inc.

Grand Gulf

6

Entergy Operations Inc.

River Bend

6

Georgia Power Company

Hatch 2

4

Illinois Power Company

Clinton

6

New York Power Authority

FitzPatrick

4

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation

Nine Mile Point 2

5

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company

Susquehanna 1&2

4

PECO Energy

Limerick l&2

4

Public Service Electric and Gas

Hope Creek

4

Washington Public Power Supply
System

WNP 2

5
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Appendix B
Component Failure Modes and Effects Analyses (FMEAs)
B. 1

Introduction

B.1.1 Scope of this Appendix
Section 5 of this report identifies the instrument loops selected for analysis. This appendix
includes the detailed Failure Modes and Effects Analyses (FMEAs) for components typically
used in those loops based on utility-provided information. The components were selected to
include all components in the loops selected for analysis except the sensors (which are
covered by the original analysis documented in Reference 9.1).
B.1.2

FMEA Methodology

B.1.2.1 General
The methodology described in this section applies to all components analyzed except for the
RPS Scram Contactor analysis in section B.7. The methodology for that analysis is described
in section B.7.1
B.1.2.2 OverallMethodology
Utility-provided information describing the selected loops was reviewed to identify all
response time sensitive components used one or more times in one or more of those loops.
Those components were grouped into sets for evaluation based on similarity of construction
and design. FMEAs were performed for each set of components.
The FMEAs were performed in five steps: 1) one component was selected from the set for
detailed analysis, and analyzed based on GE and vendor documentation, and physical
examination of the selected sample, 2) a similarity analysis comparing the component
selected to other components in the set was performed to establish applicability of the
conclusions to all components in the set, 3) available field experience records were reviewed
to determine actual failures and identified effects, 4) a detailed FMEA was performed for the
one component selected from the set, including an assessment of effects of identified failure
modes on response time of the component and a determination of how identified failures
would be detected, and 5) for cases where response time degradation may go undetected, the
results of the first four steps were used to establish bounding values for such degraded
response time. The last step also includes identification of any criteria or assumptions that
must be confirmed for the conclusions to apply.
B.1.2.3 DetailedAnalysis Methodology
The detailed analysis of the selected component includes: 1) a description of the component,
its functions and the parts (sub-components) of the component, 2) a summary (table form) of
the function(s) of each part of the component, 3) a summary (table form) of credible failures
of parts including the consequences and tests that can detect the failures.
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B.1.2.4 FMEA Results
The conclusions of the analysis are summarized including identification of components to
which the analysis applies, bounding response time values that may result from credible
undetected degradation or failures of the components, and tests or other actions that are
assumed to be performed and conditions that must be met for the conclusions to apply.
B.2
B.2.1

Agastat Type GPIEGP Relay FailureModes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA Results

B.2.1.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses Agastat Type GP, FGP and EGP Relays. Specifically, the results and
conclusions apply to the following equipment:
a) Any Agastat Relay Model Number GPB (24 Vdc) or GPI (120 Vac)
b) Any Agastat Relay Model Number EGPB (24 Vdc) or EGPI (120 Vac)
c) Any Agastat Relay Model Number FGPB (24 Vdc) or FGPI (120 Vac)
B.2.1.2 BoundingResponse Times
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 140 ms provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 70 ms or less after power is removed from
the coil.
b) The relays are within their qualified life.
c) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for nuclear
safety related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, all credible failure modes identified that increase response
time to more than 140 ms also affect normal functioning of the relay, and thus are detectable
either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Operating history indicates that even the
identified "undetected" failures are not probable failures. Even though some performance
problems have been identified in the past, all were identified by tests or actions other than
response time tests, or resulted in degradation of response times within the limits established
by this analysis.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of a subject relay which
has met the conditions of this section that could result in response times greater than 140 ms
and go undetected is not credible, even without specific RTT.
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B.2.2

Analysis

B.2.2.1 EquipmentAnalyzed
An Agastat 120 Vac Type EGP Relay, Model No. EGPIC2004002 was selected for detailed
analysis.
B.2.2.2 SimilarityAnalysis
The relay analyzed is an Agastat 120 Vac Type EGP Relay, Model No. EGPIC2004002. The
"E" prefix indicates a relay supplied by Agastat as safety related. "GP" relays (without the
"E" prefix) were dedicated after original manufacture of the relay. Relays with a prefix "F"
are relays supplied by Agastat to GENE under the umbrella of GENE's nuclear QA program,
prior to the offering of nuclear grade "EGP" relays by Agastat. The letter following the "GP"
for the relays covered by this analysis is either "B", indicating a 24 Vdc rated coil, or an "I"
indicating a 120 Vac rated coil. The design of the key components, the return springs, the
core piece, the contact brackets, and the contacts are the same for all of the relay types. The
120 Vac relay is also actually a DC relay. The difference between the 120 Vac "ac relay"
coil and the 24 Vdc relay coil is that the 120 Vac version of the coil is preceded in the
hardware by a diode bridge, and the winding resistance is somewhat higher to match the
higher voltage. All of these models have the same basic relay mechanism including the
core/contact assembly, contacts and return spring, and coils, Those sub-components are
similar in all manners that affect response time degradation, so any minor differences do not
result in different failure modes than those analyzed, and the conclusions of the analysis may
be applied to all equally.
The difference between the EGP and GP relays is that the EGP relays were qualified by the
manufacturer to later standards than were the GP relays (which were qualified by the
dedication). FGP relays are essentially a predecessor of the EGP relays. At this time, EGP,
FGP and GP relays have the same basic mechanisms and materials. In addition, GP relays
currently installed in the field have been demonstrated to meet all performance requirements
including response time. Therefore, it is concluded that relative to degradation and failure
mechanisms that might affect response time, the conclusions of this analysis may be applied
equally to the EGP type relays identified, and to the corresponding FGP and GP relays
currently installed in the field, or GP units supplied under a dedication process that assures
that any changes in the GP design do not affect the response time under degraded or failed
conditions in ways other than those analyzed in this report. FGP relays are no longer offered.
B.2.2.3 Review of OperatingExperience
The review of operating experience documented in Ref. 9.1 shows that there have been
several types of problems with GP/FGP/EGP relays, some of which had the potential to
impact response time of the relay. However, most of those problems were detected by
immediate trip or by functional tests of the relays.
Appendix D includes a summary of identified GP/FGP/EGP relay problems that were
detected based on response time. Items 1, 2 and 3 in Table D.4-1 apply to the Agastat set of
relays and document a total of 4 identified failures detected by response time degradation.
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The data base does not identify the actual root cause of the failures. The first item indicates
that the response time of the relay was 40 ms. The third item involves short required
response time functions, i.e., Turbine Control Valve and Turbine Stop Valve Fast Closure.
Both of these have response time requirement of 80 ms or less. Since this is only slightly
longer than the specified relay response maximum time of 70 ms, it is very likely that these
failures resulted from relays that were slightly out of limits or even relays that were within
the maximum specified response time, but slightly slower than typical relays.
The second entry involves MSIV isolation logic. The response time for that function is
longer than the for items 1 and 3 of the list -- on the order of 1,000 ms. However, the
problem description indicates that the relay was "out of specification". Since each utility has
an administrative acceptance limit for each phase of response time testing, it is likely that this
relay failed an administrative limit for the relay itself, and that the relay did not result in an
increase in response time to the point where it exceeded the Technical Specification limit.
The experience data available lacks sufficient information to reach absolute conclusions
regarding detectability of degraded response time conditions. However, due to the very small
number of reported cases of relay failures detected by response time testing, the relatively
large number detected by other surveillance testing, and the fact that all but one of the
identified failures detected by response time testing were for a very short response time
function, it appears reasonable to conclude that failures that result in increases in response
time but that do not result in functional failures are very likely to result in only very small
increases in response time.
B.2.2.4

DetailedAnalysis

B.2.2.4.1 Description
The Agastat Type EGP relay includes a fixed coil assembly and the fixed half (both normally
open and normally closed) of four relay contacts mounted directly to a housing, and a moving
core/contact assembly attached to the coil assembly by two flat "springs". The two flat
springs provide physical support, positioning, return force for the contacts. A translucent
plastic cover encloses the relay except for the base through which the contacts penetrate. The
whole assembly is approximately 4.75 inches high by 1.75 inches square.
The base is opaque plastic, approximately 1.75 inches square with four molded "fingers", one
from each comer, extending approximately 2 inches up from the base. At the end of each
finger is a mounting hole used to attach the coil assembly. Sixteen contact/feedthroughs are
press fit into the base in a 4 by 4 grid pattern. On the outside, the contacts are spade lugs
designed to plug into a mounting base. On the inside, eight of the contacts, four along each
of two sides of the 4 by 4 grid, are smaller spade lugs (smaller than the external lugs). Two
of these are used for coil connections via wires running to the top of the coil assembly and
four are for connections to the moving part of the four relay contacts via wires running to the
moving core/contact assembly. Two of the connections are not used. The remaining eight
contacts have swaged-in plated copper contact surfaces to act as the normally open (N.O.)
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and normally closed (N.C.) parts of each of the four relay contacts. These N.O./N.C. pairs
are mounted facing each other approximately 0.25 inches apart.
The coil assembly includes the coil itself wrapped on a plastic "bobbin", a rectangular shaped
steel "tube" frame, a metal "plug", a small circuit board assembly, wires to connect the
circuit assembly to the coil and to the incoming contacts, and mounting hardware. The plated
steel frame is open on two sides and has a hole through the bottom and a slot/hole on the top.
On the bottom surface around the hole (through which the core piece inserts), a flat circular
surface a little larger than one inch is machined flat. The bobbin/coil has a hollow center
approximately 3/8 inch diameter with a rectangular shaped top and circular bottom. The
bottom has a small ring extending out from the surface around the center hole. The
bobbin/coil mounts into the frame with the "ring" extending into the hole in the bottom of the
frame to position the bobbin. The rectangular top of the bobbin prevents the bobbin/coil
from rotating. The "plug" is a mushroom shaped part with the "stem" designed to insert into
the top of the bobbin/coil. The "cap" has clearance holes to attach to the top of the frame and
provides tapped holes to mount the circuit assembly with small standoffs. The stem of the
plug has a small shoulder near the cap which both positions the plug in the hole/slot in the
top of the frame and presses on the top of the bobbin to hold the bobbin/coil assembly in the
frame. Two screws attach the plug to the top of the frame. The circuit board assembly
attaches to the top of the plug with two screws and plastic standoffs. The circuit board
assembly includes a rectifier and capacitor to covert the AC input power to nominal DC for
the coil, and provides solder connection points for the incoming AC connections and for
connections to the coil. The whole coil assembly is approximately 2.5 inches high by
approximately 1.5 inches square. The coil assembly is attached to the ends of the "fingers" in
the base with four screws and extends approximately 2 inches beyond the fingers. The
coil/bobbin part of the assembly is approximately 1.5 inches high. The plug extends a little
less than 0.5 inch into the top of the bobbin.
The core/contact assembly includes a core/disk piece approximately one inch long, a flat
bracket that attaches contact holders to the core/disk piece, four contact holder/contact
assemblies approximately one inch long with wires to connect to the relay housing contacts,
and two flat springs approximately one inch long by 3/4 inch wide. The core/disk piece
comprises a cylindrical core approximately one inch long with a diameter a little smaller than
the hole in the bobbin. At the end of the cylinder and part of the same machined part is a
"disk" approximately one inch diameter and less than 1/8 inch thick. Attached to the outer
side of the disk is a bracket that attaches and forms the pivot points for the contact
holder/contact assemblies. The bracket is nominally square with the middle flat against the
disk and "riveted" to the disk (via swaging of the end of a "pin" originally formed as part of
the disk). On two ends, the bracket is formed into an inverted "U" with the open end toward
the disk. Along the length of the "U", two slots are cut crosswise into the U. The combined
effect is to form three "bent fingers", with the middle one twice the width of the outer ones,
on each side of the bracket. Four individual formed plastic contact holders are mounted
under these "fingers", each one using one of the "outer" fingers and half of a double wide
"inner" finger. A round "pin type" protrusion on the contact holders mounts under the
bracket, on each side, with the main part of the holder extending up through the slot cut to
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form the fingers. The "pins" allow the contact holder to rotate along the axis under the
fingers of the bracket attached to the disk. The plastic contact holder extends approximately
3/4 inch from the disk surface. Each holder supports a nominally one inch long contact
"finger". The finger is essentially a spring as well as an electrical conductor to provide
contact wiping action. At the end of the contact finger is a swaged-in double sided plated
copper contact piece, approximately 3/16 inch thick from contact surface to contact surface.
Each holder includes a strain relief support for a wire attached to the contact finger and
running to the corresponding contacts in the housing base. The two flat springs are split
along approximately 2/3 of the length to form effectively two separate springs attached
together at the base. Each of these separate springs attaches to one of the four contact holders
via a "tab/slot" arrangement near the end of the holder and a hole in the spring.
In the finished relay assembly, the cylindrical part of the core/contact assembly slides into the
hole in the bobbin in the coil assembly. The contacts protrude down to a position between
the two associated fixed contact points (N.O. and N.C.). The core/contact assembly springs
attach to the frame of the coil assembly to support the core/contact assembly. These springs
are designed to push the contacts of the core/contact assembly in the "de-energized" direction
perpendicular to the axis of motion of the core and hold the N.C. contacts closed when the
relay is de-energized. The springs are mounted such that their "zero force" direction is
parallel with the axis of travel of the core. When the relay is energized, it pulls the contact
holders toward the coil. The springs prevent the contact holders from traveling directly in the
direction of travel of the core. This results in a pivot action of the contact holder around the
pivot point which is offset from the spring. The resulting rotation opens the N.C. contacts
and closes the N.O. contacts. Spring action of the moving contacts themselves provide
margin for tolerances of the various components and a degree of wiping action. Slots in the
flat springs of the coil/contact assembly allow adjustment of the spring position, apparently
intended only as a factory adjustment. The total free travel of the contacts is approximately
1/16 inch from the point where the N.C. contacts open and the N.O. contacts close, and vice
versa. A thin plastic spacer is installed on the end of the core cylinder and a similar "washer"
is installed over the cylinder between the "disk" of the core/contact assembly and the frame
of the coil assembly. These spacers prevent direct metal-to-metal contact either between the
core and the plug and the core "disk" and the frame, respectively. The frame and plug of the
coil assembly and the core/core disk of the core/contact assembly form the magnetic circuit
for the relay.
The relay cover provides a dust cover for the active parts of the relay and protects against
inadvertent contact with electrical terminals, but has no functional purpose.
B.2.2.4.2 Results of FMEA
Agastat Type EGP relay FMEA results are tabulated in Tables B.2-1 and B.2-2.
All credible failure modes identified that increase response time more than 50 ms also affect
normal functioning of the relay, and thus are detectable either by immediate trip or by tests
other than RTT. This conclusion assumes that Technical Specification Functional Tests are
performed and include the relay.
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Operating history indicates that even the identified "undetected" failures are not probable
failures. Even though some performance problems have been identified in the past, all but a
small number were identified by immediate trip or functional tests, not response time tests.
The data available for those that were detected by RTT (see paragraph B.2.2.3) indicates that
the relays involved were likely still within the "bounding response time" identified in this
analysis. This result is reasonable due to the high degree of interaction between mechanisms
that affect response time and those involved in normal functioning of the relay. Based on this
analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of the relay that could result in an
increase of more than 50 ms in the "de-energize" response time (drop out time) is not
credible provided the utility has implemented a program to replace relays prior to the end of
the qualified life, and provided that prior to initial installation, but after final factory
adjustments or after any relay maintenance with the potential to affect response time, relays
have undergone testing to confirm that pickup and dropout voltages and pickup and dropout
times meet manufacturer's specifications, and in particular that the drop out time for the
normally open contacts is 70 ms or less.
B.2.2.4.3 Bounding Response Times
The vendor's specification for the Agastat EGP 120 Vac Relay is a maximum 70 ms for
opening of normally open contacts measured from the time power is removed from an
energized relay. For the RPS and Isolation circuits, all relays in the trip path are energized in
the non-tripped state and utilize the normally open contacts (contacts open and relays de
energize to transmit the trip condition). GENE qualification testing of Agastat GP relays
showed operation times of 18 ms (vs. specification of 85 ms) and 8 ms (vs. specification of
70 ms) (Ref. 9.4). Based on the FMEA, the worst case expected delay for the Agastat Relay
is an increase of less than 50 ms over nominal.
The similarity analysis concludes that differences between relays covered by this analysis do
not affect the detectability of response time degradation. Using the specified maximum
operation time of 70 ins, which is considered conservative, and adding the maximum
expected increase of 50 ins, the worst case expected delay from the Agastat Relay is 120 ms
(normally open contact, relay changing from energized to de-energized).
The review of operating history suggests that relays detected as "failed" in response time may
have actually been within their specification limits. However, to help offset the uncertainty
in the operating history, an additional 15% has been added for a bounding response time of
140 ms. No additional margin is judged necessary for the Agastat Relay, provided the relay
to which the results of this analysis are applied has an initial acceptance criteria of 70 ms
maximum opening time for normally open contacts (from energized state), and such criteria
is applied for any replacement relays or after repair or maintenance of a relay.
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Table B.2-1 - Agastat Type EGP Principle Design Components and Their Primary Function
Function
9 Provide support and positioning of the coil assembly.
9 Position the fixed part of both the N.O. and N.C. contacts.
e Provide a dust cover
Cover
* Prevent personnel contact with electrical contacts
o Prevent foreign object entry into the relay mechanism
o Provide the pivot point for the contact holder.
core,
Core/contact assembly
* Define the direction of travel of the contact holder for energize/de-energize.
core disk and bracket
o Position the contact holder/contacts in two dimensions.
o Provide part of the magnetic path for the relay coil.
o Transfer the relay force to the contact holders.
o Position the contacts relative to the core/core disk/bracket and relative to the flat springs.
Core/contact assembly
* Provide the pivot point for the moving contacts.
contact holder and moving
* Transfer the spring force to the contacts.
contacts and wires
o Provide the strain relief for the wires connecting the moving contacts.
* Connect the moving contacts to the external connection contacts.
* Provide contact "margin" to accommodate relay component tolerances.
* Provide attachment point for flat springs.
e Provide the moving contact part of the electrical circuit.
o Provide wiping and seating force for the contacts.
* Provide opening force for de-energized relay.
Core/contact assembly flat
o Provide the contact closing force for N.O. and N.C. contacts.
springs
o Position the contacts (via the contact holder) rotationally around the core movement
axis.
• Position the contacts in the direction of core movement in the de-energized condition.
Core/contact assembly plastic • Assures a minimum gap between the moving and fixed parts of the magnetic circuit.
II
spacer/washer

IItem I Description
Housing
1.
2.

3.

4.

W
o0

5.

6.

z
t'a)

coo
4-

Item
7.

Description
Coil assembly frame

8.

Coil assembly coil/bobbin

9.

Coil assembly plug

10.

Coil assembly circuit board
assembly and wires

Function
&Positions the coil assembly.
9 Positions the coil/bobbin within the coil assembly.
* Positions the flat springs and thereby the contact holder/contacts.
e Provides part of the magnetic circuitry.
* Positions the coil assembly plug.
* Limits the travel of the core/contact assembly in the energized direction.
0 Supports the coil.
* Provides the magnetic force for the energized relay.
e Constrains the travel direction of the core.
9 Provides part of the magnetic circuit.
* Provides a second limit on the travel of the core (in addition to the frame).
* Positions the circuit board assembly.
* Holds the coil/bobbin in place.
9 Positions the coil/bobbin in two dimensions at one end.
* Converts AC to nominal DC.
e Provides a connection from coil to external contacts.

0

1",)
1"-a

Table B.2-2 - Agastat Type EGP Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
No.

Description

2.
.3.

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection

One or more parts
move allowing
binding of moving
parts; slow or
inhibit operation.
N/A
Potential to slow
or inhibit
operation

Functional
test.
Inspection,

I_

I
.

Failure Mode

Housing

Cover
Uore/contact
assembly
core, core
disk and
bracket

Mechanical
failure,

None identified.
* rivot surface
degrades

* Pivot surface
becomes
sticky

N/A
F~unctional
test

Effects on Relay
Response Time
(de-energize)
Potential to
increase response
time.

N/A
Potential to
increase response
time

Comments

Extensive history indicates no credible potential for
mechanical failure of the housing.

N/A
This failure mode is considered unlikely due to the
relatively loose fit of the contact holder in the bracket.
Extensive history indicates no cases detected by
response time testing of sticking of the contact holder
due to bracket surface degradation at the pivot surface.
Therefore, it is concluded that either this failure does
not occur or it is detected by tests other than response
time
tests. ------------------------------------------I-----------o.
I- ------------------------------Potential to slow
Potential to
Functional
This failure mode is considered unlikely because the
or inhibit
test
increase response
pivot surface is plated steel and the relays are located in
operation
time
a controlled environment so contaminants are unlikely.
Extensive history indicates no cases detected by
response time testing of sticking of the contact holder
due to "stickiness" of the bracket surface at the pivot
surface. Therefore, it is concluded that either this
failure does not occur or it is detected by tests other
than response time tests.
------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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No.

Description

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Method of
Detection

I Functional

(de-energize)
Potential to
increase response
time.

_ __

Binding of the
core in the
bobbin due to
core piece
surface
degradation.

"-;-uriace
degradation
increases the
effective air
gap in the
magnetic path.

-;Mechanical
failure

4.

Core/contact
assembly
contact
holder and
moving
contacts and
wires

* Mechanical
failure

Potential to slow
or inhibit
operation

test

Comments

I

This failure mode is considered unlikely due to the
relatively loose fit of the core cylinder in the bobbin,
and the fact that for energized relays, the internal areas
are hotter than the surroundings preventing any
moisture migration into the bobbin/core interface.
Extensive history indicates no cases of binding of the
core piece due to surface degradation of the core piece
detected by response time testing. Therefore, it is
concluded that either this failure does not occur or it is
detected by tests other than response time tests.

Potential to redu-e

None un'l'ess

Potential to re ducce

Any degradation is likely to go undetected unless

response time for
de-energize
operation.

effect results
in lack of
pickup of the
relay.

response time.

specific voltage dropout tests are performed.

One or more parts

Functional

Potential to

Extensive history indicates no credible potential for

move allowing
binding of moving
parts, slow or
inhibit operation.
One or more parts
move allowing
binding of moving
parts, slow or
inhibit operation.

test.
Inspection.

increase response
time.

mechanical failure of the core/core disk/bracket in such
a way to effect response time and not be detected by
functional tests.

Functional
test.
Inspection.

Potential to
increase response
time.

Extensive history indicates no credible potential for
mechanical failure of the contact holder or moving
contacts in such a manner to effect response time and
not be detected by functional tests.

0

(!0
CD
Ct

.- I----------------------------------j----------------------------------------------------

No.

Description

Failure Mode
1 -.

* Pivot surtace
degrades

K
Pivot urface
becomes
sticky

Symptoms and
Effects
..

-

Potential to slow
or inhibit
operation

lo.to
or inhibit
operation

Method of
Detection
_________

Functional
test

.Potentia
Funct onaIl
test

Effects on Relay jComments
Response Timej
____

j ~~~~~(de-energize)
Potential to

increase response
time

ii i t--o
increase response
time

----------------------------'-----'----------------------------------....---.......--"-....----".............."--"--..............

* wires oini and
inhibit motion
of the contact
holder.

Potential to slow
or inhibit
operation

F~unctional

test

Potential to
increase response
time

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

This failure mode is considered unlikely due to the
relatively loose fit of the contact holder in the bracket,
and because the relays operate in a controlled
environment, so contaminants that might attack the
plastic and degrade the pivot surface are unlikely to be
present. Extensive history indicates no cases detected
by response time testing of sticking of the contact
holder due to contact holder "pin" surface degradation.
Therefore, it is concluded that either this failure does
not occur or it is detected by tests other than response
time tests.
This failue.
m
is considered unlikely bc-ause the
relays operate in a controlled environment so
contaminants that might attack the plastic and cause
stickiness of the pivot surface are unlikely to be
present.. Extensive history indicates no cases detected
by response time testing of sticking of the contact
holder due to "stickiness" of the "pin" surface and no
tendency of the plastic used in the holder to develop
"stickiness". Therefore, it is concluded that either this
failure does not occur or it is detected by tests other
than response time tests.
----------....-- --.................................

Wires are very flexible and pass through open space so
the potential to bind is very low. Extensive history
indicates no cases of wire binding detected by response
time testing. Therefore, it is concluded that this failure
mode is not credible.- -------------------------------------------------------------------I----------------------------------I------------------------------------
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No.

Description

Symptoms and
Effects

* Contacts or
contact holder
deform due to
long term
energized
loading.

Effctsuntctiona
Potential
to reduce runctosal
test
holding force for
N.O. contacts in
the closed position
which could lead
to open or
intermittent circuit
connection.

II

Comments

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Method of
Detection

Failure Mode

(de-energize)
Tim
Roespnse
r-oterltlal to
increase response
time.

I

_______

There is no history to indicate deformation of the
contacts or contact holder is credible. However, if it
were to occur, it would most likely be due to the loading
in the energized state. Due to the contact and contact
holder design, such degradation would decrease the
"holding" force for the N.O. contact (closed in the
energized state of the relay), but would have no effect
on the surfaces involved in opening that contact or
closing the N.C. contact on de-energization. However,
any "relaxation" of the holding force in the energized
state also results in a reduction in the forces (from the
contact spring) driving the contacts open on removal of
power. Testing performed (Ref. DRF A42-00126) has
demonstrated that the effect of contact spring force
changes is less than 50 ms and most likely less than 20
Ms.

S....
. .. .... .. ... . .. .. .
......

' Connection
wire joint to
the moving
contact fails.
........................- .. . .
* Contact spring
weakens.

_________________

Open or
intermittent circuit
connection.
. . . ." . . . ' -

. . . . ..

Reduced wiping
force leading to
open or
intermittent circuit
connection.
Reduced "pre
loading" of closed
"N.C." contact.

______________________ i _______________________
.1

.i

Functional
test or
spurious
operation.
. ..
. . . -Functional
test or
spurious
operation.

_________________

I

'-

.... ..

...... ......

... ..

Any failure would result in an open or intermittent
circuit, neither of which affect response time.

None.

- - - - -;
--------------------.

ine- a

iotentrpl increase
in response time.

________________________

-- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A subjective assessment of the contact release action
indicates that the contact spring is a significant part of
the initial forces to accelerate the contact mechanism
upon relay de-energization. Therefore, if the spring
weakens, an increase in response time is likely.
However, the contact spring is operating well below the
elastic limits, so relaxation and weakening is unlikely.
There is no history of any cases of weakened springs
being identified with response time testing. Testing
performed (Ref. DRF A42-00126) has demonstrated
that the effect of contact spring force changes is less
than 50 ms and most likely less than 20 ms.
L _____________________________________________________________________

CD

t,

No.

Description

1yptm

}Effects
1Detection

Failure Mode
___________

and

Method of

Effects on Relay
Response Time

j___________(de-energize)

vie 4,.Ullta•

* I viecIidcII

assembly flat
springs

failure.

aIIl

Nnr

removing contact
closure forces.

o Spring

position is
incorrectly
established at
manufacturing.
4ý-

cng rPa sII(
q

*-Flatspring
adjustment
slips.

t

Ml

f

test.
Inspection.

Potential
reduction in
"return" force
upon de
energization.

"'Ma-n-ufactur-"

Either changed
response time or
mis-operation of
the contact.

Functional
testing.

________________________

DII
r U

I

________________________

+

Failure of the spring on an unused contact would not be
detected by functional tests. The loss of one of the four
springs would reduce the relay "return" force and slow
the relay slightly. However, there is no indication from
the review of operating history that a broken spring is a
credible failure. Even if it occurs, a spring failure is
likely to be a random failure with limited impact on the
response time. Therefore, this failure is judged to be
not credible.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The manufacturer specifies both pickup and dropout
Potential increase
in response time.
voltage and response times. Significant misadjustment
of the spring position would affect one or more of these
specifications and be detected. Therefore, this failure
occurring in the field is considered incredible.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Potential for
This failure mode is considered unlikely because of the
increased response basic design. The spring is attached with two screws
time.
through a "washer" (flat piece overlapping both holes)
into the coil assembly metal frame. There is one
identified case documented as degraded contacts that
could have resulted from a change in the flat spring
adjustment. However, that problem was identified
through functional testing, not response time testing.
Based on review of the design and operating history, it
is concluded that the likelihood of flat spring slippage
leading to increase in response time but no detectable
change in contact functioning is sufficiently small to be
considered not credible.
alltlIto

increase response
time.

er's pickup
and dropout
voltage tests,
or response
time tests.

_________________

CCommentss

I

________________________
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No.

Description

6.

Core/contact
assembly
plastic
spacer/washe
r

Failure Mode
I_

7.

Coil
assembly
frame

8.

Coil
assembly
coil/bobbin

9.

Coil
assembly
plug

*

Spacer or
washer breaks.

Finish fails
and surface
under "core
disk"
degrades.
Bobbin cracks
or fractures
inside the
hollow
opening.

eNone
identified.

Symptoms and
Effects
I_
Potential to "jam"
the core piece or
fall out and reduce
the spacing
between the metal
parts when
energized.
Reduced spacing
would result in
greater magnetic
holding forces and
delayed drop out
of the relay.

Method of
Detection

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Functional
test or none.

Potential for
increased response
time.

I(de-energize)

Potential to
decrease response
time due to
reduced magnetic
holding force.
Potential to bind
core piece
resulting in
delayed or failed
operation.

None unless
dropout
voltage tests
are
performed.
Functional
test if effects
are severe,

Potential to
decrease response
times.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Potential to
increase response
time.

Comments
I
This failure mode is considered unlikely because the
washers, made of a mylar type material, are installed
flat against one of the core surfaces with no identified
mechanism to cause them to move. As long as they
remain flat, all forces are "compressive" with no
tendency to fracture the spacers. As long as the spacers
do not fracture, there is no potential to "jam" or impede
the core mechanisms free movement or to reduce the
"gap" spacing between the core and coil assembly metal
pieces which form the magnetic circuit. There is no
historical evidence of this type of failure occurring, or if
it has, it was not detected by response time testing.
Therefore, it is concluded that either this failure does
not occur or it is detected by tests other than response
time tests.
N/A

Qualification analysis conclude that the there is no
substantial degradation of the bobbin material during
the qualified life of the relay. Further, there are no
identified external forces acting on the bobbin to cause
failures that would result in impeding the free travel of
the core piece. There is no historical evidence of
failures of this type detected by response time testing.
Therefore, it is concluded that either this failure does
not occur or it is detected by tests other than response
time tests.
N/A
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No.

Description

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

A-1.lU1 i

resulting in
lower net
current.
* Circuit failure
resulting in
higher net
current.
....

....

-....
....

....

.

force and dropout
time. Increased
pickup voltage.
Potentially
increased or
decreased
operation time.
Likely
overheating of the
coil

....

....

....

J _____________

....

...-

...

.....

tests if
..

I

..

Comments

rotential reducea
response time.

N/A

1

r uncional

1 %ulul

Effects on Relay
Response Time

_ _(de-energize)

1

1

1
circuit board
assemblies
and wires

Method of
Detection

effects are
severe.
Functiona.
test if effects
are severe.
....

....

....

....

1.....................
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Potential for
increased response
time.

_____________

I

Higher currents are most likely to result from shorted
rectifier bridge circuit elements or shorted windings.
Shorted bridge elements, however, apply a direct short
across the relay coil input resulting in upstream circuit
interruption or destruction of the short. Based on the
design ratings which are higher than normal operating
conditions, significant coil failures due to shorting are
unlikely. However, if they were to occur, the effect on
holding flux and hence de-energize response time
would be expected to be small. Since the coil operates
as a DC coil, the current is proportional to the resistance
of the wire which is proportional to the wire length of
the winding. The magnetic flux is proportional to
current and the number of turns in the coil which is
approximately proportional to the length of the winding
wire. If it occurs, shorting of one or more turns of a coil
together effectively shortens the winding both reducing
the resistance and reducing the net flux linkage. These
effects tend to compensate relative to holding flux and
therefore have limited effect on response time. Heating
of the coil, however, is proportional to the square of the
current, so, if turns of the coil short, the coil heating
tends to increase. Therefore, shorting of coil turns
would likely lead to overheating, additional failures of
windings, and eventual relay coil failure. Consequently,
it is concluded that either this failure does not occur or
it is detected by tests other than response time tests
before there is any significant impact on response time.
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B.3
B.3.1

GE Type HFA 120 Vac Relay FailureModes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA Results

B.3.1.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses GE Type HFA 120 Vac Relay Model Numbers HFA5 1, HFA7 1, HFA 151,
and HFA171. Specifically, the results and conclusions apply to the following equipment:
a) Any GE Relay Model Number 12HFA51A49 or 12HFA71A49A
b) Any GE Relay Model Number 12HFA51A62
c) Any GE Relay Model Number l2HFA15lA9 or 12HFA171A9A
B.3.1.2 BoundingResponse Times
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 40 ms provided Technical Specification
Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and provided the following
conditions are met:
a) The HFA manufacturer's instructions are followed for setup and adjustment of the relay prior
to initial operation and after any repair or maintenance.
b) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less after power is removed from the
coil.
c) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for nuclear safety
related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, all credible failure modes identified that increase response
time to more than 40 ms also affect normal functioning of the trip unit, and thus are detectable
either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Operating history indicates that even the
identified "undetected" failures are not probable failures. Even though some performance
problems have been identified in the past, all were identified by tests or actions other than
response time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of a subject relay which has
met the conditions of this section that could result in response times greater than 40 ms is not
credible.
B.3.2

Analysis

B.3.2.1 Equipment Analyzed
A GE 120 Vac Type HFA Relay, Model No. 12HFA51A49F was selected for detailed analysis.
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B.3.2.2 SimilarityAnalysis
The relay analyzed is a Model No. 12HFA5 1A49F relay. The "F" suffix indicates a semi-flush
mount case design. The basic model also comes with no suffix indicating surface mount with
rear connections and an "H" suffix indicating a surface mount case with "front" connections
(actually on the side). The only difference between the "F" case and the "no suffix" case or the
"H" case is the actual molding and shape of the exterior of the case. The "H" case also differs
in
the routing of the external contact connection points. The "H" case has the external connections
for the contacts routed out to the side compared to the rear for the "F" case. All of these models
have the same relay, coil, contacts and return spring mechanisms, so the differences do not result
in any different failure modes than those analyzed, and the conclusions of the analysis may be
applied to all equally.
A model 12HFA71A49A relay is the same as the analyzed model except that it is mounted in
a
"drawout" case. This difference, like for the suffix "H" model, affects only the external molding
and shape of the case, and the connection details external to the basic relay case. This model
also
has the same relay, coil, contacts and return spring mechanisms as the analyzed relay, so the
differences do not result in any different failure modes than those analyzed, and the conclusions
of the analysis may be applied to this model as well.
Relay Models 12HFA5 1A62 are the same as relays with a "49" following the "1 2HFA5 1A"
base
number except that the coil rating is 125 Vac, 60 Hz (vs. 115 Vac, 60 Hz for the analyzed
model). The differences between this model and the model analyzed are limited to the coil only.
This could result in slightly different failure limits for some operating conditions, but none that
affect the response time of the relay in the de-energized direction. Therefore, the conclusions
of
the analysis may be applied to these models as well.
Models 12HFA151A9 and 12HFA171A9A differ from Models 12HFA51A49 and
12HFA71A9A, respectively, only in the coil design. For the 12HFA 151 and 171 relays, the
coil
has different materials for longer life and is rated nominally at 120 Vac, 60 Hz (vs. 115 Vac, 60
Hz for the analyzed model). These differences could result in slightly different failure limits
for
some operating conditions, but none that affect the response time of the relay in the de-energized
direction. Therefore, the conclusions of the analysis may be applied to these models as well.
All relay models may have supplemental codes indicating the contact configuration of the relay
as supplied from the factory. However, the contacts are designed to be field changeable, to the
field configuration can be any combination of one or more normally open and up to five
normally closed contacts (for the cases covered by this analysis, at least one contact is configured
as a normally open contact). The analysis assumed the both limits, i.e., all normally open and
all
normally closed, so the conclusions of the analysis apply regardless of installed contact
configuration.
Some of the above discussed relay models have been upgraded with improved coil assemblies
since original delivery. These differences could result in slightly different failure limits for
some
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operating conditions, but none that affect the response time of the relay in the de-energized
direction. Therefore, the conclusions of the analysis may be applied to these upgraded models as
well.
B.3.2.3 Review of OperatingExperience
The review of operating experience documented in Ref. 9.1 shows that there have been several
types of problems with HFA relays, some of which had the potential to impact response time of
the relay. However, most of those problems were detected either by immediate trip or by
functional tests of the relays.
Appendix D includes a summary of identified HFA relay problems that were detected based on
response time. Item 8 in Table D.4-1 applies to the GE HFA set of relays and documents a total
of 3 identified failures detected by response time degradation.
The problems were detected in the Turbine Valve Closure function in the RPS. The description
does not say which specific function, but does state that the loop was "marginally outside
acceptance criteria". The Turbine Valve Closure functions have response time requirements on
the order of 80 ms or less. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the actual times measured
for the "failed" loops were on the order of 100 ins.
The experience data available lacks some specific details necessary to reach absolute conclusions
regarding detectability of degraded response time conditions. However, due to the very small
number of reported cases of relay failures detected by response time testing, the relatively large
number detected by other surveillance testing, and the fact that all of the identified failures
detected by response time testing were for a very short response time function, it appears
reasonable to conclude that failures that result in increases in response time but that do not result
in functional failures are very likely to result in only very small increases in response time.
B.3.2.4

DetailedAnalysis

B.3.2.4.1 Description
The GE Type HFA, a semi-flush mount multi-contact auxiliary relay Model No. 12HFA51A49F,
includes a fixed coil/core assembly and the fixed half of six contacts mounted directly to a
housing, and a moving armature/contact assembly held against pivot points on the housing by an
adjustable spring/screw assembly and an armature stop mounted to the housing. Feedthroughs
molded into the housing pass the electrical connections from the front side of the housing to the
rear of the housing. "Pins" protrude out the rear side of the feedthroughs to form the connection
terminals to the relay. A cover with a "window" covers the front of the assembly with a view of
the armature/contact assembly through the window.
The whole assembly is approximately 6.5 inches wide by 7 inches high. The housing is
approximately 4.5 inches deep with the contact pins protruding approximately 1.5 inches further
to the rear. The cover protrudes approximately one inch to the front of the housing. The relay
mounts through a panel with the window visible from the front.
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The coil connects via short leads to their associated feedthroughs. The fixed half of the contacts
which connect directly to their associated feedthroughs are reversible to form either
a normally
open (N.O.) or normally closed (N.C.) contact arrangement. Small "braids" connect
the moving
half of the contacts, those mounted on the armature/contact assembly, to their associated
feedthroughs in the housing.
The armature/contact assembly is a "sandwich" assembly of two molded plastic parts,
six
contacts with one end each attached to the small braid, a metal armature piece and
twelve
springs, two for each of the contacts. The molded plastic pieces are about 4.5 inches
long and
extend essentially for the width of the relay. The sandwich assembly is approximately
0.7 inches
thick (depth) and 1.2 inches high with the armature piece attached to the back of
the assembly.
The contacts pass parallel to each other between the two plastic pieces which also
support the
two springs for each contact and extend approximately 1.6 inches beyond the molded
plastic top
of the sandwich, across the space occupied by the coil/armature assembly, to the fixed
contacts.
The springs provide the closing force for the contacts, which are relatively ridged,
one spring for
each direction of the contact (N.O. or N.C.). To the armature piece attached to the
back of the
armature/contact assembly is nominally a triangle with the corners cut off, and a
rectangular
"tail" in the direction away from the contacts. In the normal mounting configuration,
the tail is
down and the contacts point up. The bottom of the armature plate at the tail is a
small "stop"
bracket.
The two lower corners of the armature piece rest on two "chair-like" seats molded
into the
housing, each approximately 1/4 inch square. These seats are on either side of one
end of the
core piece, and form the pivot point for the armature. The back of the "chair" limits
the
downward travel of the armature/contact assembly while the small bracket on the
bottom meets
the pole piece to limit the upward travel. The housing limits the travel of the armature/contact
assembly to the side. When the relay is energized, the armature/contact assembly
is held firmly
in place by the magnetic field.
The armature return spring has one end connected to the housing and one end connected
via an
adjustable attachment to the "tail" of the armature. This spring holds the armature
open when the
relay is not energized. A "stop" bracket mounted to the housing next to the fixed
contacts
extends over the end of the armature plate and with an adjustable stop limits the travel
of the
armature in the open direction. The core pieces limit the armature travel in the closed
direction.
The pick-up voltage of the relay is set by adjusting the armature/contact return spring.
The
maximum armature opening distance is adjusted by adjusting the "stop". This determines
both
the maximum travel in the direction to close N.C. contacts, and the travel required
to close the
armature when the relay is energized. The contact position between open and close
is adjusted
by bending the moving contacts.
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The pick-up voltage, the contact positioning, and the armature travel indirectly determine the
operation time of the relay contacts. There is no direct adjustment of response time.
B.3.2.4.2 Results of FMEA
GE Type HFA relay FMEA results are tabulated in Table B.3-1 and Table B.3-2. All credible
failure modes identified that increase response time more than approximately a factor of 2 also
affect normal functioning of the relay, and thus are detectable either by immediate trip or by tests
other than RTT. This conclusion assumes that Technical Specification Functional Tests are
performed and include the relay, and that the manufacturer's recommended setup and adjustment
procedures are followed.
Operating history indicates that even the identified "undetected" failures are not probable
failures. Even though a number of performance problems have been identified in the past, all but
a small number resulted in either immediate functional failure and trips or were identified by
functional tests, not response time tests. The data available for those that were detected by RTT
(see paragraph B.3.2.3) indicates that the relays involved were likely still within the "bounding
response time" identified in this analysis. This result is reasonable due to the simple basic design
and the high degree of interaction between mechanisms that affect response time and those
involved in normal functioning of the relay. Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude
that any failure or degradation of the relay that could result in an increase of more than a factor of
2 in the "de-energize" response time (drop out time) is not credible provided the utility has
implemented the vendor recommended adjustment procedures following any replacement or
repair of the relay.
B.3.2.4.3 Bounding Response Times
There is no vendor's specification for response time for the HFA 120 Vac Relay models covered
by this analysis. However, GENE's acceptance criteria for the relay is 60 ms maximum for
closure of a normally closed contact and 20 ms maximum for opening of a normally open
contact, both measured from the time power is removed from an energized relay. For the RPS
and Isolation circuits, all relays in the trip path are energized in the non-tripped state and utilize
the normally open contacts (contacts open and relays de-energize to transmit the trip condition).
GENE qualification testing of GE HFA AC relays showed operation times of 9 ms (vs.
specification of 20 ms) and 17 ms (vs. specification of 60 ms) (Ref. 9.5). Based on this FMEA,
the worst case expected delay for the HFA Relay is a factor of 2 increase over nominal.
The similarity analysis concludes that differences between relays covered by this analysis do not
affect the detectability of response time degradation. Using the specified maximum of 20 ms for
a normally open contact, which should be conservative, the worst case expected delay from the
HFA Relay is 40 ms (normally open contact, relay changing from energized to de-energized).
No additional margin is judged necessary for the HFA Relay, provided the relay to which the
results of this analysis are applied has an initial acceptance criteria of 20 ms maximum opening
time for normally open contacts (from energized state), and such criteria is applied for any
replacement relays or after repair or maintenance of a relay.
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Table B.3-1 - GE Relay Type HFA Principle Design Components and Their Primary Function
Item J Description
1.

Housing

2.

Cover

3.

Armature/Contact assembly
molded plastic parts, overall
assembly

4.

Moving contacts and
"extension" braid

5.

Springs for moving contact

6.

Armature plate with attached
"stop" bracket

7.

Armature return spring and
adjustable attachment

Function
* Provide the pivot "point" for the armature/contact assembly.

* Retain one end of the armature/contact return spring.
* Provide mechanical support for all of the components.
e Limit the lateral travel of the armature/contact assembly.
* Position the core assembly which in turn limits the armature/contact assembly travel.
9 Position the fixed contacts.
* Provide a dust cover
* Prevent personnel contact with electrical contacts
* Prevent foreign object entry into the relay mechanism
e Position the contacts relative to the armature.
9 Position the contacts.
e Hold the contact springs.
* Limit the travel of the contacts.
9 Make (N.O. contacts) or interrupt (N.C. contacts) the circuit when relay is energized, and
conversely when relay is de-energized.
* Connect to the feedthroughs in the housing (braid)
o Transfer contact "wiping" force from contact springs
9 Provide wiping and seating force for the contacts
* Provide margin for contact adjustment variation
* Provide closing force for the relay contacts when relay is energized via item 3.
* Transmit the opening force from the armature/contact return spring to the to the contacts
when the relay is de-energized via item 3.
* Limit the travel of the armature/contact assembly when the relay is de-energized (limits
travel of contacts) via item 8.
e Provides the pivot point for the armature/contact assembly
• Limits the travel in two directions of the armature/contact assembly
* Completes the magnetic circuit for the relay.
* Controls pickup voltage
e Provides opening force (de-energized)

9

t"b0

9.

Description
Armature stop bar and
adjustable stop
Fixed contacts

10.

Coil and core assembly

11.

Housing electrical
feedthroughs

Item
8.

12.

Electrical terminal pins

Function
9 Limits travel of armature in the de-energized state
* Controls the travel of the contacts in the "N.C." direction
* Complete the circuit through the contacts
* Determine N.O. or N.C. logic (based on position)
* Determine travel required by the moving contacts to close the circuit
o Provide closing force for the relay
e Provide the magnetic circuit completed by the armature
* Provide continuation of the electrical circuits from terminal pins
* Hold electrical terminal pins
* Provide connection and mounting point for fixed contacts
* Provide connection point for braids from moving contacts
* Provide continuation of the electrical circuits from the external circuits to housing
electrical feedthroughs

M
k)

0
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No.

I

2.

tW

3.

Description

Housing

Cover

Armature/
Contact
assembly
molded plastic
parts, overall
assembly

Table B.3-2 - GE Relay Type HFA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

Failure Mode

Symptoms and

Method of

Effects on Relay

Effects

Detection

* Pivot surface

I__ I
None.

N/A

Response Time
(de-energize)
None

--Pivot surface
becomes sticky

Potential to slow or
inhibit operation

I

degrades

Comments

Pivot surface is flat with no potential for
binding

Functional test

Potential to
Extensive history indicates-no credible
increase response
potential for sticking of the armature at
time
the pivot surface. Yn--i--a-tesnocr'il•-e
"...........................................................................................................................o
.....
*Housing-fails---------One -or -more-parts -------- Fun-ctional -----PotentialFtio--------- Extensive history indicates no'cred-ible --mechanically
move allowing binding
test.
increase response
potential for mechanical failure of the
of moving parts, slow
Inspection.
time.
housing.
or inhibit operation.
Glass comes loose
Contact assembly travel Functional
Potential to
Action has been taken to minimize the
and drops into the
is prevented or limited,
test.
increase response
likelihood of this failure mode. However,
relay.
Inspection.
time.
if it occurs, it be detected by functional
tests or routine inspections.
• Parts fail
One or more parts
Functional
Potential to
Extensive history indicates no credible
mechanically.
move causing binding
test.
increase response
potential for mechanical failure molded
of moving parts which
Inspection,
time.
parts.
slow or inhibit
operation.
-- Screws loosen

--Incorrect assembly
after repair or
upgrade.

.

ne or more parts
move causing binding
of moving parts which
slow or inhibit
operation.
One or more parts
incorrectly positioned
causing binding of
moving parts which
slow or inhibit
operation.

Functional
test.
Inspection.

Potential to
increase response
time.

Extensive history indicates no credible
potential for parts to loosen once
assembled and tested per established
procedures..

Setup and
adjustment
procedure.
Functional
test.

Potential to
increase response
time.

All problems of this nature that have been
identified from the records were detected
by functional tests.

0
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No.

Description

Failure Mode

4.

Moving
contacts and
"extension"

*

Incorrect adjustment

braid

Method of
Detection

Contact does not
operate or operates with
more or less travel of
the armature/contact
assembly.

I__I__II__I_(de-energize)
Slight increase or
Setup and
decrease in
adjustment
procedure.
response time.
Functional
test.

"-Coniact-deforms -----......
Same as incorrect
adjustment.

"- ontact surface
degrades or
adjustment leaves
inadequate "wipe".
* Braid binds

5.

6.

Springs for
moving
contact
Armature plate
with attached
"stop" bracket

• Springs weaken

*

Surface in contact
with pole pieces
degrades, becomes
rough.

Pivot surface
degrades.
"'Armature plate or
pole pieces become
sticky.

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Symptoms and
Effects

Poor no electrical
contact closure.

Potentially prevents full
travel of contact.
Reduces wiping force.
May lead to poor or no
electrical contact.
Decreases holding force
when energized.

Same as

Same as incorrect

incorrect
adjustment.
Functional
test.

adjustment.

Same as
incorrect
adjustment.
Functional
test.

Same as incorrect
adjustment.

None.

None.

Comments

Change in response time results from
slightly shorter or slightly longer travel of
the contact. This effect under worst
adjustment errors can be no more than
about a 50% change before contacts fail
to open or close.
Same as incorrect adjustment. Historical
evidence indicates this is not a credible
failure.
Specific guidance has been issued
defining adjustment requirements to
assure correct "wipe."
Historical evidence plus examination of
the clearances indicates that this is not a
credible failure.
There is no record of any failures caused
by this condition.

z
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Decreases
response time.

Historical evidence indicates no
performance problem from this
phenomena.

None.

Not detected
unless
degradation
causes chatter
of relay.
N/A

None

Slows or prevents
armature movement,

Functional
test.

Potential to
increase response
time.

Pivot surface is flat with no potential for
binding
This failure has occurred due to design
problems. It was detected by functional
tests.

No.

Description

Failure Mode

7.

Armature
return spring
and adjustable
attachment

* Spring weakens

" Misadjustment --

too tight.

*"Misadjustment -too loose,

;Attachment breaks.

0.

Axrmature stop
bar and
adjustable stop

o
•top
misaujustea too tight.

-Stop misadjusted too loose.

Symptoms and
Effects
I__(de-energize)
_
Reduces pickup and
drop out voltage,
Reduces wiping force
on N.C. contacts.

Increases the pickup
voltage,

Decreases the pickup
voltage. Reduces
wiping force on N.C.
contacts.
N.C. contacts would not
close solidly. N.O.
contacts would open by
gravity force only.
uecreasea armature
travel in the N.C.
direction. Decreased
wiping action on N.C.
contacts. May lead to
poor or no electrical
contact in N.C.
contacts.
Increased armature
travel in the N.C.
direction. Increased
wiping action on N.C.
contacts.

Method of
Detection

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Comments

Not detected
by normal
surveillances,
Relay
adjustment
procedure
compensates
for the effect.
Relay
adjustment
procedure.

Potential to
increase response
time.

Historical evidence indicates this failure
is not probable. The spring is operating
sufficiently below its temperature limits
to make "relaxation" of the spring
constant not a credible failure.

Potential to
decrease response
time.

Relay
adjustment
procedure.

Potential to
increase response
time.

Functional test
or inspections,

Inraersosnitrcl
times.

Directly affects pickup voltage. Specific
guidance has been issued defining
adjustment requirements to assure correct
pickup voltage.
Directly affects pickup voltage. Specific
guidance has been issued defining
adjustment requirements to assure correct
pickup voltage.
evdne inicates this is not a
probable failure.

"'Wipe"

None.

Specific guidance has been issued
defining adjustment requirements to
assure correct pickup voltage.

None.

"Specific guidance has been issued

adjustment
procedure.
Functional test
in some cases.

"Wipe"
adjustment
procedure.

defining adjustment requirements to
assure correct pickup voltage.

0
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No.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Description

Fixed contacts

Coil and core
assembly

Housing
electrical
feedthroughs
Electrical
terminal pins

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection
I

Effects on Relay
Response Time
(de-energize)

Comments

* Bar becomes loose.

Same as "Stop
misadjusted -- too
loose." unless loosening
is severe. Could lead to
excessive travel of
armature, particularly
for relays with no N.C.
contacts.
Poor or no electrical
contact.
Poor or no electrical
contact.
Decreases holding force
when energized.

Inspection.

None.

Historical evidence indicates this is not a
probable failure.

None.

Historical evidence indicates this is not a
probable failure.
N/A

' Pole pieces become
sticky.

Slows or prevents
armature movement.

Functional
test.
Functional
test.
Not detected
unless
degradation
causes chatter
of relay.
Functional
test.

* Connections

Poor or no electrical
contact.

Functional
test.

Poor or no electrical
contact.

Functional
test.

Contact becomes
loose,
eContact surface
degrades.
* Surface of pole
pieces degrades,
becomes rough.
*

become loose.
* Connections

become loose.

None.
Decreases
response time.

Historical evidence indicates no
performance problem from this
phenomena.

Potential to
increase response
time.
None.

This failure has occurred due to design
problems. It was detected by functional
tests.
N/A

None.

N/A
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B.4
B.4.1

Potter& Brumfield Type MDR 120 Vac Relay FailureModes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA Results

B.4.1.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses Potter & Brumfield type MDR, 120 Vac rotary relays. Specifically,
the results and conclusions apply to equipment meeting the following constraints:
a) Potter & Brumfield MDR series rotary relays
b) 120 Vac or 115 Vac, 60 Hz coil
c) Small AC Non-Latching type
d) Up to three contact decks (12PDT)
B.4.1.2 Bounding Response Times
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 90 ms provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 18 ms or less after power is removed from
the coil.
b) The relays are within their qualified life.
c) The relays were manufactured after September 10, 1986 (the date after which the winding
insulation was changed to epoxy).
d) The dedication process has confirmed that the manufacturing process used is adequate to
assure full curing of the epoxy winding insulation.
e) The relays are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for nuclear
safety related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, all credible failure modes identified that increase response
time to more than 90 ms also affect normal functioning of the trip unit, and thus are
detectable either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even though performance
problems with the MDR relays have been identified in the past, all were identified by tests or
actions other than response time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure that could result in
response times greater than 90 ms of a subject relay which has met the conditions of this
section is not credible.
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B.4.2

Analysis

B.4.2.1 Equipment Analyzed
A Potter & Brumfield Type MDR-134-1 Relay was selected for detailed analysis. The
MDR-134-1 is a 115 Vac coil, Small DC Non-Latching type, with two contact decks (8PDT).
B.4.2.2 SimilarityAnalysis
The relay analyzed is a Potter & Brumfield Type MDR-5159 Relay. The MDR-5159 is a 125
Vdc coil, Small DC Non-Latching type, with two contact decks (8PDT).
The mechanical design of the Small DC Non-Latching type MDR is the same as for the
Small AC Non-Latching type MDR except for the coil. The 125 Vdc coil has a nominal
1500 ohm resistance compared to 66 for the 115 Vac coil, and operates at approximately 0.08
ampere compared to 0.2 ampere for the 115 Vac coil. Due to differences in currents and coil
details, the magnetic fluxes in the DC relay are somewhat different from those in the AC, and
the nominal response times are different. The DC relay dissipates a nominal 10 watts
compared to 6.5 watts for the AC coil.
The coil is physically separate from the rotary and moving parts in the relay. Therefore coil
differences do not affect the conclusions related to the mechanics of the relays. The coil
resistance differences have no direct effect on the FMEA conclusions, but indirectly relate to
the heat dissipation. The lower heat dissipation in the AC relays means that potential failures
that result from heating in the relay are less likely to occur in the AC relay than in the DC
relay analyzed, so the FMEA conclusions either apply directly or are somewhat conservative.
Based on the limited nature of differences between the analyzed relay and the ones covered
by this analysis, and the potential effects of those differences, it is concluded that the results
of the FMEA may be applied equally to all relays covered by this analysis.
B.4.2.3 Review of OperatingHistory
The review of operating experience documented in Ref. 9.1 shows that there have been
several types of problems with MDR relays, some of which had the potential to impact
response time of the relay. However, most of those problems were detected by functional
tests of the relays.
Appendix D includes a summary of identified MDR relay problems that were detected based
on response time. Items 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Table D.4-1 apply to the MDR set of relays and
document a total of 9 identified failures detected by response time degradation.
One of the cases, item 6, appears to be incorrectly identified and not actually apply to the
MDR relay. For this evaluation, that item is assumed not to be an MDR failure.
One case, item 5, was actually detected by functional testing. The assumed root cause,
outgassing of varnish, is the same one that is identified in some of the cases in Ref. 9.1. This
cause is reflected in one of the constraints identified in applying the results of this analysis,
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i.e., that manufacturing changes implemented to correct that problem apply to the installed
relays. As a result, this cause is expected to be eliminated from cases where this analysis is
applied.
The remaining seven cases, items 4 and 7, relate to very short response time functions, i.e.,
60 ms or less. For these cases, the data base identifies "normal wear" as the root cause,
although there is no indication of detailed failure analysis. This cause is addressed in the
constraints for applying the results of this analysis in that relays are required to be maintained
within their qualified life.
The experience data available lacks sufficient information to reach absolute conclusions
regarding detectability of degraded response time conditions. However, due to the very small
number of reported cases of relay failures detected by response time testing, the relatively
large number detected by other surveillance testing, and the fact that all of the identified
failures detected by response time testing were for a very short response time function, it
appears reasonable to conclude that failures that result in increases in response time but that
do not result in functional failures are very likely to result in only very small increases in
response time.
B.4.2.4

DetailedAnalysis

B.4.2.4.1 Description
The Potter & Brumfield Type MDR is a cylindrical shaped "rotary action" relay
approximately 2.5 inches in diameter with a coil section about 2 inches long with
approximately an additional one-half inch in length added for each contact deck (up to three
for the "small" size MDR under consideration in this analysis).
The coil section of the relay is constructed similar to a small two pole motor. The "stator"
part of the coil assembly includes an outer cylindrical magnetic core ("stator core") piece
with two poles protruding toward the center. The actual electrical coil is in two parts, one
around each of the two "poles" on the stator core. An "end cap", mounted to the stator core,
covers each end of the cylindrical coil assembly. A mounting bracket is attached around and
over one end cap, and provides screw terminal connections points (connected by wires from
the coil assembly). The other end cap includes mounting studs protruding axially to support
and position the contact deck assemblies. The "rotor" or "rotor/shaft" assembly of the motor
like relay coil unit includes a two-pole magnetic pole piece aligned with the stator poles and a
shaft that extends from just through the end cap at the mounting bracket end, through the
stator part of the assembly where the rotor pole pieces are attached to the shaft, and through
the end cap and contact deck assemblies on the other end of the coil assembly.
The intended mounting orientation is with the mounting bracket on the bottom so that the
rotor/shaft is vertical and with the contact decks at the top.
The radial positioning of the rotor/shaft is controlled by the clearance holes in each of the coil
assembly end caps. The end caps are attached to the stator of the coil assembly, so these in
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turn position the rotor/shaft in the center of the stator. The clearance holes are sized to
provide a relatively tight, but not snug, fit on the shaft so that the holes are a guide rather than
a highly precise positioning mechanism.
The axial positioning of the rotor/shaft is controlled by washer and sleeve shaped spacers
over the shaft part of the assembly between the poles of the rotor/shaft and the coil assembly
end caps. These spacers position the poles of the rotor/shaft axially in the stator. Like the
clearance holes for the radial positioning of the shaft, the spacers are selected to give a
relatively tight, but not snug, fit. In the intended mounting orientation, the rotor shaft rests
on the spacer between the rotor/shaft poles and the end cap with the mounting bracket. The
spacer, therefore, provides the "pivot surface" over which the rotor/shaft pole must slide
when it rotates.
The pole pieces of the rotor/shaft are centered axially in the coil stator region. The rotor/shaft
is allowed to rotate approximately one-eight turn. The travel in one direction (de-energized
direction) is limited by a metal "bracket/spacer" mounted to the stator part of the coil
assembly. The pole pieces of the stator are shaped to form a small step, with the top of the
step protruding into the rotor space. When the rotor/shaft rotates in the energized direction,
the poles of the rotor/shaft move into the space above the lower step on the stator pole pieces,
but hit the rising part of the higher step. When the rotor/shaft is in the energized position, its
poles are against the rising part of the step in the stator pole pieces with a small radial gap to
the lower step of the stator pole pieces.
The coil assembly includes two wire "rotor/shaft return springs", each with one end attached
to the stator part of the coil assembly and one end respectively connected to each side of the
pole pieces of the rotor/shaft. The springs apply a force to rotate the rotor/shaft away from
the stator pole pieces and against the metal bracket stop. When the coil is energized, the
magnetic forces override the spring forces and pull the pole pieces of the rotor/shaft into
alignment with the stator poles, and against the step in the stator pole pieces. When the coil
de-energizes, the spring forces rotate the rotor/shaft back against the bracket and away from
alignment with the stator pole pieces.
Each contact deck (up to three on the relay) includes a plastic ring, one fixed and two
moveable contacts for each of four form C contacts and a plastic "actuator" piece. The ring
is approximately 2.25 inches in diameter with a 1.5 inch diameter hole and an approximately
3/8 inch square cross section. This ring provides the support for the fixed and moveable
contact pieces of the four form C contacts, spaced equally around the circumference of the
ring, and includes four holes through the ring to allow mounting over studs attached to one of
the coil assembly end caps. Attached to the ring are three "contact feed throughs" for each
form C contact, one for the fixed contact and one for each of the two moveable contacts.
Each contact feed through has a threaded hole on the outer side of the ring acting as a screw
terminal to connect to the contact. The feed through then wraps around the ring (might better
be called a "feed-around") to the inside of the ring where a small "contact post" is attached
perpendicular to the feed through and in the direction of the axis of the relay assembly
(perpendicular to the plane of the contact deck).
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The fixed contact post is positioned about half way from the inner surface of the ring to the
center of the ring, and forms the actual contact surface of the fixed contact. The moveable
contact post is positioned just inside the ring. Attached to the moveable contact post is a
contact spring which protrudes toward the center of the ring and includes a small contact
surface riveted to the spring which forms the actual moveable contact. The moveable contact
touches the fixed contact post to close the relay contact. Each of the moveable contact
springs extend approximately 1/8 inch beyond their respective fixed contact post toward the
center of the deck.
In the center of the deck is the plastic contact actuator shaped like a hollow cylinder with four
"cogs" on the outer side running axially along the cylinder. One
cog protrudes out between
the ends of each of the contact spring pairs toward, but not touching, the corresponding fixed
contact post. The two moveable contacts for each of the four form C relay contacts in the
deck are positioned such that if the contact actuator were removed, both moveable contacts
would touch the corresponding fixed contact post. The width of the contact actuator cog is
such that it prevents both of the moveable contacts of each form C contact from touching the
corresponding fixed contact post at the same time.
Axially through the center of the contact actuator is a hole with two radially opposite "flats".
The shaft of the rotor/shaft has matching flat sides (to those on the contact actuator) and
protrudes through the center of the actuator when the contact deck is mounted on the coil
assembly. The dimensions are such that when the rotor/shaft is rotated to one extreme
(determined by the coil assembly), the contact actuator cogs lift one contact for each of the
four form C contacts off its fixed contact post and allow the other moveable contact of the
form C contact to touch the fixed contact post, and vice versa when the rotor/shaft is rotated
to the opposite limit.
The effect of the moveable contact springs on the relay operation times is negligible. Since
the contact actuator holds moveable one contact off of the fixed contact post in both
rotational extremes, moveable contact spring forces tend to assist rotor/shaft rotation motion
in either direction initially. A transition occurs from the point that the contact that was closed
lifts off the fixed contact post until the one that was open touches the fixed contact post.
Thereafter, the contact spring forces tend to resist the rotation of the rotor/shaft. However,
the moveable contact spring forces are small compared to the either the rotor/shaft return
spring forces or the coil magnetic forces, so any effect of the moveable contact spring forces
on relay operation times is negligible.
B.4.2.4.2 Results of FMEA
Potter & Brumfield Type MDR relay FMEA results are tabulated in Table B.4-1 and B.4-2.
The FMEA concluded that there were two types of potentially credible failures that may
affect response time of the relay to more than a negligible degree. The two are coil
overheating and rotor/shaft sticking or binding. The first actually manifests itself as a failure
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of the second type, i.e., byproducts of outgassing due to coil overheating lead to deposits
which result in rotor/shaft sticking.
All "rotor sticking" failures analyzed to date have concluded that the root cause was coil or
other material outgassing due to high coil temperatures or faulty maintenance. There have
also been reported cases of unqualified suppliers providing non-conforming parts that could
potentially fail in a way the causes the rotor to "stick".
Analysis of cases of coil insulation or other material "outgassing" that resulted in deposits on
the moving relay pieces concluded that high coil temperature due to higher than rated voltage
applied to the coil, continuous operation in the energized state, the specific coil insulation
material, and, in later cases, incomplete curing of the coil insulation material, contributed to
the failures (in different combinations).
Rotor/shaft sticking is determined to have the potential to slow or prevent the rotation of the
rotor/shaft. Operating history, however, indicates all such failures were detected by
functional testing. In addition, action has been taken to eliminate the cause of the problems
that have occurred in the past.
Outgassing due to coil overheating was judged to be a problem primarily for DC relays
which dissipate more heat, but the supplier also changed the coil insulation material to epoxy.
There was a later problem with epoxy curing which was addressed by a change in the
manufacturer's process to assure curing of the winding insulation material. The substandard
part issue was addressed by assuring through utility QA programs that parts are obtained
from qualified suppliers.
Based on a combination of operating history and actions taken to address previously detected
problems, it is determined that if utilities have implemented action to address past issues,
those problems will not reoccur and any similar future new problems, should they occur, will
be detected by functional testing so that appropriate action can be taken.
For conservatism, it is assumed that relay de-energize response times may increase by up to a
factor of 5, but no more, before functional testing detects a problem. This conclusion
assumes that Technical Specification Functional Tests are performed and include the relay.
B.4.2.4.3 Bounding Response Times
The vendor's specification for release time for the Small AC Non-Latching type MDR relay
is a maximum 18 ms for opening of normally open contacts measured from the time power is
removed from an energized relay coil. For the RPS and Isolation circuits, all relays in the
trip path are energized in the non-tripped state and utilize the normally open contacts
(contacts open and relays de-energize to transmit the trip condition). Based on the
conclusions of the FMEA, the worst case expected delay for the Potter & Brumfield Small
AC Non-Latching type MDR relay an increase by a factor of five (5) over nominal.
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The similarity analysis concludes that differences between relays covered by this analysis and
the specific relay analyzed do not affect the detectability of response time degradation. Using
the specified maximum operation time of 18 ms, the worst case expected delay from the
MDR relays covered by this analysis is 90 ms (normally open contact, relay changing from
energized to de-energized). No additional margin is judged necessary, provided the relay to
which the results of this analysis are applied has an initial acceptance criteria of 18 ms
maximum opening time for normally open contacts (from energized state), and such criteria
is applied for any replacement relays or after repair or maintenance of a relay.
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Table B.4-1 - Potter & Brumfield Type MDR Principle Design Components and Their Primary Function
Item
1.

2.

Function

Housing - stator core

* Provide support for attachment and positioning of the coil assembly end caps.

Housing - end caps

4.
5.
6.

Housing - relay mounting
bracket
Coil terminal point
Relay coils
Rotor/shaft

7.

Bracket/spacer

8.

Rotor/shaft return spring

9.

Spacers

10.

Contact deck ring

3.
tZ.

Description

e Provide support for attachment of relay mounting bracket.
e Provide support and positioning of the relay coils.
e Provide the "stop" for the rotation of the rotor/shaft in the energized direction.
* Provide support for attachment of coil assembly bracket/spacer.
e Provide anchor point for one end of each of the two rotor/shaft return springs.
* Provide a dust cover for the relay coil area.
e Prevent foreign object entry into the relay mechanism.
* Position the rotor/shaft radially.
e Retain the rotor/shaft return spring in the coil core.
* Position the rotor/shaft axially (via the spacers).
* Support the rotor/shaft lower "bearing" spacer in the normal mounting position.
e Support and position the contact decks via studs on the end cap (the upper end cap)
e Support and anchor the complete relay assembly.
9 Support the coil terminal point (wires run from terminals through the end cap to the coil).
* Provide point to attach electrical connections to the relay coil.
e Provide the magnetic forces (via the coil core) to rotate the rotor/shaft.
e Convert the magnetic coil forces and spring forces to rotational forces.
* Turn the contact actuator in the contact deck to operate the relay contacts.
e Provide the anchor point for one end of each of the two rotor/shaft return springs.
9 Provide the "stop" for the rotation of the rotor/shaft in the de-energized direction.
* Provide clearance for rotor/shaft return springs between the coil core and the end cap.
* Provide return force to rotate the rotor/shaft against the bracket/spacer when the coil is de
energized.
* Position rotor/shaft axially.
* Provide the rotating bearing surface.
e Retain the rotor/shaft return springs in the rotor/shaft pole.
* Provide attachment point for and position the contact feed throughs for the fixed and
moveable contacts for each of the four form C contacts in a contact deck.
* Provide mounting holes to attach and position the contact deck to coil to the coil assembly
end cap (via studs on the end cap).
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Item I Description
11.
Contact feed through

12.
13.

Fixed contact post
Moveable contact post

14.

Moveable contact spring

15.

Moveable contact point

16.

Contact actuator

t-Jx

17.
.18.

Contact deck insulator disk
Contact deck cover

Function
* Provide terminal point for electrical connections to the moveable and fixed contacts.
* Provide the support and electrical connection to the fixed contact post.
e Provide the support and electrical connection to the moveable contact posts.
* Provides the electrical contact point to the fixed contact.
o Provides the support for moveable contact spring and electrical connection between the
moveable contact feed through and the moveable contact spring.
9 Provides the support for and positioning of the moveable contact point.
e Provides the electrical connection between the moveable contact post and the moveable
contact point.
o Provides the wiping force and wiping travel between the moveable and fixed contact.
* Provides the lever upon which the contact actuator acts to lift the moveable contact point off
of the fixed contact post.
* Provides the electrical connection between the moveable contact spring and the fixed contact
post.
o Transfer rotor/shaft rotational forces to forces on the moveable contact springs.
* Lift the N.O. moveable contact off of the fixed contact post for each of the four form C
contacts in a contact deck when the relay is de-energized.
o Lift the N.C. moveable contact off of the fixed contact post for each of the four form C
contacts in a contact deck when the relay is energized.
o Provide electrical insulation between the upper coil assembly end cap and the first contact
deck, and between contact decks.
* Provide dust cover for the top contact deck.
I Prevent entry of foreign objects into the top contact deck.
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Table B.4-2 - Potter & Brumfield Type MDR Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
No.

Description

I

I

I

I

1.

Housing stator core

.

Mechanical
failure.

One or more parts
move allowing
binding of moving
parts; slow or inhibit
operation.

2.

Housing - end
caps

*

Mechanical
failure.

One or more parts
move allowing
binding of moving
parts; slow or inhibit
operation.

* Clearance holes
for rotor/shaft
corrode or become
clogged and add
resistance to shaft
rotation.

-- )

3.

Housing relay mounting
bracket

* Mechanical

failure,

Method of
Detection

Symptoms and
Effects

Failure Mode

Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.
Inspection.
Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.
Inspection.

Effects on Relay
Response Time
I(de-energize)

Comments
I

Potential to increase
response time.

Due to the materials (metal) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the stator core is judged not credible.

Potential to increase
response time.

Due to the materials (metal) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the end caps is judged not credible.

Potential to slow or

Functional tests

Potential to increase

Clearance holes have space around the

prevent rotation of
the rotor/shaft,

will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

response time.

Functional test.
Inspection.

None.

rotor/shaft and the end cap metal thickness
is small. The diameter of the hole is small
compared to the diameter of the rotor/shaft
return spring "lever arm". Therefore, small
amounts of rust or other contaminants are
unlikely to have a significant effect on
response time. Operating history indicates
no identified cases of rust or other
contaminants at the end cap clearance hole
impeding relay operation.
Due to the materials (metal) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the mounting bracket is judged not
credible.

Relay moves
possibly causing
failure of the coil
connections.

0

CD2

No.

Description
I__

4.

Coil terminal
point

Failure Mode
II
* Mechanical

failure.

-Break or short coil
terminal wires.

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection

I

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Comments

I_(de-energize)

Failure of the coil
connections.

Functional test.
Inspection.

None.

Short circuit outside
the coil or open
circuit, both of
which would result
in de-energizing the

A fail safe
channel trip is
likely.
Functional test.

None.

Functional test.

None.

Operating history indicates no cases of
open circuit failures of MDR relays.

Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

None.

The response time upon de-energization is
influenced primarily by the masses and
return spring forces. Changes in flux levels
due to shorting of turns could have an
effect on relay pickup time, but would have
a negligible effect on relay drop out time.
Operating history indicates no cases of coil
short circuit failures. However, there have
been cases of coil overheating which could
have been partly due to coil short circuits.
That failure effect is covered by a separate

Due to the materials (metal and hard
plastic) and the low forces on this part,
mechanical failure of the coil terminal
point, or mechanical failure that separates
the terminal points from the relay mounting
bracket is judged not credible.
Coil wires are protected and routed such
that damage or failure is very unlikely. If
this failure did occur, it would result in
detectable functional failure.

coil.

5.

Relay coils

* Open circuit

e Short circuit
I.,.

De-energization of
the relay and
opening of N.O.
contacts.
Potential for
increased current
and overheating;
possibly leading to
coil failure open.

z

failure entry.
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No.

6.

Description

Rotor/shaft

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection

e Coils overheat

Potential for
outgassing of coil
wire insulation or
other materials in
the coil assembly
leading to deposits
on the rotor/shaft,
core pieces, and
spacers. Potential
for contaminants to
cause sticking which
could slow or
prevent operation.
Potential to cause
binding which could
slow or prevent
rotation of the
rotor/shaft.

Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

9 Shaft bends

L&

be---~-------....
s i~-r
o-----a-----.-

Comments
Effects on Relay
Response Time
(de-energize)
I
Potential to increase Operating history shows multiple cases of
functional test failures which were
response time.
attributed to plating of materials on bearing
surfaces leading to inhibited or delayed
operation. All cases identified were
detected through functional testing. There
is no evidence of any such failures being
detected by response time testing.

Z
Operating history indicates no cases of
rotor/shaft bending failures. The
rotor/shaft is metal with no significant
forces in a direction to bend the shaft. As a
result of the materials and construction, this
------............ failure
--......is judged not credible.

Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.
"'' o a i s s-..

Possible increase in
response time.

will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

in response time.

Functional test.

None.

----------

0

obeposits -or-------- Pote-ntial-fo-r--------- Functional testIs----Potential -to--increase --Operating history shows cases o.f-fun-ctional
corrosion of pole
or bearing
surfaces.

7.

Bracket/
spacer

*

Mechanical
failure.

corrosion of or
deposits on the
rotor/shaft, core
pieces, and spacers.
Potential for
contaminants to
cause sticking which
could slow or
prevent operation.
Shaft is allowed to
rotate too far and
jam contact actuator
on contact springs.

test failures which were attributed, at least
in part, to corrosion of or deposits on
bearing surfaces or pole pieces leading to
inhibited or delayed operation. All cases
identified were detected through functional
testing. There is no evidence of any such
failures being detected by response time
testing.
Due to the materials (metal) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the bracket/spacer is judged not credible

C

-

No.

8.

Description

II

Rotor/shaft
return spring

Failure Mode
I

Symptoms and
Effects
I

*

Spring weakens or
breaks.

Method of
Detection
I

Reduced return
force for the
rotor/shaft leading
to delayed or failed
operation in the deenergized direction.

Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Binding or
Potential to increase Functional tests

9.

Spacers

sticking between
the spring and
either the end cap
or the spring
retainer spacer.
* Binding or
sticking to the
rotor/shaft and the
end caps.

response time or
prevent operation.

Potential to increase
response time or
prevent operation.

4.k

10.

Contact deck
ring

o Spring retaining

Potential to result in

spacer moves
allowing spring to
move out of
anchor point.
* Mechanical
failure.

mis-operation of the
rotor/shaft.

Potential for contact
pieces to move, bind
and fail to operate.

will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.
Functional tests
will detect failed
operation and
gross response
time
degradation.

Functional test.

Inspection.
Functional
failure.

Effects on Relay
Response Time
(de-energize)
Potential to increase
in response time.

Comments

The springs are spring steel operating well
below the annealing temperature. A
significant change in spring force is judged
not credible.

----- --------------------------------------------------------Potential to increase Due to the smooth surfaces against which
in response time.

the spring rubs, the relatively loose
clearances, and the small surface areas, this
failure mode is judged not credible.

Potential to increase
in response time.

Operating history shows cases of functional
test failures which were attributed, at least
in part, to corrosion of or deposits on
bearing surfaces of the spacers and the
rotor/shaft leading to inhibited or delayed
operation. All cases identified were
detected through functional testing. There
is no evidence of any such failures being
detected by response time testing.

None.

Due to shim spacers installed between the

None.

spring retaining spacer and the end cap, the
distance the spring can travel out of the
anchor point is negligible. This failure
mode is judged not credible.
Due to the materials (hard plastic) and
construction (the contact deck is bolted
directly to the coil assembly end cap), and
the lack of any severe forces, this failure
mode is judged not credible.
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No.

Description

11.

Contact feed
through

12.

Fixed contact
post

13.

Moveable
contact post

14.

Moveable
contact spring

15.

Moveable
contact point

Failure Mode

SI

Method of
Detection

Symptoms and
Effects
I_
Potential for contact
pieces to move, bind
and fail to operate.

I

Comments

Effects on Relay
Response Time
I_(de-energize)
None.

I

Due to the construction of the contact deck
(the contact feed through fits tightly into a
slot in the ring, and over a pin, and held in
place by the adjacent deck insulating disk),
and the lack of any severe forces, this
failure mode is judged not credible.
Due to the materials (metal) and the lack of
None.
Functional
Potential to cause
* Mechanical
any severe forces, this failure mode is
of
the
failure.
mis-operation
failure.
judged not credible.
contacts.
.. ------------Operational history shows some failures
'Surface degrades ..... Po--tential for ................. Functional test ........ N one.
attributed to contact surface degradation.
increased contact
All such failures were detected by
resistance.
functional tests.
Operating history indicates this is a very
None.
Potential for contact Functional test.
* Mechanical failure
improbable failure.
to move, bind, or
fail to operate.
Spring forces in the contact and travel are
None.
Functional test.
Potential loss of
* Permanent
not significant factors in relay operation
contact force or
deformation, loss
time. Operating history shows no
of spring force, or failure of contact to
indication of separation of contact springs
operate.
mechanical
from contact post.
separation from
the moveable
contact post.
The contact point does not functionally
None.
Functional test.
Increased contact
* Surface
affect response time. Operating history
resistance or failure
deterioration or
shows some problems identified as high
to operate.
mechanical
contact resistance, but all have been found
separation from
through functional testing.
contact spring,
*

Feed through
moves out of
position.

Inspection.
Functional
failure.

No.

Description

Failure Mode

16.

Contact
actuator

*

Deformation of
contact actuator.

Potential to bind
contacts or provide
in adequate travel if
deformation were
extreme.

17.

Contact deck
insulator disk

*

Mechanical
failure,

Gross mechanical
failure could, in
theory, result in
pieces of the
insulator jamming
the contacts and
preventing correct
operation.
Gross mechanical
failure could, in
theory, result in
pieces of the
insulator jamming
the contacts and
preventing correct
operation.

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection
I

18.
W'
41,

Contact deck
cover

*

Mechanical
failure.

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Comments

Functional test.

None.

The contact actuator does not functionally
affect response time since it acts as an
essentially rigid body. Any potential
change in contact spacing due to contact
actuator deformation would have negligible
affect on response time. Operating history
shows no indication of incorrect contact
operation resulting from contact actuator
deformation.

Functional test.

None.

There are no significant stresses on the
insulator in a direction to cause breakage.
Consistent with this, operating history
shows no indication of insulator failure.

__J(de-energize)

z
0

Functional test.

None.

There are no significant stresses on the
contact deck cover in a direction to cause
breakage. Consistent with this, operating
history shows no indication of insulator
failure.

t'J
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B.5

Trip Unit FailureModes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

B.5.1

FMEA Results

B.5.1.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses Rosemount Model 51 ODU and 71 ODU trip units and GE Model
184C5988 and 147D8505 trip units. Specifically, the results and conclusions apply to the
following equipment:
a) Any Rosemount Model 510DU Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave combination
b) Any Rosemount Model 71ODU Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave combination
c) Any GE Model 184C5988Gxxx Master Trip Unit or Master/Slave combination
d) Any GE Model 147D8505Gxxx Analog Trip Module
B.5.1.2 BoundingResponse Times
The maximum undetected response time of the trip units is 24 ms provided Technical
Specification Channel Checks, Functional Tests and Calibrations (or equivalent) are
performed and include the trip unit, and provided the following condition is met:
a) The trip units are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for nuclear
safety related application under a utility dedication program.
All credible failure modes identified that increase response time to more than 24 ms (more
likely not more than 6 ms) also affect normal functioning of the trip unit, and thus are
detectable by tests other than RTT. Operating history indicates that even the identified
"undetected" failures are not probable failures. Even though some performance problems
have been identified in the past, all were identified by tests or actions other than response
time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of the trip unit that could
result in response times greater than 24 ms is not credible.
B.5.2

Analysis

B.5.2.1 Equipment Analyzed
A Rosemount Model 51 ODU Trip Unit with a 4-20 ma input was selected for detailed
analysis.
B.5.2.2 SimilarityAnalysis
Examination of the circuit diagrams for the Rosemount Model 71ODU Trip Units shows an
architecture virtually identical to the Model 51 ODU. Similar to the 51 ODU, the only part of
the circuit with filters with the potential to affect response times if components degrade or
fail is the input amplifier circuits. The components in that circuit in the Model 71 ODU are
virtually identical to those in the Model 51 ODU, so the effects of undetected failed or
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degraded components on response time of the Model 71 ODU is the same as on the Model
510DU.
The GE trip units have a similar architecture to that in the Rosemount trip units. All of the
filters with the potential to effect response times are located in the input circuitry. The filters
are arranged slightly differently than those in the Rosemount Trip Units, but the values are all
small with time constants in the 1 ms or less range. Resistors are highly stable precision
metal film resistors. The capacitors are also high quality stable components, so a change in
time constant of even a factor of 2, which in some directions would affect response times, is
highly unlikely. Therefore, the conclusion reached for the Model 51 ODU that any undetected
change will be less than a factor of 10 is reasonable and conservative for the GE trip units.
B.5.2.3 Review of OperatingHistory
The review of operating experience documented in Ref. 9.1 shows that there have been some
types of problems with Trip Units. However, none have been identified that would have
affected response time and no failures detected based on response time have been identified.
B.5.2.4

DetailedAnalysis

B.5.2.4.1 Description
The Rosemount Model 51 ODU Trip Unit receives a 4-20 ma input signal from a pressure or
flow transmitter and provides a 24 Vdc (nominal) output during normal conditions. If the
input signal exceeds a preset limit, the trip output changes to a high impedance. The Trip
Unit uses solid state components, but is designed to operate a 24 Vdc relay from the trip
output.
The trip unit has both a "master" and "slave" configuration. The only difference is that the
master has the analog input processing circuitry, the output of which goes to the master's trip
logic. As an option, the master can be provided with an analog output to one or more slave
trip units which contain trip logic identical to the master. If the master is provided with the
analog output, it also provides an additional "auxiliary" analog output corresponding to the
input signal.
In addition to the main trip output, the Trip Unit (both master and slave versions) provide a
"trip status" output and a "gross failure" output.
The Trip Unit is powered by an external 24 Vdc supply. The master trip unit provides
excitation voltage to the transmitter supplying the input signal.
The Trip Unit is designed to be calibrated using an external "calibration unit", and utilizes an
external "readout assembly" for local indication. Neither of these auxiliary units are involved
with the on line operation of the Trip Unit, so they are not considered further in this analysis.
In addition, the power supply provides a constant dc voltage, and is not involved in the
dynamic operation. If it fails, the main trip unit function would be degraded and detected by
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test other than RTT in addition to any possible effects on Trip Unit response time, so power
supply failures are not considered further in this analysis.
The Trip Unit circuitry can be divided into the following parts:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Input Buffer Amplifier Circuit (master only)
Trip Output Circuit
Gross Failure Output Circuit
Analog Output to Slave Circuit (master only, when applicable)
Trip Status Output Circuit
Auxiliary Analog Output Circuit (master only, when applicable)
Analog Meter Circuit

Only parts 1) and 2) are involved in the trip function, and, therefore, response time, for
master units. For slave trip units, item 4) of the associated master needs to be considered.
Therefore, for this analysis, items 1), 2) and 4) are evaluated for the effects of failures on
trip
response time.
B.5.2.4.2 Results of FMEA
The Rosemount Model 510DU Trip Unit FMEA results are tabulated in Table B.5-1 and
Table B.5-2. All credible failure modes identified that increase response time more than
approximately a factor of 10 (more likely not more than a factor of 2) also affect normal
functioning of the Trip Unit, and thus are detectable by tests other than RTT. This
conclusion assumes that Technical Specification Channel Checks, Functional Tests and
Calibrations are performed and include the trip unit.
Even for the identified "undetected" failures, operating history indicates that they are not a
probable failure. Even though some performance problems have been identified in the past,
all were identified by functional tests, not response time tests. This result is reasonable due
to the relatively simple design of the Trip Unit and the high degree of interaction between
mechanisms that affect response time and those involved in normal functioning of the Trip
Unit. Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure of the Trip Unit
that
could result in an increase of more than a factor of 10 in the trip response time is not credible.
B.5.2.4.3 Bounding Response Times
The vendor's specifications do not include specific response times. Response times
measured during qualification testing of the Rosemount 51ODU Trip Unit (Ref, 9.4) were
less
than 2 ms for input to output delays. A review of the circuit design confirms that there are
no
components in the circuit with normal tolerances that would be expected to increase the 2
ms
measured value by a significant value. Regardless, such variations are bounded by the
"failures" considered in the FMEA.
The similarity analysis concludes that response time sensitive circuits in all of the trip units
covered by this FMEA are similar, so the 2 ms response time measured for the Rosemount
51 ODU is considered representative of the nominal response times of all of the trip units.
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Based on that FMEA, the worst case expected undetected delay for the Trip Unit is less than
a factor of 10 (more likely not more than a factor of 2) increase over nominal, or less than 20
ms (more likely less than 4 ms) for the 2 ms nominal value. To cover uncertainties in the
nominal value, a margin of 100% has been added to the nominal value to obtain a bounding
value of initial response time of 4 ms. No additional margin is judged to be necessary for the
trip unit, so 24 ms (20 ms + 4 ms) may be used as the bounding value for the trip unit for
loop analysis, including effects equipment failure or degradation that may go of undetected
by tests other than RTT.
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Table B.5-1 - Rosemount Model 510DU Trip Unit Components and Their Primary Function
Item
1.

j Description
Input Buffer Amplifier
Circuit (master only)

2.

Trip Output Circuit

3.

Analog Output to Slave
Circuit (master only, when

Function
* Provide excitation voltage to the transmitter.
* Provide switching logic to allow calibration (off line).
9 Provide current-to-voltage conversion (4-20 ma to 1-5 volts).
*Provide active low pass filtering with a 250 Hz cutoff.
9 Provide logic and controls to set a comparison reference value.
9 Provide a comparison of the input (from Input Buffer Amplifier) to a preset value.
*Provide a trip output to drive a relay (buffered 24 Vdc when not tripped).
9 Provide unity gain buffer/amplification of the 1-5 volt signal (from Input Buffer
Amplifier).

applicable)

tQ

CD

Table B.5-2 - Rosemount Model 510DU Trip Unit Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
No.

Description

Failure Mode
I

I

Input Buffer
Amplifier Circuit
(master only)

I
*

Excitation voltage fails
or degrades

---*Switchin-g-logic- fa'iIs-or
degrades.

Symptoms and
Effects
I

Method of
Detection
I

Effects on Trip
Unit Response
ITime (to trip)

Transmitter signal
may be in error.

Functional test,
channel check, or
channel calibration.
T-ransmi teieFur. u ipnctio-nal_
.
test,
s-. signal may be in
channel check, or
error or disabled.
channel calibration.

None.

D---.
C---sig-na-l -us__ed---.
by
the remainder of the
trip unit may not
correspond to

Functional test,
channel check, or
channel calibration.
Gross failure alarm.

None.

DC signal used by
the remainder of the
trip unit may not
correspond to
transmitter input.
Low pass filter
could become non
functional.
Filter cutoff
frequency could
change.

Functional test,
channel check, or
channel calibration.
Gross failure alarm.
Nuisance trips.

None.

For minor changes,
probably not
detected. For
significant changes
up, nuisance trips
may occur. For
significant changes
up or down, channel
check may detect
differences between
channels.

Potential decrease in
response times.

Comments
I

N/A

N.one ............................. N/A-.............................................

Gross failure alarm.

Cur-ent-to-voltage --....
conversion fails or
degrades.

transmitter input.

- Lo-wpass-_filering
circuit fails.

00

--Low pass filtering
circuit resistors or
capacitors degrade.

N/A

z
N/A

t'J

crO

Change could occur if
capacitor or resistor values
change. Changes greater
than a factor of two are
unlikely. Changes greater
than a factor of 10, without
gross failure of component,
are judged not credible.
Therefore, any undetected
change in cutoff frequency
greater than a factor of 10 is
considered not credible.

No.

Description

Failure Mode

I
2.

Symptoms and

Method of

Effects on Trip

Effects

Detection

Unit Response
Time (to trip)

Calibration.
Nuisance trip.

None.

I
Trip Output Circuit

Logic and controls to
Set point may be
set comparison
incorrect or not
reference
vales
fail.
changeable.
......................................
.........
.................
..............................
* Comparison logic fails. Trip may not occur
when required.
Spurious trip may
*

occur.

3.

Analog Output to
Slave Circuit (master
only, when
applicable)

* Analog output to slave

fails or degrades.

Trip may not occur
when required.
Spurious trip may
occur.
DC signal used by
the slave trip unit
may not correspond
to transmitter input.

N/A

....................................... - ------------------.-------------.-----------------------..................
Functional test or
None.
N/A
calibration.
Nuisance trip.

~~~~~~~~.............uiu.•rv..•c.'.ri.m.nt..cur.....~nG.a•.............
a Trip output drive logic
fails,

Comments

one.............................
••.........................................
Functional test.
Nuisance trip.

None

N/A

Functional test,
channel check, or
channel calibration.
Gross failure alarm.
Nuisance trip.

None.

N/A

z
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B.6
B.6.1

GE CR120A 120 Vac Relay FailureModes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA Results

B.6.1.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses GE Type CR120A 120 Vac relays. Specifically, the results and
conclusions apply to equipment meeting the following constraint:
a) Any GE Type CR120A, 120 Vac or 115 Vac, 60 Hz coil.
B.6.1.2 Bounding Response Times
The maximum undetected response time of the relays is 80 ms provided Technical
Specification Functional Tests (or equivalent) are performed and include the relay, and
provided the following conditions are met:
a) Prior to installation or after any maintenance or repair of the relays, the normally open
contacts of the relays are confirmed to open in 20 ms or less after power is removed from
the coil.
b) Vendor maintenance, application and replacement recommendations have been followed.
c) The trip units are procured by the utility as nuclear safety related, or dedicated for nuclear
safety related application under a utility dedication program.
Provided these conditions are met, all credible failure modes identified that increase response
time to more than 80 ms also affect normal functioning of the relay, and thus are detectable
either by immediate trip or by tests other than RTT. Even though performance problems
with the CR120A relays have been identified in the past, all were identified by tests or
actions other than response time tests.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure that could result in
response times greater than 80 ms of a CR1 20A relay which has met the conditions of this
section is not credible.
B.6.2

Analysis

B.6.2.1 EquipmentAnalyzed
A GE CR120A04022AA, 120 Vac, 60 Hz, Relay was selected for detailed analysis.
B.6.2.2 SimilarityAnalysis
The relay analyzed was a four pole relay with a coil rated at 120 Vac, 60 Hz or 110 Vac,
50 Hz. Relays with more poles are the same except that "adder" blocks of either two or four
poles are added to the end of the base relay, and a longer contact arm and contact arm retainer
are used. The only effect of these "adder blocks" relative to the FMEA is that there is a
greater "mass" of the contact arm and a larger "sliding surface". The mass of the contact arm
is very small in relation to the spring return forces, so any mass effect on de-energize
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response time is judged to be negligible. The only potential effects of significance of the
longer contact arm "sliding surface" is that if there is any mis-alignment, the chance of
binding increases. The base FMEA concluded that any "friction" effects on response time
are negligible, so even if such effects increase three fold (two four-pole adder blocks), the
effects are judged to still be insignificant.
Some models of the CR120A relay have a coil rated at 115 Vac, 60 Hz. Earlier versions also
have different insulation material in the coil. These differences affect the heat generated and
life of the coil in different operating conditions, but do not have any direct effect on the
response time for de-energize operation which is controlled primarily by the moving masses
and the return spring. Therefore, the FMEA conclusions are judged to apply equally, relative
to failure effects on relay de-energize response time, to CR1 20A relays with 115 Vac, 60 Hz
rated coils, and relays with earlier generation coils, provided the relays are applied within the
manufacturers ratings.
B.6.2.3 Review of OperatingHistory
The review of operating experience documented in Ref. 9.1 shows multiple types of
problems with CR120A relays. A review of GE Service Information Letters (SILs) provides
additional information on the nature of problems observed with CR120A relays in BWRs.
Some of problems identified have the potential to impact response time of the relay, but all
cases identified were detected due to immediate trips (or other indications) or surveillance
testing other than response time testing. The search leading to the information in Appendix
D identified no cases of CR120A failures or degradation that were detected by response time
testing.
The experience data available lacks sufficient information to reach absolute conclusions
regarding detectability of degraded response time conditions. However, due to the lack of
any reported cases of relay failures detected by response time testing and due to the relatively
large number of failure cases detected by other means, it appears reasonable to conclude that
failures that result in increases in response time but that do not result in functional failures are
either very unlikely to occur or result in only very small increases in response time such that
the loops including these relays still pass response time testing criteria.
As a result of operating experience, GE has issued multiple information notices providing
recommended replacement actions to reduce the overall failure rate of CR120A relays. All
identified failures leading to these notices resulted from either immediately indicated
functional failure or failures identified by functional tests. However, to reduce the risk of
possible previously unidentified failure modes that might affect response time of the
CR120A relay, the conclusions of this analysis include the criteria that relay maintenance and
replacement recommendations from GE be implemented.
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B. 6.2.4

DetailedAnalysis

B.6.2.4.1 Description
The CR120A relay is a in the general shape of a rectangular "box". The basic relay includes
four poles with a base that is approximately 2.5 inches by 2.3 inches. The relay height
(above the base surface) is approximately 2.75 inches. The relay design also provides for
"extender" blocks that can add, in two or four pole increments, up to 8 more poles.
This
basic analysis applies to the 4 pole basic relay.
The relay has small "slots" cast into the sides that, with small retainer pieces, support the
head of two screws used to mount the relay (with the base against the mounting surface).
The wiring connection points to the poles and the coil are at the end of the relay opposite the
base (referred to here after as the "top" of the relay).
On each side of the top of the relay, along the longer dimension, are five contacts, one for the
coil (center of the five) and one for each of the four poles. The two connection points for
each pole and the two coil connections are from opposite sides of the relay, with the actual
wiring connection made from the side of the relay to a compression screw terminal.
Each of the screw terminals for the pole connections are attached to a "fixed" contact located
toward the center of the relay. Down the center of the relay, between the two rows of
terminals and fixed contacts, is a "slot" approximately 0.5 inches deep and 0.4 inches wide.
A movable "contact arm", slightly shorter than the length of the relay, is located in this slot.
The moveable contact arm rests on the bottom of the slot where the slot passes through the
"ends" of the relay. The material at the end of the relay is thick enough so that the
contact
arm is always supported. When the relay operates, the moveable contact arm travels
approximately 0.15 inches in the direction of the slot. Mounted to the contact arm are four
"moving" contacts (in the direction across the arm), each about 0.9 inches long, with a
contact surface at each end located such that they touch the two corresponding fixed contacts
for each pole. The moving contacts are spring-loaded to provide contact closure force when
the arm moves them against the fixed contacts. In addition, the moving contacts include a
center "offset" that acts against a slanted surface in the contact arm to cause the moving
contacts to move slightly sideways as they close, thus providing "wiping" action.
A "retainer" mounts on top of the contact arm and "clips" into slots in the relay housing to
prevent the contact arm from lifting off of the relay housing (i.e., holds the contact arm in the
slot. A raised "tab" on the contact arm protrudes up through the retainer to both allow
manual operation of the contact arm and to indicate its position.
The relay is designed to allow each of the poles to be configured for N.O. or N.C. contacts.
This is accomplished by reversing the orientation of the fixed contacts mounted to the relay
housing and the moving contacts mounted in the moveable contact arm.
The relay coil is mounted in a "hollow" zone in the center of the relay housing below the
moveable contact arm. The coil is located with the axis of the flux "across" the relay (in the
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shorter dimension), perpendicular to the slot holding the moveable contact arm. The two coil
contact terminals connect directly to the coil (the coil subassembly can be removed from the
relay from the top). A fixed magnetic pole piece, approximately 1.8 inches long (slightly less
than the width of the relay), 0.8 inches high, and 0.3 inches thick, is mounted through the coil
(in the direction perpendicular to the slot for the moveable contact arm).
The relay includes a moveable (by slight rotation) "L" shaped steel bracket. The bottom of
the "L" is about 1.4 inches long by 1.2 inches wide (the 1.2-inch wide part extends slightly
around the "comer" of the "L") and is located approximately parallel to, and 0.3 inches up
from the base of the relay. The side of the "L" is approximately 1.8 inches high by 0.5 inches
wide and is located approximately parallel to and 0.3 inches inside one end of the relay. A
pivot pin is located across the bottom of the "L" and approximately 0.4 inches from the
comer of the "L". Each end of the pivot pin inserts into a hole in the corresponding side
piece of the relay housing. This pivot pin provides the axis of "rotation" of the "L" bracket.
A "U" shaped moveable magnetic pole piece, about 1 inch high, is "wrapped" around and
attached to the side of the "L" bracket with the ends of the "U" facing the fixed magnetic
pole piece through the coil. Each end of the "U" has a "shading" winding to provide the
appropriate magnetic force for the AC coil. The "U" shaped magnetic poles are positioned
such that when power is applied to the coil, the magnetic forces rotate the "L" bracket until
the "U" pole ends contact the fixed magnetic pole pieces. At the end of the bottom of the "L"
is a spring acting against the bottom of the relay housing in a direction to rotate the "L"
bracket away from the fixed magnetic pole piece. That spring provides the relay return force.
The side of the "L" bracket has a small "tab" at the top center. The tab protrudes into a slot
in the moveable contact arm. When the "L" bracket rotates, the tab moves in the direction of
the slot thus providing the force to move the moveable contact arm. The rotation of the "L"
bracket is small, so the motion of the tab is nearly straight (the size and shape of the slot in
the contact arm provides for the slight rotation of the tab on the "L" bracket).
Mounted between the two sides of the relay, and on the opposite side of the coil from the side
of the "L" bracket, is a flat "retainer" spring shaped to apply "friction force" to keep the coil
in place. It has no active function.
B.6.2.4.2 Results of FMEA
GE Type CR120A relay FMEA results are tabulated in Table B.6-1 and B.6-2. All credible
failure modes identified that increase response time also affect normal functioning of the
relay, and thus either result in immediate functional failure and trip or are detectable by tests
other than RTT. This conclusion assumes that Technical Specification Functional Tests are
performed and include the relay, and that the manufacturer's recommended replacement and
maintenance actions are followed.
Even though a number of performance problems have been identified in the past, all were
identified either by immediate trips or by functional tests, not response time tests. This result
is reasonable due to the simple basic design and the high degree of interaction between
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mechanisms that affect response time and those involved in normal functioning of the relay.
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any failure or degradation of the relay
that could result in an increase in the "de-energize" response time (drop out time) is not
credible provided the utility has implemented the vendor's maintenance and replacement
recommendations.
B.6.2.4.3 Bounding Response Times
The vendor of the CR120A relay does not publish response time specifications. Discussions
with the vendor indicate that typical drop-out time for a N.O. contact (contact that is closed
when the relay is energized) is 8-16 ms. No separate qualification data supporting these
numbers is available.
Therefore, to apply the result of this analysis, it is assumed that drop-out time of N.O.
contacts (contacts that open on de-energization) of CR1 20A relays will be measured and
confirmed to be less than 20 ms prior to use of the relay in a loop.
The FMEA identified no failure modes that would result in increased response time that
would not be detected by functional testing or immediate trip. For conservatism for possible
effects not yet identified, the nominal maximum response time of 20 ms (required to be
confirmed by test) will be increased by a factor of 4 (to 80 ms). No additional margin is
judged necessary for the CR120A relay, provided the relay to which the results of this
analysis are applied has an initial acceptance criteria of 20 ms maximum opening time for
normally open contacts (from energized state), and such criteria is applied for any
replacement relays or after repair or maintenance of a relay.
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Table B.6-1 - GE Type CR120A Principle Design Components and Their Primary Function

[ Item j Description
1.

Housing - base

2.

Housing - sides

3.

Housing - ends

4.
5.
6.
LI

(.J'

7.

Coil terminal point
Relay coil
Fixed magnetic pole
"L" Bracket

8.
9.

"L" Bracket pivot pin
Moveable contact arm

10.
11.

Moving contacts
Moving contact
springs
Fixed contacts and
terminal
Contact Arm Retainer

12.
13.

Function
9 Provide the physical structure for the relay.
e Provide attachment point for the relay.
* Provide the "force surface" for one end of the relay return spring.
9 Provide the physical structure for the relay.
* Provide the support for the ends of"L" bracket pivot pins (and thereby, the "L" bracket and the
moveable magnetic pole).
* Provide physical support for the fixed contacts and terminal connections.
* Provide physical support for the coil "retaining" spring.
* Provide the physical structure for the relay.
* Limit the travel of the moveable "L" bracket.
* Provide the bottom and side support surface for the moveable contact arm.
o Provide electrical connection point for coil circuit
a Provide magnetic force, via the fixed magnetic pole piece, to operate the relay.
9 Route the magnetic flux to the moveable magnetic poles.
* Limit the travel of the moveable magnetic poles (and thereby, the "L" bracket).
e Support the moveable magnetic poles
* Transfer the magnetic force to the moveable contact arm
e Transfer the relay return spring force to the moveable magnetic poles and the moveable contact
arm.
* Limit the travel of the moveable contact arm.
* Position the "L" bracket.
* Position, and control the travel of the moveable contacts.
* Provide support for the moving contact springs.
9 Provide the force to cause contact "wipe" on closure.
e Transfer the "L" bracket travel (and force) to the moving contacts.
* Provide circuit continuity when the contacts are closed.
* Provide wiping and closing force for the contact.
* Provide connection point for the contact circuit electrical connection.
* Provide electrical continuity when the contact is closed.
* Retain the moveable contact arm in the slot.

I

z

Ct,

CD,

Table B.6-2 - GE Type CR120A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
No.

Description

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

Method of
Detection

Effects on Relay
Response Time

Comments

Possible increase in
response time if net
spring force is
reduced.
Possible increase in
response time due to
binding of moving

Due to the materials (bakelite) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the housing base is judged not credible.

I.

Housing base

.

Mechanical
failure.

I__I__I(de-energize)
Relay comes loose.
Return spring is
allowed to move.

Inspection.
Gross failure.

2.

Housing sides

.

Mechanical
failure.

Relay parts are
allowed to move.

Inspection.
Gross failure.

I__

------------------------------------eMounting points
degrade allow coil
retaining spring
force to relax

Due to the materials (bakelite) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the housing sides is judged not credible.

---------------------------------------.-----------------------.--------.--.--------------.--------------------.----------.-------------------------------..
p a. s...
Coil could move
slightly. If travel is
sufficient, binding
of the moveable
contact arm could
occur.

Possible audible
noise.
Functional test if
coil moves and
causes binding,

Possible increase in
response time due to
binding of moveable
contact arm.

..... .... ..... ....

.. ....

Due to the material of the housing and low
forces, this failure is not likely to occur.
Operating history shows no cases of coil
retaining spring failure of any kind. Based
on the design and operating history, this
failure mode is judged not credible.

"9
'begradati--on .or---------Free --"rotation" of ........ Functional test if Possible increas.se in----..
The relatively large lever arm for the return
!J

contaminants
result in binding
in the "L" bracket
pivot points.

3.

Housing
ends

* Mechanical
Failure

the "L" bracket
could be impeded.

Relay parts are
allowed to move.

effects are
severe.

Inspection.
Gross failure.

response time.

Possible increase in
response time due to
binding of moving
parts.

spring (0.9 inches) compared to the pivot
surface diameter (0. 1 inch) would required
substantial "binding" to have an
appreciable effect on the response time.
Other relay designs (other than CR120A)
have experienced "binding" failures.
However, those cases had much closer
ratios between "binding" diameter and
return spring diameter. There have been no
reported cases of binding at the pivot points
of the "L" bracket. Based on the design
and operating history, this failure mode is
judged not credible.

Due to the materials (bakelite) and the low
forces on this part, mechanical failure of
the housing ends is judged not credible.

z
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No.

Description

Failure Mode

Symptoms and
Effects

____I
* Surface of "slot"
becomes sticky

w•

4.
5.

Coil terminal
point
Relay coil

* Mechanical failure

Free motion of the
moveable contact
arm is impeded.

Loss of connection

Method of
Detection

I
Functional test if
effects are
severe.

Functional test.

Effects on Relay
Response Time
I(de-energize)
r
Possible increase in
response time.

None.

Comments

Moveable contact arm has substantial
"freedom" of movement, so simple
"binding" is very unlikely. Therefore,
effects would have to be "glue-like" to
have any likelihood of delaying relay
response. Gross effects would be detected.
Extensive operating history indicates no
failures that result in "outgassing" of the
coil or any other failure resulting in
deposits of "glue-like" substances on the
surfaces between the moveable contact arm
and the relay housing ends. Such failures
have occurred in other relays resulting in
functional failures. Based on the loose
tolerances of the design and the operating
history, this failure mode is judged not
credible.

z
0

N/A.
K)

* Electrical open

Loss of connection
Functional test.
S.........-----------------------------------------------------------..

9 Electrical short

6.

Fixed
magnetic
pole

• Mechanical failure

7.

"L" Bracket

* Mechanical failure

None.
....-

Overheating of the

Functional test.

coil and possible
gross failure,
including small
fires.
Physical movement
of parts and possible
binding.

Inspection.
Circuit failure.

Functional test.

Possible increase in
response time.

Physical movement
of parts and possible
binding,

Functional test.

Possible increase in
response time.

None.

N/A.
....

........

Operating history indicates a number of
failures resulting from coil failure.
However, all have been detected by
functional test or immediate relay failure.
Due to the materials in the pole piece
(metal) and the low forces, and lack of any
identified failures in the operating history,
this failure mode is judged not credible.
Due to the materials in the "L" bracket
(metal) and the low forces, and lack of any
identified failures in the operating history,
this failure mode is judged not credible.

No.

. D

8.

Failure Mode

Description
r

In

"L" Bracket

S

Moveable
contact arm

Method
Detectionof

on Time
Relay
Effects
Response
(de-energize)

m an

Mechanical failure

Physical movement
of parts and possible
binding,

Functional test.

Possible increase in
response time.

*

Mechanical failure

Physical movement
of parts and possible
binding.

Functional test.

Possible increase in
response time.

Possible binding

Functional test

Possible increase in

The contact arm material (bakelite) has

response time.

very high temperature thresholds. The only
cases identified that might result in
overheating result from coil failures
discussed above under the "relay coil". All
those cases were detected by functional
tests or as a result of functional failures.
Based on the materials and the operating
history, this failure mode, without an
associated gross failure of the relay, is
judged not credible.
Due to the low forces on the moving
contact, mechanical failure resulting in
binding is very unlikely. Extensive
operating history has identified no cases of
contact failure leading to binding. Based
on the design and operating history, this
failure mode leading to increases in
response times is judged not credible.

"*Distortion due to
overheating

tO

00

10.

Moving
contacts

I

Comments

*

pivot pin

9.

and
Symptoms
Effects

*

Mechanical failure
or contamination,

Loss of circuit
continuity or
possible binding

Functional test

Possible increase in
response time.

Due to the materials in the "L" bracket
pivot pin (metal) and the low forces, and
lack of any identified failures in the
operating history, this failure mode is
judged not credible.
Due to the materials in moveable contact
arm (bakelite) and the low forces, and lack
of any identified failures in the operating
history, this failure mode is judged not
credible.

0
I'.

No.

11.

12.

13.

Description
I__
Moving
contact
springs

Fixed
contacts and
terminal

Contact Arm
Retainer

I

I__

Method of
Detection

Symptoms and
Effects

Failure Mode

I

*

Relaxation of the
spring force

Possible increased
resistance due to
reduced wiping
action or slight
reduction in "return
force".

Functional test

*

Mechanical failure
or contamination,

Possible increase in
resistance or binding
of parts due to
movement,

Functional test.

Moveable Contact
Arm moves out of
position and binds

Functional test

*

Mechanical failure
or distortion due
to overheating,

Effects on Relay
Response Time
I(de-energize)
Possible slight
increase in response
time.

Possible increase in
response time due to
binding,

Possible increase in
response time if
binding occurs.

Comments

I

The contact spring force contribution to
return forces is small relative to coil return
force. In addition, if most contacts are
configured in the N.O. state, spring force
contributes no "return" force. Based on the
design and relative spring forces, any
contribution to or increase in response time
due relaxation of contact spring forces is
judged negligible.
Due to the low forces on the contact,
mechanical failure resulting in binding is
very unlikely. Extensive operating history
has identified no cases of contact failure
leading to binding. Based on the design
and operating history, this failure mode
leading to increases in response times is
judged not credible.
Operating history indicates multiple cases
of contact arm retainer failure, but all have
been due to overheating due to coil failures.
No cases have been identified of contact
arm retainer failure separate from a more
extensive relay failure. Based on low
forces applied to the retainer in normal
operation and operating history, contact
arm retainer failure that leads to increased
response time, but no other failures, is
judged not credible.

0
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B.7

RPS Scram ContactorRelay FailureModes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

B.7.1 Contactor FMEA Methodology
The RPS Scram Contactors are common to all RPS scram instrument loops. Therefore, a test of
any RPS scram instrument loop tests the RPS Scram Contactors.
This FMEA does not directly address failures of the RPS Scram Contactor, but rather assumes
that failures can occur that affect response time of the contactors. This FMEA focuses on
identifying RPS scram instrument loop RTTs that are expected to be retained by the utility, and
analyzes those RTTs to determine the bounding values of RPS Scram Contactor response time
that can result without detection by those retained RTTs.
Specifically, this analysis identifies retained RPS scram instrument loop RTTs, identifies the
acceptance criteria (maximum time allowed) for the RTT, and subtracts from that the response
time for loop components other than the RPS Scram Contactor in order to establish the response
time for the RPS Scram Contactor. In order to determine the bounding maximum credible RPS
Scram Contactor (that still passes the RTT), the minimum credible response time for the
instrument loop components other than the RPS Scram Contactor is established and used in this
analysis.
This methodology is applied for two different cases. First is the case where the utility performs
the retained RTT as a total loop without intermediate measurements. The second case, which is
much more common, is the case where utilities perform the retained RTT in overlapping partial
tests commonly called "phases". In this second case, the partial loop phase which includes the
RPS Scram Contactor has a lower acceptance criteria (smaller time) and fewer "other
component" response times to subtract from the acceptance criteria and, therefore, less
uncertainty. The same methodology may be applied by the utility to a different "phase split".
The second case also applies where utilities have replaced the original Power Range Monitoring
hardware with NUMAC Power Range Neutron Monitoring (PRNM) equipment where RTT of
the electronics is eliminated. With NUMAC PRNM equipment, the response time requirement
for the rest of the loop is 50 ms.
The conclusions of this RPS Scram Contactor Relay FMEA are in the form of bounding values
of response times that may go undetected, and tests that are assumed to be performed in the
determination of the identified bounding values.
B.7.2

FMEA Results

B. 7.2.1 FMEA Applicability
This FMEA addresses GE CR105, GE CR205, and GE CR305 Magnetic Contactors, and Potter
& Brumfield MDR Rotary Relays when used as an interposing relay between two of the above
Magnetic Contactors. Specifically, this analysis applies to:
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a) Any GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor, and
b) Any 120 Vac Small AC Non-Latching type Potter & Brumfield MDR series rotary relay,
provided the components are applied as an RPS Scram Contactor controlling a set of Scram
Solenoid Pilot Valves (SSPVs) in one of the following two configurations:
1) One GE CR105, GE CR205, or GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor that directly operates a set of
SSPVs, or
2) One interfacing Potter & Brumfield MDR relay which controls a GE CR105, GE CR205, or
GE CR305 Magnetic Contactor which operates a set of SSPVs.
For this analysis, either configuration is referred to as the "RPS Scram Contactor".
B. 7.2.2 Conclusions of FMEA
The maximum undetected response time of the RPS Scram Contactor is 65 ms provided the plant
performs APRM upscale scram trip RTT with a loop acceptance criteria of 90 ms maximum, and
the APRM RTT includes the APRM electronics and at least one interposing relay, not shared by
other loops, between the APRM output and the RPS Scram Contactor. Alternately, if the utility
performs the APRM RTT in phases, the maximum undetected response time of the RPS Scram
Contactor is 45 ms provided the acceptance criteria is 50 ms maximum for the phase that
includes RPS Scram Contactor and at least one interposing relay, not shared by other loops, is
included in the phase.
Provided these conditions are met, all credible failure modes identified that increase response
time of the RPS Scram Contactor to more than 65 ms also result in failure to meet the APRM
upscale scram trip RTT loop acceptance criteria. A response time of the RPS Scram Contactor
of more than 45 ms will result in failure to meet the phase acceptance criteria (as defined in
Paragraph B.7.3.5).
Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that any undetected failure of the RPS Scram
Contactor which has met the conditions of this section that could result in response times greater
than 65 ms is not credible if the APRM RTT is a total loop test, and an undetected failure that
results in response times greater than 45 ms is not credible if the APRM RTT is a phased test (as
defined in Paragraph B.7.3.5).
Since the phased test is most common, 45 ms will be used as the bounding response time for the
RPS Scram Contactor for the remainder of the analyses in this report.
B.7.3

Analysis

B. 7.3.1 Loop Analyzed
The APRM upscale scram trip (120%) instrument loop for a typical BWR4, BWR5 and BWR6
was evaluated.
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B. 7.3.2 Method ofAnalysis
The analysis is conducted in multiple parts including: 1) an analysis of the typical loop to
determine the components in the loop, 2) a review and evaluation of available vendor and
qualification data to determine the minimum likely response time for components in the loop
other than the RPS Scram Contactor, 3) identification of the RTT acceptance criteria (response
time), and, based on these 4) calculate the maximum credible RPS Scram Contactor response
time that would still pass the RTT.
B. 7.3.3 Description
The typical APRM upscale scram trip instrument loop includes the APRM electronics and output
relay (the output relay is considered part of the APRM), an interfacing relay, and the RPS Scram
Contactor.
The design of the APRM is similar for all plants. The response time delays in the APRM portion
of the loop can be considered in three parts: 1) filter delays at the LPRM input amplifier
(between the LPRM detectors and the APRM processing electronics), 2) electronic processing
delays between the LPRM amplifiers and the input to the APRM output relay, and 3) delays due
to the response time of the APRM output relay.
The interfacing relay in the BWR4 generation plant is typically a 120 Vac GE HFA relay. The
BWR5, BWR6 (and some later BWR4) plants generally use a Potter & Brumfield MDR relay,
also 120 Vac.
For BWR4 plants, each instrument loop typically operates two RPS Scram Contactors in parallel,
each of which is typically single CR105, CR205 or CR305 that is operated directly from the
interfacing relay. For BWR5 and BWR6, each instrument loop typically operates either two or
four RPS Scram Contactors where one is typically a single CR105, CR205 or CR305 that is
operated directly from the interfacing relay while the remainder comprise a Potter & Brumfield
MDR relay operated directly from the interfacing relay and a single CR105, CR205 or CR305
which operates from the MDR relay.
In all cases, the RPS Scram Contactor is common to all RPS scram instrument loops while the
interfacing relay is dedicated to the specific loop.
Response time testing of the APRM upscale scram trip instrument loop includes the APRM
electronics, the interfacing relay, and the RPS Scram Contactors (all contactors operated from the
loop). The normal acceptance value for the APRM upscale scram trip response time is 90 ms for
the entire loop. The design generally assumes 40 ms for the APRM response and 50 ms for the
interfacing relay and RPS Scram Contactors.
B.7.3.4 Analysis
The APRM response time is the sum of the filter response delay, the electronics and the APRM
output relay. The filter is nominally a 15 ms time constant filter. The specific delay that results
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from this filter depends on the characteristics of the input signal, but is typically between about
10 and 20 ms. The electronics delays are short, on the order of a few milliseconds. The APRM
output relay is a small, fairly fast relay, which typically responds in less than 10 ms. The
response times are likely to remain relatively constant, but in particular are not likely to become
substantially faster than nominal. Based on a 40 ins designed response time, it is assumed, based
on engineering judgment, that the fastest response of the APRM part of the channel is 20 ins, one
half of the design allocation.
The Potter & Brumfield MDR relay (small AC non-latching) is specified to release in 5 to 18 ms.
It is assumed for this calculation that the release time is 5 ms. GE qualification tests measured
release times for the HFA 120 Vac relay on the order of 9 ms. To bound these values, the
minimum release time for the interfacing relay is assumed to be 5 ms. This also covers any case
that uses an Agastat GP or EGP relay as the interfacing relay.
B. 7.3.5 Bounding Response Times
The first case to be considered is the case where the entire loop is tested as a single "phase". For
that case, based on the values calculated above, the bounding response time for the RPS Scram
Contactor is determined to be 65 ms, 90 ms minus 20 ms minimum for the APRM and 5 ms
minimum for the interfacing relay.
It is common for utilities to split the APRM test into at least two phases, one including the
APRM electronics and APRM output relay, and the other including the RPS interfacing relay and
the RPS Scram Contactor. In this case, the acceptance criteria for the second phase is 50 ms.
For this case it is necessary to subtract only the interfacing relay time, i.e., 5 ins, from the phase
acceptance limit of 50 ms resulting in a bounding response time for the RPS Scram Contactor of
45 ms.
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Appendix C
Loop Analyses
C. 1

Introduction

C.1.1 Scope of this Appendix
Section 5 of the report identifies the instrument loops selected for analysis. Appendix B
identifies specific components typically used in those loops and identifies bounding response
times that may result from undetected degradation or failure of the components, and criteria
that must be met to apply those bounding response times.
This appendix identifies the combinations of components typically used in the selected loops
based on utility-provided information, sums the bounding response times for those
components (from Appendix B), and compares that sum to the typical allowable response
times for the loops (from Section 5) to identify response time "available" for the sensor in the
loop. These results are intended to be used in the plant specific loop evaluation described in
Section 8 of this report.
C.1.2 Loop Analysis Methodology
Utility-provided information describing the selected loops was reviewed to identify all
response time sensitive components used in the loop, except sensors, and to identify to which
"set" of components (Appendix B) the specific component belongs. All components
belonging to the same set of components are treated as the same component for the loop
analyses.
After identification of the set to which each component belongs, the utility-provided
information is again reviewed to identify all combinations of components used in one or
more loops. For convenience in referencing, each distinct combination of components is
assigned an arbitrary "loop type" designator.
The bounding response times (BRTs) from Appendix B are added to obtain a "loop logic"
bounding response time (BRT) for each loop type (i.e., combination of components). This
method of combining BRTs provides conservatism because it assumes that all components
may be at their bounding limit at the same time which, statistically, is very unlikely.
Finally, to facilitate application of the results for a specific loop in the plant, the loop logic
BRT value for each loop type is compared to each different required loop response time value
identified in Section 5 for the selected loops to determine the difference. This difference
represents the residual "response time" available for the sensor for any loop type.
Determination of bounding response times for loop sensors is not part of the study covered
by this report. The method and process to be used for combining sensor bounding response
times with the loop component bounding response times determined in this appendix is
covered in Section 8 of this report.
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C.2

Loop Analyses Results

C.2.1 Component Sets and Component Bounding Response Times (BRT)
Table C.2-1 shows the component sets defined in Appendix B, reference to the section in
Appendix B that provides the details of components included in the set and the criteria for
applying the BRT to a specific application, the BRTs established for the component set, and
the simplified abbreviation used hereafter in this appendix (Appendix C).
Table C.2-1 - Component Sets and Component BRTs
Component Set

Appendix B Appendix C
I Reference
Abbreviation

BRT
(Appendix B)

Agastat Relays

B.2

Agastat

140 ms

GE HFA Relays

B.3

HFA

40 ms

Potter & Brumfield MDR Relays

B.4

MDR

90 ms

Trip Units

B.5

TU

24 ms

GE CR120A Relays

B.6

CR120A

80 ms

RPS Scram Contactors
B.7
Contactor
45 ms
(1) Based on "phased" testing of APRM response times. See Section B.7 for applicability.
C.2.2 Loop Component Combinations and Loop Logic BRT
Table C.2-2 shows the distinct combinations of components, other than the sensor, identified
by review of the utility-provided loop descriptions for the selected loops, and the
corresponding total BRT derived by summing the BRT for each of the components in the
"loop type". For ease in comparing the "loop types" to actual loops, the components are
organized in the same order with "roles" identified similar to functions of the component in a
typical loop. Loop Types A through I apply for loop using transmitters. Loop Types J and K
apply for loops using switch type sensors.
To facilitate referencing in this report, a "loop logic BRT" is defined to be the sum of the
BRT of all components in the loop except the sensor. The values in Table C.2-2 apply to the
specific Loop Types (combination of components) and component BRTs identified.
However, the same methodology may be used to determine a BRT for a loop with any
combination of components.
The designations and sequence of entries in Table C.2-2 are purely for convenience of
presentation. The only critical parameters relative to application of the conclusions to a
specific loop in a plant is the number of each type of component in the loop. The order of
connections and assigned "function" in the loop is not important. Section 8 provides more
discussion of application of the results of these loop analyses to specific loops in the plant.
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Table C.2-2 - Loop Component Combinations and Loop Logic BRT

TU Output

Logic

Auxiliary

Output

Loop Logic

Type

Trip Unit

Relay

Relay

Relay

Relay

BRT

A

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

584 ms

B

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

MDR
(90 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

534 ms

C

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

-

Agastat
(140 ms)

444 ms

D

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

MDR
(90 ms)

-

Agastat
(140 ms)

394 ms

E

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

HFA
(40 ms)

-

HFA
(40 ms)

244 ms

F

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

HFA
(40 ms)

-

CR120A
(80 ms)

284 ms

G

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

MDR
(90 ms)

-

Contactor
(45 ms)

299 ms

H

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

HFA
(40 ms)

-

Contactor
(45 ms)

249 ms

I

TU
(24 ms)

Agastat
(140 ms)

-

Contactor
(45 ms)

209 ms.

HFA
(40 ms)

120 ms

Contactor

85 ms

Loop

J

-

-

K

-

-

HFA
(40 ms)
HFA

(40 ms)

HFA
(40 ms)
-

(45 ms)

C.2.3 Loop Sensor Maximum BRT
The difference between the instrument loop maximum allowable response time and the Loop
Logic BRT (Paragraph C.2.2) is the maximum allowable Loop Sensor BRT, i.e., the
maximum BRT that will assure that loop response time requirements are met. Table C.2-3
tabulates the maximum allowable Loop Sensor BRT for each Loop Type for typical
instrument loop response time requirements for the selected loops (from Section 5). As
discussed in Paragraph C.2.2, Loop Types A through I apply for loops using transmitters, so
the table entry is the maximum BRT allowed for the transmitter. Loop Types J and K apply
for loops using switch type sensors, so the table entry is the maximum BRT allowed for the
switch type sensors.
The values in Table C.2-3 apply to the specific Loop Types and allowable loop response
times identified. However, the same methodology may be used to calculate maximum
allowable Loop Sensor BRTs for any other combinations of components and allowable loop
response times.
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Loop
Type

Table C.2-3 - Maximum Allowable Loop Sensor BRT (ms)
Loop Logic
Typical Required Loop Response Times (ms)
BRTs (ms)
350
500
550
1,000
1,050
2,000

A
B
C
D

584
534
444
394

E
F
G
H
I
J

244
284
299
249
209
120

K

85

......
....
--

56
106

16
106
156

416
466
556
606

106
66
51
101
141
230

256
216
201
251
291
380

306
266
251
301
341
430

756
716
701
751
791
880

806
766
751
801
841
930

1,756
1716
1,701
1,751
1,791
1,880

265

415

465

915

965

1,915

--
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466
516
606
656

1,416
1,466
1,556
1,606
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Appendix D
RTT Failure Experience Review From Industry Data Bases

D.1 Background
Appendix D of the original report, Reference 9.1, includes a compilation of documented failures
of response time sensitive components covered by the original analysis. The data in that report
were extracted from GE SILs, the INPO Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS)
database, NRC Bulletins and NRC Information Notices. The summary included all identified
failures affecting the components covered by the analysis, regardless of the method by which the
failure was detected.
The original summary clearly indicates that the vast majority of failures are detected by
surveillance activities other than response time testing (RTT). However, that summary did
include one case of failure of a component covered by this supplemental analysis that was
detected by RTT.
D.2 Methodology of this Review
The data summarized in this Appendix are an update of the failure experience review presented
in Reference 9.1, but this update focuses specifically on failures detected by RTT. To assemble
this summary, NPRDS failure data were sorted to select failures of components detected by or
identified as impacting response time. The sort of the data covered components included in this
study for which surveillance activities other that RTT are expected to be used to detect
significant response time degradation.
GE SILs issued since the original study were also reviewed, but none identified failures affecting
response times of the components under review in this supplemental study.
D.3 Use of this Data
The data summarized in this Appendix, and the data included in the original report, are evaluated
in Appendix B for each of the individual components as part of the overall FMEA for the
components.

D.4 Data Summary
The identified response time related failure data are shown in Table D.4-1. The table includes
identification of the component involved, a description of the "failure" and/or effects, columns
identifying whether a functional failure was observed and the surveillance activity that did or
would detect the failure. All failures listed in the table impacted response time of the loop to
some extent.

D-1

Table D.4-1 - Failure Experience, Response Time Related Failures
Detectable By:

No.

2.

Function Chan. Calib.
Funct.
Failure

Part
Name

Failure Description and Effect

Agastat
Relay
(EGP)

While performing Reactor Protection System response time
No
testing, Low Water Level scram response exceeded the Technical
Specification limit of 50 ms. The intermediate cause was
determined to be the 40 ms drop-out time of the Agastat master
trip relay. The root cause for the excessive drop-out time was
determined to be the relaxation of the contact opening spring.
Immediate corrective action was to replace the master trip relay
like for like. [Note: This item also included in Ref. 9.1]
During a refueling outage, technicians performing a time
No
response surveillance test found a relay out of specification in the
Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System one-out-of-two logic to a
Main Steam Isolation Valve. The cause of the time response
failure was the relay due to unknown circuit failures. The relay

Agastat
Relay
(FGP)

Name(Yes/No)

No

No

RTT
Logic Chan. Visual
Inspect.
Syst.
Funct. Check
No

No

No

Yes

z
No

No

No

No

No

Yes

was replaced.A

3.

Agastat
Relay
(EGP)

During response time testing of the Reactor Protection System,
one (1) Trip Unit relay in the Turbine Control Valve Fast
Closure scram and one (1) Trip Unit relay in the Turbine Stop
Valve Closure scram failed the test (unknown rate). The Trip
Unit Relays were faulty, but the root cause of the faulty relays

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4.

Potter & During response time testing of the Reactor Protection System, No
Brumfield four (4) relays in the Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure scram
(MDR)
and two (2) relays in the Turbine Stop Valve Closure scram were
opening slower (unknown rate) than Tech Specs allow (< 0.06
sec). The root cause of the slow opening contacts is unknown,
but was believed to be normal wear and aging. The relays were

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

was not determined. The relays were replaced.

replaced.

0

Detectable By:
No.

Part
Name

5.

6.

e,
7.

8.

Failure Description and Effect
Name(Yes/No)

During functional testing of the Reactor Protection System, one
(1) relay in the Turbine Stop Valve Fast Closure scram did not
drop out as expected for approximately two minutes. (Technical
Specification limit 60 ms.) The root cause was determined to be
a previously identified problem with Potter Brumfield MDR
relays. The relay varnish offgasses during long periods of
energization causing binding of the rotor. The failure was
attributed to a manufacture defect. The relay was replaced.
During a response time test of the Main Steam Line High
Potter &
Brumfield Radiation scram trip, the channel failed specified limits.
Technicians determined that an auxiliary relay (ISETAU-Z2D
(MDR)
C5 IA) was defective in it's response time. The exact cause of
failure of the relay was not known. [Note: This item is recorded
in the data base as a failure of an MDR relay. However, the
description identifies the cause as a failure of an auxiliary relay
which is a different type of Potter & Brumfield Relay.]
While performing a Reactor Protection System response time
Potter &
Brumfield test, the Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure trip relay
exceeded the technical specification response time limit of 50
(MDR)
ms. The failure cause is suspected to be a time related
degradation of the relay. The root cause of failure was
determined to be expected wear. The relay was replaced.
Turbine Valve position input to Reactor Protection System
GE HFA
response times were marginally outside of acceptance criteria for
three loops. Failure to meet required response times has been
attributed to lack of lubrication and dirty contacts on the Reactor
Protection System Turbine Valve Closure Relay. The relay
contacts were cleaned, lubricated and retested to have a response
times for the three loops were 56 ms, 42 ms, and 88 ms.

Potter &
Brumfield
(MDR)

Chan. Visual
Funct. 1Check Inspect.
Logic

RTT

Function
Failure

Chan. Calib.
Funct.

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

z
0

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

5o
CD
CD

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
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Appendix E
Revisions to Improved Standard Technical Specifications

E.1 Introduction
E.1.1 Background
Appendix H of the original report, Reference 9.1, includes samples of Technical Specifications for
the participating utilities marked to show the changes that were intended to be implemented to
support the response time testing (RTT) elimination actions justified by that report. Changes that
would be required to the Improved Standard Technical Specifications were not included in the
original report nor were changes that utilities may have made in response to Generic Letter 93-05,
"Reduce Surveillance Requirements for Testing", (GL-93-05).
E.1.2 Scope of This Appendix
This appendix includes sample "markups" of the BWR/4 and BWR/6 Improved Standard Technical
Specifications. These markups are based on the changes that are expected to be justified by the
specific plant through the process described in Section 8, but are intended only as examples. This
Appendix shows markups for both the actual Technical Specifications and the supporting Bases.
The specific changes for a plant may be somewhat different because the specific Tech Specs for the
plant may be different than the standard versions used in this Appendix, and because the utility
might choose not to make all of the changes justifiable by application of the process in Section 8, or
might include other changes in the same package.
The Technical Specifications included in this appendix are for the RPS Instrumentation, the Primary
Containment Isolation Instrumentation, and the Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation,
the three sections that might be impacted by the scope of this report.
For clarity, markups shown for the included Technical Specification sections show all changes
recommended for RTT elimination actions justified by Reference 9.1 and those justified by this
report. ECCS Technical Specifications which are affected by some of the changes justified by
Reference 9.1 are not affected by the actions justified by this report, and are not included in this
appendix.
E.1.3 Methodology For This Appendix
The following pages are markups showing typical Technical Specification changes as they would be
implemented for a plant using Improved Standard Tech Specs (ISTS). Markups are based on the
Improved Standard Tech Specs documented in NUREG 1433, Rev. 1, and NUREG 1434, Rev. 1.
The changes marked assume all RTT elimination actions justified by Ref. 9.1 (or, where applicable,
in response to GL-93-05) or by this report are implemented.

E-1
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The markups are shown with as much of the current format retained as is feasible to more easily
indicate the nature and extent of changes. "Markups" are via "stke gw~ug" for deletions and
"italics" for additions. In general, only pages with changes are shown, but in a some cases other
pages are included to better show the context.
In some cases, the changes shown may not apply to all plants. Those changes are shown in
"brackets" ("[ ]"). The plant specific submittal will include the applicable changes.
The markups show both the BWR/4 ISTS and BWR/6 ISTS changes to assure correct understanding
of the intended change, even though in many cases the changes are very similar. The actual Tech
Spec changes are shown first with the related "bases" sections following.
Technical Specification changes that are required solely to implement changes justified by
Reference 9.1 or Generic Letter 93-05, "Reduce Surveillance Requirements for Testing", are
marked with a "#". Changes that are justified by a combination of Reference 9.1, GL 93-05, and
this report are marked with a 'W".
In some cases for sensor RTTs eliminated based on Reference 9.1 and this Supplement 1, the utility
committed or will commit to qualitative assessments by the technician to detect response times
greater than approximately 5 seconds. No Bases markup are shown in this Appendix related to such
commitments. However, it is expected that utilities will add to the Bases discussion for the
applicable SR(s) that include the qualitative assessment, the following (or similar) text:
"During performance of SR 3.3.x.x.x for Function y [Functions x, ... and y,]
the technician(s) will qualitatively monitor channel performance to identify
abnormally slow response times per References w and z."
The above statement would be added only for Functions where commitments were made as part of
the basis for eliminating the RTT, and would be added only for the SR that includes the qualitative
assessment in the procedures (i.e., the SR the utility uses to implement the commitment).
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E.2 RPS InstrumentationTech Spec Markup - BWRI4
RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.3.1.1.9

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[ SR 3.3.1.1.10

Calibrate the trip units.

[92] days

SR 3.3.1.1.11

NOTES--------1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

J

-------

184 days

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
SR 3.3.1.1.12

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

SR 3.3.1.1.13

------NOTES
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function 1, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

[18] months

[18] months

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

BWR/4 STS

3.3-4
No change to this page.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.1.1.15

FREQUENCY

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL

[18] months

TEST.

SR 3.3.1.1.17

--------- NOTES----[8----1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function 5 "n" equals 4 channels
for the purpose of determining the
the STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency.

STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

Verify the RPS RESPONSE TIME is within
limits.

BWR/4 STS

3.3-5

No change to this page.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 1 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP
SYSTEM

Intermediate Range
Monitors
a.

2

[3]

G

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.4
3.3.1.1.6
3.3.1.1.7
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

< [120/125]
divisions of
full scale

(a)

[3]

H

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

5 [120/125]
divisions of
full scale

2

[3]

G

SR

3.3.1.1.4

NA

5(a)

[3]

H

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.5
3.3.2.2.15

NA

2

[2]

G

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.4

5 [203%- RTP

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.7
3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.15

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.2
3.3.1.1.3

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.9

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.14
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.17

Neutron Flux-High

5

b.

2,

Inop

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ACTION D.1

CONDITIONS
1.

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED

SR

3.3.1.1.15

Average Power Range
Monitors
a.

b.

Neutron Flux-High,
Setdown

Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High

1

[2]

F

5 [0.58 W
+ 62]%- RTP and
< [115.51%- (b)

(continued)
(a) With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell
(b)

containing one or more fuel assemblies.

[0.58 W + 62%- - 0.58 AWIRTP when reset for single loop operation per LCO 3.4.1,
Loops Operating."

BWR/4 STS

3.3-6
No change to this pace.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 2 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
FUNCTION

2.

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

PER TRIP
SYSTEM

FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION D.1

1

(2]

F

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

Average Power Range
Monitors
(continued)
c.

d.

e.

3.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

Fixed Neutron Flux
-High

Downscale

Inop

Reactor Vessel Steam
Dome Pressure -High

1

1,2

1,2

[2]

F

(23

G

[2]

G

SR

3.3.1.1.1

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.2
3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.9

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.17

SR

3.3.1.1.8

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.15

SR

3.3.1.1.8

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.15

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9

[SR

4.

Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low, Level 3

1,2

[2]

G

5.

Main Steam Isolation
Valve - Closure

1

[8]

F

6.

Drywell

1,2

[2]

G

Pressure-High

Ž [3]% RTP

3.3.1.1.13

SR

3.3.1.1.15
.2.1.1.17

NA

< [1054]

SR
[SR
SR
SR

psig

&

SR 3.3.1.1.1
SR 3.3.1.1.9
[SR 3.3.1.1.10]
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.15
CR 2.&.1.1.1' &
SR 3.3.1.1.9
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.15
SR 3.3.1.1.17
SR

I

3.3.1.1.10]

SR
SR

[[1201% RTP

3.3.1.1.1

1 [10] inches

<

[103% closed

-5 [1.92]

psig

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.103
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
(continued)

BWR/4 STS

3.3-7
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 3 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
FUNCTION

7.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

REQUIRED
ACTION D.l

1,2

[2]

G

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

• [57.15]
gallons

[2]

H

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

S [57.15]
gallons

[2]

G

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

5 [57.15]
gallons

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

5 [57.15]
gallons

Resistance
Temperature
Detector

(a)

5

b.

Float Switch

1,2

. (a)

9.

11.

>

Turbine Control Valve
Fast Closure, Trip Oil

> [30]%
RTP

[4]

E

SR
[SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.16
3.3.1.1.17

<

12]

E

SR
[SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.16
3.3.1.1.17

> [600] psig

1,2

[2]

G

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.12
3.3.1.1.15

NA

5(a)

[2]

H

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.12
3.3.1.1.15

NA

1,2

[2]

G

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.15

NA

[2]

H

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.15

NA

[30]1%

RTP

Low

Reactor Mode Switch
Shutdown Position

Manual Scram

5

(a)

[2]

Turbine Stop Valve
Closure

Pressure -

30.

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

Scram Discharge Volume
Water Level--High
a.

8.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(a)

[10] r closed

With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.

BWR/4 STS

3.3-8
No change to this page.
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E.3 RPS Instrumentation Tech Spec Markup - BWR/6
RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.9

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[ SR 3.3.1.1.10

Calibrate the trip units.

[92] days

SR 3.3.1.1.11

---------- NOTES
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

]

184 days

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
SR 3.3.1.1.12

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

SR 3.3.1.1.13

-------NOTES-----------h
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For function 1, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

[18] months

[18] months

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
SR 3.3.1.1.15

BWR/6 STS

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

3.3-4
No change to this page.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.3.1.1.17
1.
2.

------- NOTES-------Neutron detectors are excluded.
For Function 6, "n" equals 4 channels for
the purpose of determining the
STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency.

FREQUENCY
[18] monthsona
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

Verify the RPS RESPONSE TIME is within
limits.

BWR/6 STS

3.3-5
No chanae to this Daae.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 1 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR OTHER
SPECIFIED

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

PER TRIP

FROM REQUIRED

CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

ACTION D.1

2

[3]

H

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.4
3.3.1.1.6
3.3.1.1.7
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

5 [122/125]
divisions
of full
scale

5(a)

[3]

1

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.13

5 [122/125]
divisions
of full

SR

3.3.1.1.15

scale

2

[3]

H

SR

3.3.1.1.4

NA

SR

3.3.1.1.15

SR

3.3.1.1.5

SR

3.3.1.1.15

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.4

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.7
3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.15

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.2

< [0.66 W +
67]1 RTP

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.3
3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.14
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.17

and
• [1131%
RTP[(b)]

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

1. Intermediate Range Monitors
a.

b.

Neutron Flux-High

Inop

,(a)

2.

Average

a.

b.

[3]

I

NA

Power Range Monitors

Neutron Flux-High,
Setdown

Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High

2

[3]

1

[3)

H

G

5 [20)]

RTP

(continued)

With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.
(b)

Allowable Value is
Loops Operating."

BWR/6 STS

[5 0.66 W + 43%] RTP when reset for single loop operation per LCD 3.4.1,

3.3-6
No change to this page.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1
Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 2 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
FUNCTION

2.

APPLICABLE

REQUIRED

CONDITIONS

SURVEILLANCE

ALLOWABLE

MODES OR
OTHER

CHANNELS
PER TRIP

REFERENCED
FROM

REQUIREMENTS

VALUE

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

REQUIRED
ACTION D.1

Average Power Range
(continued)
Monitors
c.

[3)

Fixed Neutron Flux
High

G

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.11
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.17
3.3.1.1.8
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.15

SR

d.

3.

Inop

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure -High

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.2

1,2

(3]

H

SR
SR
SR

1,2

(2]

H

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR
FIR

• [1201!% RTP

NA

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
'.2.1..17

S (1079.7) psig

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.103
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
2.2 .1.1.17

2 [10.8]

inches

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.103
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
2.3.1.1.17

5 [54.1]

inches

SR

3.3.1.1.9

<

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.17

&
4.

Reactor Vessel Water Level
-- Low, Level 3

1,2

SR
SR
(SR
SR
SR
Sli

[2]

&
5.

Reactor Vessel Water Level
Level 8
-High,

> 25% RTP

6.

Main Steam Isolation Valve

1

-

7.

[2]

SR
SR
(SR
SR
SR
Cli
&

(8]

Closure

Drywell Pressure-High

1,2

(2]

C

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

[7]% closed

5(1.43] psig

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 3 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

FUNCTION

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP
SYSTEM

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION D.1

(2]

H

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

8. Scram Discharge Volume Water
Level -High
a.

Transmitter/Trip Unit

1,2

5

b.

Float Switch

Turbine Stop Valve Closure,
Trip Oil Pressure-Low

10. Turbine Control Valve
Fast Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure -

II.

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

S [633% of full
scale

SR

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

SR
[SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.16
3.3.1.1.17

3[37] psig

SR
(SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15
3.3.1.1.16
3.3.1.1.17

>

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.12
3.3.1.1.15

NA

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.12

NA

(2]

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.15

NA

(2]

SR
SR

3.3.1.1.5
3.3.1.1.15

NA

(2]

RTP

[4]

> [40] % RTP

[2]

3

H

E

Low

Reactor Mode Switch
Shutdown Position

12. Manual Scram

1,2

[2)

5 (a)

(2]

1,2

5

(a)

5 (633% of full
scale

[2]

1,2

(40e]

3.3.1.1.1
3.3.1.1.9
3.3.1.1.10]
3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

[2]

(a)

. (a)

9.

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

(a)

H

5 (65]

inches

[65]

inches

<

[42] psig

3.3.1.1.15

With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing
one or more fuel assemblies.

BWR/6 STS

3.3-8
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E.4 PrimaryContainmentIsolation Instrumentation Tech Spec Markup - BWR/4
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------------------NOTES-1.
2.

Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary Containment
Isolation Function.
When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains isolation capability.
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.3.6.1.1

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

12 hours

SR 3.3.6.1.2

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[SR 3.3.6.1.3

Calibrate the trip unit.

[92] days]

SR 3.3.6.1.4

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

92 days

[SR 3.3.6.1.5

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[184] days]

SR 3.3.6.1.6

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.1.7

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.1.8

-

[r]

NOTE

,4,,.÷s ....

IRadiationLdetectores may be eXcluded. .4ST.AGGERED
•
~TEST £,SA&S
__________TIME

Verify the-OLrATIONrSYS-VTEIMI
i* Within limitc.

,
F Reyiew-cr' Note: This SR is applied
I only to Functionsef Table 3.3.6.1 1
with required resepone times no~t
Lcoresponding to DG start time.

BWR/4 STS
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page I of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

1.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

PER TRIP
SYSTEM

FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

1,2,3

[2]

D

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

Main Steam Line Isolation

a. Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1

b. Main Steam Line
Pressure -

d. Condenser Vacuum-Low

1,2,3

2 (a),

e.

Main Steam Tunnel
Temperature -High

[-113]

inches

3.3.6.1.1]
3.3.6.1.2]
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.7
SR--.@.2a.•.g. &

2

[825]

[2] per

D

SR
3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
[SR 3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR
3.3.6.1.7
SR--- 3-3-4-4-.4 &

•

[1381]

[2]

n

3 (a)

1,2,3

>

E

MSL

1,

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7
. . &

[2]

Low

c. Main Steam Line Flow
High

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

[8]

[SR
[SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.7

SR
3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
[SR 3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR
3.3.6.1.7
G
-.2.2
.6.1.

psig

rated

steam flow

>

[7]

inches

Hg vacuum

-< [194] F

(1)

F

f. Main Steam Tunnel
Differential
Temperature -High

1,2,3

g. Turbine Building Area
Temperature -High

1,2,3

[32]

h. Manual Initiation

1,2,3

[1I

[2]

D

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.31
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

D

[SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1]
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

< [2001"F

G

SR

3.3.6.1.7

NA

K
IF

<

[

]*F

q_J
(continued)

(a)

With any turbine

BWR/4 STS

[stop valve] not closed.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 2 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

2.

L

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

a. Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low, Level 3

1,2,3

[2]

H

b. Drywell Pressure-High

1,2,3

[2]

H

c. Drywell Radiation-High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

d. Reactor Building
Exhaust
Radiation--High

1,2,3

(2]

H

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.6

SR

3.3.6.1.7

e. Refueling Floor
Exhaust
Radiation--High

1,2,3

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.6

SR

3.3.6.1.7

FUNCTION

REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

Primary Containment
Isolation

L
[2]

H

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR
SR ..

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7
#
6.•1.4.

SR 3.3.6.1.1
SR 3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
[SR
SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7
-R 3.3.6, .- #

>

[10] inches

> [1.92] psig

I

< (138] R/hr

-5(60]

mR/hr

5 [20] mR/hr

I

I
f. Manual Initiation

3.

1,2,3

[I per
group]

1,2,3

[1]

G

]_.

SR

3.3.6.1.7

NA

SR
SR
[SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]

S [303]% rated
steam flow

High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) System
Isolation
a. HPCI Steam Line Flow
High

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7
SA 3.3.-6.i.8 #
(continued)

BWR/4 STS
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 3 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

3.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

PER TRIP
SYSTEM

FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

1,2,3

[2]

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

HPCI System Isolation
(continued)
b. HPCI Steam Supply Line
Pressure -

Low

C. HPCI Turbine
Exhaust Diaphragm
Pressure -High

1,2,3

[2)

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

SP..2.•1.C

>

(100]

psig

#

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]

3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

1,2,3

[1]

F

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7
[Sfl'.'.C.1.2]

<

e. HPCI Pipe Penetration
Room Temperature -High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

< [169] F

f. Suppression Pool
Area Ambient

1,2,3

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

<

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

Ž [NA]
[minutes]

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

< [42] F

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

< [169] F

G

SR

3.3.6.1.7

NA

High

[1]

g. Suppression Pool Area
TemperatureTime Delay
Relays

1,2,3

h. Suppression Pool Area
Differential
Temperature - High

1,2,3

[1]

[1]

i. Emergency Area Cooler
Temperature -High

1,2,3

j. Manual Initiation

1,2,3

[l per
group]

I

-5[20] psig

d. Drywell Pressure-High

Temperature -

F
L

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

[1.92]

psig

0

0

[169] F

0

7cniud
(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 4 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

4.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP
SYSTEM

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

1,2,3

Il]

F

3.3.6.1.1
SR
SR
3.3.6.1.2
(SR 3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR
3.3.6.1.7
#
SR-3,.4r.,

1,2,3

[2]

F

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) System

Isolation
a. RCIC Steam Line Flow
-High

b. RCIC Steam Supply
Line Pressure--Low

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

S [307]!% rated
steam flow

5 [60] psig

c. RCIC Turbine
Exhaust Diaphragm
Pressure -High

1,2,3

(2]

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

5 [20] psig

Drywell Pressure
High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

5

[iI

2..10

d.

[1.92]

psig

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
(SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

< (169]F

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

;

g. RCIC Suppression Pool
Area Differential
Temperature -High

1,2,3

[1]

SR
SR
(SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

5 [42V*F

h. Emergency Area Cooler

1,2,3

[1]

SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

S

e. RCIC Suppression
Pool Ambient Area
Temperature -

f.

High

Suppression Pool Area
Temperature -Time
Delay Relays

Temperature -

F

SR

High

(SR
SR
SR

(NA]

[minutes]

0

[169] F

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 5 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

4.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

PER TRIP
SYSTEM

FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

F

L

i.

RCIC Equipment Room
Temperature - High

1,2,3

(1]

j.

RCIC Equipment Room

1,2,3

[1]

I5

1,2,3

(I per
group]

a. Differential Flow
High

1,2,3

I1]

b. Area Temperature--High

1,2,3

[3]
[1 per
room]

3.3.6.1.1]
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.7

< I ]*F

(SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1]
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.7

[ ] F°F

SR

3.3.6.1.7

NA

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

S[79]

F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

Temperature -High

k. Manual Initiation

]

Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) System Isolation

.

('R

c. Area Ventilation
Differential
Temperature--High

d. SLC System Initiation
e. Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low,

BWR/4 STS

1.2]ý

F

1,2

[21 (b)

I

SR

3.3.6.1.7

NA

1,2,3

[2]

F

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1

>

[SR

3.3.6.1.3]

SR
3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
[SR 3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR
3.3.6.1.7
(SR 2.:
....
A

Cq.R

SLC System Initiation

0

< [150) F

[3]
[( per
room]

SR
SR

f. Manual Initiation

3.6.

1,2,3

[1 per
group]

only inputs into one of the two trip

3.3-60

E-18

G

SR

gpm

I. #

1,2,3

Level 2

(b)

7

[SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

Differential

K

F
L

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

RCIC System Isolation
(continued)

L
S.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

S (67]*F

3.3.6.1.2

[-47]

inches

3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

. .4.I.r

3.3.6.1.7

a

NA

systems.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 6 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP
SYSTEM

CONDITIONS

6.

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

ACTION C.1

Shutdown Cooling System
Isolation

a. Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure -High

b. Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low, Level 3

1,2,3

3,4,5

[I]

(2] (c)

F

J

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

SR
SR
[SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]

SR
SR

(c)

Only one trip

BWRI4 STS

system required in

MODES

No change to this page.

E-19

> [10]

inches

3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

4 and 5 when RHR Shutdown Cooling System integrity

3.3-61

< [145] psig

maintained.
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E.5 PrimaryContainmentIsolation Instrumentation Tech Spec Markup - BWR/6
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
---------NOTES--------------------------1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary Containment
Isolation Function.
2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains isolation capability.

------------------------------------------

-

---------

SURVEILLANCE

--------

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1.1

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

12 hours

SR 3.3.6.1.2

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[SR 3.3.6.1.3

Calibrate the trip unit.

[92] days]

SR 3.3.6.1.4

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.5

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.1.6

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

[18] months

SR
3...1.7z

NOTE

I.Radition

detccte.. may be excluded.

Verify the ,L6ATTION
________TIME

icwi:thin limits.

SYSTEM RESPONSEr

Reviec•..'. Note. This SR is applied
I onl-,to Functioo•R,

f Table 3.3.6.1 14

With required,p,,nest

Lcorreponding
BWR/6 STS

4

rIs mo
,,,.

1
4

times not

to DG start time.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-. (page I of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

1.

Main Steam Line

a.

b.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP
SYSTEM

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

1,2,3

[2]

D

Isolation

Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1

Main Steam Line
Pressure -

Main Steam Line Flow
-- High

d.

Condenser Vacuum-Low

1,2,3

1, 2 (a)

[2]

Main Steam Tunnel
Temperature -High

f.

Main Steam Tunnel
Differential
Temperature -High

2.

1,2,3

Manual Initiation

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
&
.

inches

&

I

psig

Ž [837]

E

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

per MSL

D

3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
SR
3.3.6.1.3]
(SR
3.3.6.1.5
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR
&
9.;.624.;.
9

<

[2]

D

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

Ž [8.7] inches
Hg vacuum

[8]

D

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

[2]

D

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S

[2]

G

SR

3.3.6.1.6

NA

[21

H

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

2 [-43.8]

3 (a)

e.

Ž [-152.5]

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR
G

[2]

Low

c.

Kg-

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

[176.5]

psig

S[191]F

0

[104] F

]

Primary Containment
Isolation
a.

Reactor Vessel Water

1,2,3

Level--Low Low,
Level 2

SR

225..

inches

#
(continued)

(a)

With any turbine [stop valve] not closed.

BWRI6 STS
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1-1
Primary Containment
FUNCTION

2.

(page 2 of 6)

Isolation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER TRIP

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

Drywell Pressure-High

1,2,3

Reactor Vessel Water

1,2,3

Instrumentation
CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(2]

H

SR
3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
(SR
3.3.6.1.31
SR 3.3.6.1.5
SR
3.3.6.1.6
S&. .2..46
..f#

<

(1.43)

(2]

F

SR
3.3.6.1.1
SR
3.3.6.1.2
[SR
3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.5
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SE-3,-.6.,.I.
#

2

[-152.5]

Primary Containment
Isolation
(continued)
b.

Fc.

Level-Low Low Low,
Level 1

(ECCS

Divisions 1 and 2)

L
Fd. Drywell Pressure--High

1,2,3

[2)

SR
SR
(SR
SR
SR

(ECCS Divisions 1
and 2)

L
Fe.
I
I

Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low Low,
Level 2 (HPCS)

1,2,3

[4)

F

Ff.
I

Drywell Pressure-High

1,2,3

[4]

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

(HPCS)

.

Containment and Drywell
Ventilation Exhaust
Radiation-High

1,2,3

[2]

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

C
[-43.8]
inches

f#

[2]

SR
SR
SR
SR

K

SR
SR
SR
SR

.

During CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

BWR/6 STS
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3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
.
i f#

5

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

5 [4.0)

[1.44] psi-]

I
F

sa-&,
[(b)]

J

f#

4..i.7

.i

L
g.

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

-.

inches

psig

5 (1.441 psig1

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

A-3.,

L

(b)

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

.2.C.-

.-

#

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

.#

mR/hr

5 (4.0] mR/hr

i

[primary or secondary containment],
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 3 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED

OTHER
SPECIFIED

PER TRIP
SYSTEM

FROM
REQUIRED

CONDITIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

ACTION C.1

r
h. Manual Initiation
3.

1,2,3

[2]

G

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR

3.3.6.1.6

NA

Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling

(RCIC)

System

Isolation
a.

RCIC Steam Line Flow
-High

rb. RCIC
I

L
c.

Steam Line Flow

[1,2,3]

[1]

F

Time Delay

SR

3.3.6.1.1

SR

3.3.6.1.2

[SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
2.2.6.1.7

1,2,3

[F]

Line Pressure-Low

#

SR

3.3.6.1.2

> [3] seconds andi

SR

3.3.6.1.4

5

SR

3.3.6.1.1

a [53]

SR

3.3.6.1.2

SR
RCIC Steam Supply

-5 [64] inches water

3.3.6.1.6

[7]

seconds

psig

[SR 3.3.6.1.3]
SR
3.3.6.1.5
SR
3.3.6.1.6
SR-&.
2.2.61.
#

d.

RCIC Turbine Exhaust
Diaphragm Pressure -

1,2,3

[2]

F

High

e.

RCIC Equipment Room

1,2,3

[1]

F

Ambient TemperatureHigh

f.

RCIC Equipment

Room

1,2,3

[1]

F

Differential
Temperature -High

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

SR

3.3.6.1.1

SR

3.3.6.1.2

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

SR

3.3.6.1.1

SR

3.3.6.1.2

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

< [20] psig

:5 [191]*F

5

[128]*F

(continued)

(b)

During CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

BWR/6 STS
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 4 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

3.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS PER
TRIP SYSTEM

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) System
Isolation (continued)
g.

Main Steam Line Tunnel
Ambient Temperature
High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S

[191]*F

h.

Main Steam Line Tunnel
Differential Temperature
-- High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S

[104J

i.

Main Steam Line Tunnel
Temperature Timer

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.6

5

[30]

j.

RHR Equipment Room
Ambient Temperature
High

1,2,3

(i per room]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S [171]*F

k.

RHR Equipment Room
Differential Temperature
-High

1,2,3

[E per room]

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

S[102]*F

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

1. RCIC/RNR Steam Line Flow
-High

m. Drywell Pressure-High

1,2,3

1,2,3

Il]

[1]

F-n.
I_

Manual Initiation

0

F

minutes

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

5 [43]
water

inches

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S.R-3.2

4.

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

...

5

[1.44] psig

#

]_

1,2,3

[2]

G

SR

3.3.6.1.6

NA

<5 [89] gpm

Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)
System Isolation
a.

Differential Flow-High

1,2,3

El]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR
[CII

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6
?.'.c.1
7]

b.

Differential Flow-Timer

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.6

-5 [57]

seconds

(continued)

BWR/6 STS
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 5 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

4.

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS PER
TRIP SYSTEM

RWCU Heat Exchanger
Equipment Room
Temperature-High

1,2,3

[1]

RWCU Heat Exchanger
Equipment Room
Differential
Temperature- High

1,2,3

RWCU Pump Rooms
Temperature - High

1,2,3

RWCU Pump Rooms
Differential
Temperature-NHigh

1,2,3

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM
REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) System Isolation
(continued)
c.

d.

e.

f.

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

([176] 'F

F

SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S[118]°F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S [141]iF

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S (73] F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

S (191] 'F

SR
SR
SR
SR

S [104] F

SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

SR

3.3.6.1.1

> (-43.8]

SR

3.3.6.1.2

[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

El]

[1]
[I per room]

[1]
[I per room]

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

RWCU Valve Nest Room
Temperature -High

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
h.

RWCU Valve Nest Room
Differential
Temperature - High

1,2,3

(1]

F

SR
i.

Main Steam Line
Tunnel Ambient
Temperature -High

j.

Main Steam Line
Tunnel Differential
Temperature -High

k.

Reactor Vessel Water
Level- Low Low,
Level 2

1,2,3

[1]

F

SR
1,2,3

1,2,3

[1]

F

(2]

SR.,.a
1. Standby Liquid
Control System
Initiation

Fm.
I_

Manual Initiation

1,2

(i]

1,2,3

[2]

G

S[66]

0

F

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

SR
g.

S (126] F

3.3.6.1.2

.. 1

0

0

inches

a

SR

3.3.6.1.6

NA

SR

3.3.6.1.6

NA

__
(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1
Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 6 of 6)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

REQUIRED
CHANNELS PER
TRIP SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Shutdown Cooling System
Isolation
a.

RHR Equipment Room
Ambient TemperatureHigh

2,3

[1 per room]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

< [171]jF

b.

RHR Equipment Room
Differential
Temperature - High

2,3

[1 per room]

F

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

•< [102]*F

c.

Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low, Level 3

3,4,5

[2] (c)

J

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

Ž [10.8]

[SR

d.

Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure-- High

1,2,3

[2]

F

e.

Drywell PressureHigh

1,2,3

[2)

F

inches

3.3.6.1.3]

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2
3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

•< [150] psig

SR
SR

3.3.6.1.1
3.3.6.1.2

5 [1.43]

[SR
SR
SR

(c)

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

REQUIRED
ACTION C.1

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

5.

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED
FROM

psig

3.3.6.1.3]
3.3.6.1.5
3.3.6.1.6

Only one trip system required in MODES 4 and 5 with RHR Shutdown Cooling System integrity maintained.

BWR/6 STS
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E.6 Secondary ContainmentIsolation InstrumentationTech Spec Markup - BWR/4
Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
----------- ------NOTES---------------1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Secondary
Containment Isolation Function.
2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains secondary containment
isolation capability.

---

----------

--

---

--

--

--

SURVEILLANCE

-

---------------

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.2.1

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

12 hours

SR 3.3.6.2.2

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[SR 3.3.6.2.3

Calibrate the trip unit.

[92] days]

[SR 3.3.6.2.4

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

92 days ]

SR 3.3.6.2.5

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.2.6

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.2.7

F ---------I
L

NOTE--Radiation detectors may be excluded. I
j

[18] months on a
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

Verify the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME is within limits.
F Reviewer's Note: This SR is applied
1
only to Functions of Table 3.3.6.2-1
Iwith required response times not
I
L corresponding to DG start time.
_

BWR/4 STS
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2
Table 3.3.6.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER
SPECIFIED

REQUIRED
CHANNELS
PER
TRIP SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

CONDITIONS

1.

Reactor Vessel Water Level
-Low
Low, Level 2

1,2,3,
[(a)]

[2)

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.3]
3.3.6.2.5
3.3.6.2.6

a [-47]

inches

S 3.3.6.G.W &
2.

Drywell Pressure-High

1,2,3

[2]

SR
SR
[SR
SR

3.

4.

Reactor Building Exhaust
Radiation-High

Refueling Floor Exhaust

1,2,3,
[(a), (b)]

1,2,3,
[(a), (b)]

[2]

[2]

5.

Manual Initiation

1,2,3,
[(a), (b)]

SR
SR

3.3.6.2.6
2.3.6.2.A #

SR

3.3.6.2.1

[( per group]

SR
SR
[SR
SR
[ SR

SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.4]
3.3.6.2.6
3.3.6.2.71

5 [60]

mR/hr

#

5 [20] mR/hr

#

3.3.6.2.6
NA

(a)

During operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

(b)

During

[CORE ALTERATIONS and during] movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in

BWR/4 STS

• [1.923 psig

3.3.6.2.3]
3.3.6.2.5

SR
3.3.6.2.2
SR
3.3.6.2.5
SR
3.3.6.2.6
f SR 3.3.6.2.71

Radiation-High

E

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2

3.3-65
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E.7 Secondary ContainmentIsolation InstrumentationTech Spec Markup - BWR/6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1.
2.

Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2

Refer to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Secondary
Containment Isolation Function.
When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains secondary containment
isolation capability.

-----------SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.2.1

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

12 hours

SR 3.3.6.2.2

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

[92] days

[SR 3.3.6.2.3

Calibrate the trip unit.

[92] days]

SR 3.3.6.2.4

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

[18] months

SR 3.3.6.2.5

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

[18] months

NOTE-----...
]
Radiation detectors may be excluded. I

[18] months on a
STAGGERED

SR 3.3.6.2.6

F
I

L

---------

TEST BASIS

Verify the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME is within limits.
r Reviewer's Note: This SR is applied
1
I only to Functions of Table 3.3.6.2-1
I
Iwith required response times not
I
L corresponding to DG start time.
j

BWR/6 STS
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2
Table 3.3.6.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
FUNCTION

1.

Reactor Vessel Water Level
-- Low Low, Level 2

APPLICABLE
MODES AND

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

OTHER

PER TRIP

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

SYSTEM

1,2,3, [(a)]

(2]

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR
SR
[SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.3]

SR
3.3.6.2.4
SR
3.3.6.2.5
[GR
3.3.6.2.4-

2.

Drywell Pressure-High

3.

4.

Ž[-43.8]
inches

&

1,2,3

[2]

SR
SR
[SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.3)
3.3.6.2.4
3.3.6.2.5

5 [1.43) psig

Fuel Handling Area
Ventilation Exhaust
Radiation-High High

1,2,3,
[(a),(b)]

[2]

SR
SR
SR
SR
[SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.4
3.3.6.2.5
3.3.6.2.6]

5 (4.0] mR/hr

Fuel Handling Area Pool
Sweep Exhaust RadiationHigh High

1,2,3,
[(a),(b)]

[2]

SR
SR
SR
SR
[SR

3.3.6.2.1
3.3.6.2.2
3.3.6.2.4
3.3.6.2.5
3.3.6.2.6]

1,2,3,

[1 per group]

SR

3.3.6.2.5

Manual Initiation

S

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

D

mR/hr

NA

[o(a)l , (f )

(a)

During operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

(b)

During [CORE ALTERATIONS,
containment].
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E.8 RPS InstrumentationBases Markup - BWRI4
RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The
92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis
of Reference 9.
The 18 month Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.12 is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
[SR 3.3.1.1.10
Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip setpoints.
The channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable Value specified
in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be less
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel
performance is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9. ]
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1.13
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel responds to
the measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
Note 1 states that neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with minimal drift,
and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.
Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by
performing the 7 day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the
1000 MWD/T LPRM calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.8). A
second Note is provided that requires the APRM and IRM SRs to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Testing of the MODE 2 APRM and IRM Functions cannot be
performed in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or
movable links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if
the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve hours is
based on operating experience and in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SR.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.11 is based upon the assumption of a
184 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.13 is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.15
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific channel. The
functional testing of control rods (LCO 3.1.3), and SDV vent and drain
valves (LCO 3.1.8), overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.17
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. This test may be performed in one measurement or in
overlapping segments, with verification that all components are
tested. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included
in Reference 10.
As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE
TIME testing because the principles of detector operation virtually
ensure an instantaneous response time.
RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 18 month
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 2 requires STAGGERED TEST
BASIS Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip
system, in lieu of the 8 channels specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 for the
MSIV Closure Function. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce an RPS
scram signal. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the typical
industry refueling cycle and is based upon plant operating experience,
which shows that random failures of instrumentation components
causing serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,
are infrequent occurrences.
Note: SR 3.3.1.1.17 for Function 2.c confirms the response time of
that function, and also confirms the response time of loop
components common to Function 2.c and otherRPS loops
(Reference 12).

Markup Note:
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The "note"above will need to be worded to reflect the specific
utility APRM response time test and test phase that is actually
credited for scram contactorresponse time tests.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
REFERENCES

BWR/4 STS

1.

FSAR, Figure [].

2.

FSAR, Section [15.1.2].

3.

NEDO-23842, "Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the
Startup Range," April 18, 1978.

4.

FSAR, Section [5.2.2].

5.

FSAR, Section [15.1.38].

6.

FSAR, Section [6.3.3].

7.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

8.

P. Check (NRC) letter to G. Lainas (NRC), "BWR Scram
Discharge System Safety Evaluation," December 1, 1980.

9.

NEDO-30851-P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System," March 1988.

10.

FSAR, Table [7.2-2].

11.

NEDO-32291-A, "System Analysis For the Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

12.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis For the
Eliminationof Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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E.9 RPS InstrumentationBases Markup - BWR/6
RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The
92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis
of Reference 9.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.
[SR 3.3.1.1.10
The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip
setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting
is discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable Value
specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be less
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel
performance is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days for SR 3.3.1.1.10 is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 9. ]
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1.13
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
Note 1 states that neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful
signal. Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for
by performing the 7 day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the
1000 MWD/T LPRM calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.8). A
second Note is provided that requires the APRM and IRM SRs to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Testing of the MODE 2 APRM and IRM Functions cannot be
performed in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or
movable links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if
the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve hours is
based on operating experience and in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SR.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.11 is based upon the assumption of a
184 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.13 is based on the assumption of an 18 month calibration
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.15
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific channel. The
functional testing of control rods, in LCO 3.1.3, "Control Rod
OPERABILITY," and SDV vent and drain valves, in LCO 3.1.8,
"Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves," overlaps
this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed safety
function.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.17
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in Reference [ ].
As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE
TIME testing because the principles of detector operation virtually
ensure an instantaneous response time.
RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 18 month
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 2 requires STAGGERED TEST
BASIS Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip
system, in lieu of the 8 channels specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 for the
MSIV Closure Function. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce an RPS
scram signal. Therefore, staggered testing results in response time
verification of these devices every 18 months. The 18 month
Frequency is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
based upon plant operating experience, which shows that random
failures of instrumentation components causing serious time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent.
Note: SR 3.3.1.1.17 for Function 2.c confirms the response time of
that function, and also confirms the response time of loop
components common to Function 2.c and other RPS loops
(Reference 11).

Reviewer's Note: The "note"above will need to be worded to reflect the
specific utility APRM response time test and test phase that
is actually credited for scram contactorresponse time tests.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES
REFERENCES
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1.

FSAR, Figure [].

2.

FSAR, Section [5.2.2].

3.

FSAR, Section [6.3.3].

4.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

5.

FSAR, Section [15.4.1].

6.

NEDO-23842, "Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the
Startup Range," April 18, 1978.

7.

FSAR, Section [15.4.9].

8.

Letter, P. Check (NRC) to G. Lainas (NRC), "BWR Scram
Discharge System Safety Evaluation," December 1, 1980.

9.

NEDO-30851-P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System," March 1988.

10.

NEDO-32291-A, "System Analysis Forthe Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

11.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis Forthe
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.1.2 and SR 3.3.6.1.5
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the reliability
analysis described in References 6 and 7. The 184 day Frequency of
SR 3.3.6.1.5 is based on engineering judgment and the reliability of
the components (time delay relays exhibit minimal drift).
[ SR 3.3.6.1.3
Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip setpoints.
The channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable Value specified
in Table 3.3.6.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be less
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel
performance is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be equal to or more conservative than that accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
References 5 and 6. ]
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.1.4 and SR 3.3.6.1.6
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4 is based on the assumption of a
92 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of
SR 3.3.6.1.6 is based on the assumption of an 18 month calibration
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis.
SR 3.3.6.1.7
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific channel.
The system functional testing performed on PCIVs in LCO 3.6.1.3
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.36."4
This SR onsurce that the indiVidual channel response times are less

than or
9Fqual to the maximum ,alues assumed in the accident

analysic. T-esting ir, performed only on cha~nnls where the assume
respoecs time doee not correspond to the diesel genreator (DG) Start
time. ForF channels assumed to respond Within the DG start time,

sufficenet magi xits in the [10] sccon~d start time when com~pare
to the typIca c-h~ann.mel response time (millisecondIS) so as,to assuree
adequate reGponse without a spec-ific-m~ezasur-ement test. The
instFrument response times must be added to the PCIV reosure times
teo btain the ISOLATTION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME-.
IvOl,,TION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance riteria arc

inceluded in Referencee 7. This test mnay be performed in oee
mneasurement, or in overlapping segmentS, with Yerification that all
compoenets arc tested,
A Neote to the gylaRestates that the radiation aetecter-s may b
e*cluded f^rom y,'SOLTI, N SYST4-EM: RE +,SPONSE. TIME testing. This

Note is necessar,'b ecaucc of the dificult,'ofgenerating an
appropriate detector input signal and because the pOriniples of
detectoroperation Yirtually ensure an intnaeuFesponse time.
Responce times for radiation detector channelV
shall bemeasured
from detectoroutpUtor

the inputof the first elronie•et

IoIG

monent in4

the Gha~Rel1.
ISOLA.TION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests arc conducted on an
18monRth ST.AGGERED TEST BASIS. The18monRth FrFequency is
consistent with the typical industr,'refuelin~gcycle an~d is based upo
plantoperatin eperine that shows thatran~dom: failures ot
intrumontatio
"ompnents causin seiu response time
degradation, but notchanniel failure-, a.re infr equentoccurrences.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES
REFERENCES

BWR/4 STS

1.

FSAR, Section [6.3].

2.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

3.

NEDO-31466, "Technical Specification Screening
Criteria Application and Risk Assessment," November 1987.

4.

FSAR, Section [4.2.3.4.3].

5.

NEDC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

6.

NEDC-30851 P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

7.

FSAR, Section [7.3].

8.

NEDO-3229I-A, "System Analysis Forthe Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

9.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis Forthe
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.1.2
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency is based on reliability analysis described in
References 5 and 6.
[ SR 3.3.6.1.3
The calibration of trip units consists of a test to provide a check of the
actual trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable
Value specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to
be less conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel
performance is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
References 5 and 6. ]
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.1.4 and SR 3.3.6.1.5
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop
and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4 is based on the assumption of a
92 day calibration interval in the determination of equipment drift in
the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.5 is based on the
assumption of an 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.
SR 3.3.6.1.6
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific channel.
The system functional testing performed on PCIVs in LCO 3.6.1.3
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

S__3.3.6____

This SR e..urp+ that the individual channel respenzc times arc les
than.
oroal to the maximum valuer-assumed in thc accident
analysis. Totting it,pe~fermed only on channcls whcrc the assumd
respon.c time doeee not Gc..re.p.d to the diese genReator
+tart
(.DG)
timc. Fonr cha;nnelt P umed to rctpend within thc IDG start time,
tuffciet maginexite On the [1 01 second start time when com:paFc
to the t,'pical ch;;nnol resepone time (mnilliseconds) 6o as to aGGure
adequate Feeponto ithout a specifie meacurement test. The
inerAumnent Frepnecs ti~moc m~ust bhe added to the PCIV Gloture timnec
to obtain the ISOLA.TION SYSTEM RESPONSE: TIME=.
ISOLTIO SYTEMRESPONISE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in RefeeRone 7.
A, Note

to the Sur.eillanse states that the radiation deteetores may -be
exeludod frm-OLTO SYSTEM RESPONQ-hiSlE TIME tecting. Thic*
Noto it Resessa~' bce~auce of the difficulty of generating an
appropriate detector input signal and berauce the principlec of
detector operation virtually eneure an inctantancouG resepone time
Responco time for radiation detecton9 channelt shall be mneaured
from deteteto output orteinu f the firct electron~ic compoenet in
the GhaRneI
ISOLA.TION. SYSTEM RESPONSSE TIME= tests are conducted on an
18Rmonth STAGGERED TEST BA.SIS. The 1 8 mon~th test rFrequency
upon plan~t operating experience that chows that random failue
ret
inetrum~entation G9omP9nents caucing cweriuG roeponce time
dearadation. but noGt channel_ falu re, ;re irnfreuent.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1
BASES
REFERENCES

BWR/6 STS

1.

FSAR, Section [6.3].

2.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

3.

NEDO-31466, "Technical Specification Screening Criteria
Application and Risk Assessment," November 1987.

4.

FSAR, Section [9.3.5].

5.

NEDC-31677-P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
June 1989.

6.

NEDC-30851-P-A, Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

7.

FSAR, Section [7.3].

8.

NEDO-32291-A, "System Analysis For the Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

9.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis For the
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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E.12 Secondary ContainmentIsolationInstrumentationBases Markup - BWR/4
Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.2.2
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
References 5 and 6.
[SR 3.3.6.2.3
Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip setpoints.
The channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable Value specified
in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be less
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, performance is
still within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under these
conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
References 5 and 6.1

BWR/4 STS

B 3.3-199
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.2.4 and SR 3.3.6.2.5
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequencies of SR 3.3.6.2.4 and SR 3.3.6.2.5 are based on the
assumption of a 92 day and an 18 month calibration interval,
respectively, in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift
in the setpoint analysis.
SR 3.3.6.2.6
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific channel.
The system functional testing performed on SCIVs and the SGT
System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3, respectively, overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed safety
function.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

BWR/4 STS

B 3.3-200
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

[SR 3.3.6.2.7
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less
than or equal to the maximum value assumed in the accident
analysis. Testing is performed only on channels where the assumed
response time does not correspond to the diesel generator (DG) start
time. For channels assumed to respond within the DG start time,
sufficient margin exists in the [10] second start time when compared
to the typical channel response time (milliseconds) so as to assure
adequate response without a specific measurement test. The
instrument response times must be added to the SCIV closure times
to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME. ISOLATION
SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 7.
A Note to the Surveillance states that the radiation detectors may be
excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME testing. This
Note is necessary because of the difficulty of generating an
appropriate detector input signal and because the principles of
detector operation virtually ensure an instantaneous response time.
Response time for radiation detector channels shall be measured
from detector output or the input of the first electronic component in
the channel.
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an
18 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The 18 month Frequency is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is based on
plant operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.]

BWR/4 STS
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2
BASES
REFERENCES

BWRF4 STS

1.

FSAR, Section [6.3].

2.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

3.

FSAR, Section [15.1.40].

4.

FSAR, Sections [15.1.39 and 15.1.411.

5.

NEDC-31677P-A, 'Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

6.

NEDC-30851 P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

7.

FSAR, Section [7.3].

8.

NEDO-32291-A, "System Analysis For the Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

9.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis For the
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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E. 13 Secondary ContainmentIsolation InstrumentationBases Markup - BWR/6
Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.2.2
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliability analysis of
References 3 and 4.
[SR 3.3.6.2.3
Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip setpoints.
The channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the Allowable Value specified
in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be less
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, performance is
still within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under these
conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis of
References 3 and 4. J

BWR/6 STS

B 3.3-189
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.6.2.4
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop
and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.
SR 3.3.6.2.5
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific channel.
The system functional testing, performed on SCIVs and the SGT
System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3, respectively, overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed safety
function.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient ifthe Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.

BWR/6 STS

B 3.3-190
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

[SR 3.3.6.2.6
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. Testing is performed only on channels where the assumed
response time does not correspond to the diesel generator (DG) start
time. For channels assumed to respond within the DG start time,
sufficient margin exists in the [10] second start time when compared
to the typical channel response time (milliseconds) so as to assure
adequate response without a specific measurement test. The
instrument response times must be added to the SCIV closure times
to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME. ISOLATION
SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 5.
A Note to the Surveillance states that the radiation detectors may be
excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME testing. This
Note is necessary because of the difficulty of generating an
appropriate detector input signal and because the principles of
detector operation virtually ensure an instantaneous response time.
Response time for radiation detector channels shall be measured
from detector output or the input of the first electronic component in
the channel.
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an
18 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The 18 month Frequency is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is based upon
plant operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.]
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2
BASES
REFERENCES

BWR/6 STS

1.

FSAR, Section [6.3].

2.

FSAR, Chapter [15].

3.

NEDC-31677-P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

4.

NEDC-30851-P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentations
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

5.

FSAR, Section [7.3].

6.

NEDO-32291-A, "System Analysis Forthe Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," October 1995.

7.

NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, "System Analysis For the
Eliminationof Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,"
November 1997.
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Appendix F
Clarifications and Corrections to NEDO-32291-A

F. I Background
The results of the original study, documented in GE Licensing Topical Report NEDO-3229 1-A,
Reference 9.1, were reviewed and approved by the NRC, and the report was re-issued as an "A"
version in October, 1995. Since that time, actions by utilities to apply the results of the study
have identified some areas that require interpretation or clarification and some minor errors. This
Appendix documents those interpretations, clarifications and corrections.
F.2 CorrectionslClarifications
F.2.1 NEDO-32291-A, Table 7-1, Item g
Under Item g, "Sensors Included in BWROG Analysis", make the following corrections or
changes:
a.

Change "Barksdale BIT-M12SS-GE" to "Barksdale B1T-M12SS-GE".
Justification: The original entry is a typographical error. The Barksdale Switches
actually evaluated in Appendix K of the report (K.6.2.1) of the original
report are the "B 1T" and B2T" series.

b.

Add "Barksdale B 1T Series" and "Barksdale B2T Series".
Justification:

c.

The Barksdale Switches actually evaluated in Appendix K of the report
(K.6.2.1) of the original report are the "B1T" and B2T" series.

Add "Barksdale P1H Series".
Justification:

GE performed a supplemental failure mode analysis of the Barksdale P 1H
series which concluded that the switch had no components whose failures
would affect response times. Unlike the Barksdale TC9622-3 Switch
evaluated in the original report, a "piston with o-ring" design which had a
potential failure mode of swelling of the o-ring with resulting increased
friction on the moving piston, the P1H series has a similar mechanism but
with a diaphram seal which separates the process fluid from the force
balancing spring mechanism.

F.2.2 NEDO-32291-A, Appendix G
For all Tables in Appendix G, make the following changes:
a.

Change all references in the "Reference Section" column from "5.3.x" to "K.x".
F-i

NEDO-32291-A, Supplement 1
Justification: The "5.3" entries are incorrect "carry-overs" from an earlier draft of the
report when the failure analyses were in Section 5.3. In the final version,
the failure analyses are in Appendix K.
F.2.3 NEDO-32291-A, Appendix G, Table
For all Tables in Appendix G, make the following changes:
a.

Change the entry under "Requirements for RTT Eliminated (5)" for the "Agastat TR
Timer" from "no" to "yes(7)".
Justification: As shown in the report analysis and footnote (7), time delay relays
required response verification through calibrations, so there is no need for
additional response time testing as part of RTT.
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Addendum 1

BWR OWNERS'

GROUP

Thomas J. Rausch, Chairman
Tel: (630) 663-3020
Fax: (630) 663-7118

c/o Commonwealth Edison - 4th Floor ETWIII - 1400 Opus Place - Downers Grove, IL 60515

NRC Project 691

BWROG-98076
November 2, 1998

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
ATTN: Document Control Desk
SUBJECT:

BWR OWNERS' GROUP LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT "SYSTEM
ANALYSES FOR THE ELIMINATION OF SELECTED RESPONSE TIME
TESTING REQUIREMENTS" (GENERAL ELECTRIC NEDC-32991,
SUPPLEMENT 1, ADDENDUM 1)

References:

(1)

(2)

•(3)

BWR Owners' Group Approved Licensing Topical Report "System
Analyses for the Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing
Requirements", NEDO-32291-A, dated October 1995
BWR Owners' Group Licensing Topical Report "System Analyses for
the Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements",
NEDO-32291, Supplement 1, dated December 12, 1997
NRC Evaluation of BWR Owners' Group Topical Report NEDO-32291,
dated December 28, 1994

The purpose of this Addendum to NEDO-32291, Supplement 1 (Reference 2) is to summarize
and clarify the "defense in depth" aspects regarding the elimination of selected Reactor
Protection System (RPS) and Isolation Actuation System (IAS) instrument loops with response
time requirements ranging from 330 to 1050 milliseconds (ms). IEEE standard 338, as
endorsed by RG 1.118, states that response time testing is not required if in lieu of response
time testing, the response time of the safety equipment is verified by functional testing,
calibration checks or other tests, and if it can be demonstrated that changes in response time
beyond acceptable limits are accompanied by changes in performance characteristics which
are detectable during routine periodic tests.
As was the case for the previously approved BWROG work to eliminate selected response time
testing (RTT) requirements (NEDO-32291-A), results of the supplemental BWROG evaluation
confirmed that elimination of the identified additional RTT requirements has no safety
significance, and that elimination of those RTT requirements will improve plant safety and result
in reduced operation and maintenance costs by:

BWROG-98076
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"*
"*
"*
"•
"*

Reducing the time that safety systems are unavailable during shutdown operations
Reducing inadvertent safety system operations
Reducing overall shutdown risk
Eliminating the diversion of key personnel to conduct unnecessary testing
Reducing radiation exposure to key plant personnel

Since the response time testing covered by the previously approved LTR and Supplement 1 does
not enhance plant safety, it is not cost beneficial.
Supplement 1 (Reference 2) to NEDO-32291 -A (Reference 1) focused primarily on identifying,
via component failure modes and effect analyses (FMEAs), failure modes of equipment that
may lead to increased response times and which may not be detected by other routine
surveillance activities. For each such case identified, a further evaluation was performed to
identify the maximum expected increase in component response time that would occur before
the component failure or degradation were detected by other routine surveillances. This
potential response time increase in combination with the basic response time for the component
was used to calculate component Bounding Response Times (BRTs) in order to demonstrate
that existing surveillance tests (calibration tests, functional tests, channel checks, and logic
system function tests) could detect credible failures or component degradation before
component response times increased beyond acceptable limits. Field operating experience
was examined primarily to assure that there was no evidence contrary to the conclusions of the
FMEAs, i.e., to identify potential factors that had not been considered adequately in the FMEAs.
These analyses of the instrumentation failure modes have confirmed with reasonable
assurance that failures which affect response times can be detected during other surveillance
tests required by current Technical Specifications.
The BWR Owners' Group understands that the completeness and accuracy of the FMEAs and
BRTs depends at least in part on engineering judgment; however, should unanticipated failure
modes exist which result in instrument response time degradation beyond the BRTs, there are
various "defense in depth" aspects of this analysis which assure, that even if one of these
unanticipated failure modes were to occur, elimination of the selected response time testing for
instrument loops with response time requirements ranging from 330 to 1050 ms would still have
no safety impact. Specifically:
The original BWROG study (Reference 1) which was previously approved by the NRC
evaluated the effects of increased response times up to 5 seconds for selected instrument
loops, the time judged to be detectable by technicians. It was concluded that the 5 second
increased response time, while beyond the licensing bases, would not result in a significant
degradation of safety for any of the instrument loops covered by that study. All of the
additional instrument loops included in the current study (Reference 2) were included in the
"5 second" analysis in the original study. Test procedures and training have been revised (if
necessary) as part of the earlier response time testing elimination program, to provide
assurance that the instrument technician recognizes response time delays in
instrumentation. Therefore, it is concluded, for the loops covered by this phase of the study,
that if some unforeseen failure mode occurred which was not detected by surveillance tests
other than RU-, increases in response times will still be detectable before such increases
reach a level that result in a safety concern.
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"

Within each trip function, redundancy exists in individual instrument channels (e.g., 1 out of
2 twice) and diversity exists in most safety trip functions (e.g., neutron flux, water level,
drywell pressure). In addition, most components are used in multiple applications. Past
experience has shown that "unusual" failure modes due to effects like undetected
manufacturer's process changes tend to develop slowly. It is unlikely that such effects will
affect all redundant channels for a function before they are detected and investigated.
Table 1 summarizes diverse safety system instrumentation for the additional
instrumentation loops which have been evaluated for elimination of response time testing.
These diverse scram sensors are a function of the initiating event or accident.

"

Instrumentation response times are not significant with respect to other mechanical
equipment response times (e.g., valves, diesel generators, control rods) associated with
safety system responses to Chapter 15 events. Table 1 includes a comparison of typical
required instrument loop response times and the total system Technical Specification
response time requirements. For RPS actuations these times are similar. This table also
includes the range of the typical instrument loop Bounding Response Times (BRT) without
the sensor. The margins between the loop BRTs and the loop requirements are substantial
and these margins were previously shown to be greater than the BRTs for the sensors.

"

History has shown with only rare exceptions that calibration and functional tests identify all
response time degradations (see Appendix D of Reference 1). There was only one case in
this Appendix for which a failure of any component was detected by response time testing
and even that case, if not otherwise detected, would not have been a safety concern.

"* The proposed elimination of additional response time testing is consistent with the
Maintenance Rule implementation. The Maintenance Rule is performance based and
permits specific instrumentation monitoring or calibration methodology to be set by the
licensee based on: 1) safety significance of the instrumentation; and 2) whether
performance or the condition of instrumentation is effectively controlled by appropriate
preventative maintenance (PM). The BWROG previously determined (Reference 1) that
response time changes beyond acceptable limits, including the detection of maintenance
preventable functional failures (MPFFs), can be detected during other periodic tests.
Utilities routinely perform disciplined tracking of equipment and instrumentation failures and
have demonstrated that early detection of "incredible" failures has in the past avoided
multiple common failures. In addition, utilities routinely perform thorough root cause
analyses when failures occur. Participating utilities should be prepared to document (where
RU-is being eliminated) whether that instrumentation is covered by the Maintenance Rule
and if not covered provide the basis for why the Maintenance Rule is not applicable.
In conclusion, the BWROG has performed detailed FMEAs and bounding response time
calculations which have demonstrated with reasonable assurance that component failures that
may result in significant degradation of the instrument loop response times analyzed in
Reference (2) can be detected via other testing required by Technical Specifications. In
addition, the BWROG has described various defense in depth issues which clearly demonstrate
that from a realistic basis, there is no safety significance even if instrumentation loop response
times are significantly longer than the loop BRTs. Therefore, potential errors in the conclusions
of the FMEAs and BRTs resulting from unanticipated failure modes of components do not affect
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the overall conclusions of the study that elimination of the identified response time testing
requirements has no substantial detrimental impact on plant safety.
This letter has been endorsed by a substantial number of the members of the BWR Owners'
Group; however, it should not be interpreted as a commitment of any individual member to a
specific course of action. Each member must formally endorse the BWROG position in order
for that position to become the member's position.
The BWR Owners' Group is looking forward to your timely review of this addendum in
conjunction with your review and approval of NEDO-32291, Supplement 1. If you desire to
discuss this information in more detail, please contact me at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

Thomas J. Rausch, Chairman
BWR Owners' Group
cc:

BWROG Primary Representatives
BWROG Executive Oversight Committee
BWROG Response Time Testing Committee
PJ Loeser, NRC
JL Mauch, NRC
JL Wermiel, NRC
A Marion, NEI
G Welsh, INPO
HT Tang, EPRI

DB Townsend, GE
DW Reigel, GE
TA Green, GE

Table I (Page1 of 2)
Comparison of Required Instrument Loop Response Times
to
Total System Response Time Requirements
and
Identification of Diverse Safety Systems for InitiatingEvents
RPS LOOPS

TYPICAL
REQUIRED
LOOP RT (1)

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure
- High

330-550 ms
(89-534 ms)

TYPICAL T.S.
TOTAL SYSTEM
RT REQR. (2)

350-550 ms

DIVERSE SAFETY SYSTEMS
FOR
INITIATING EVENT (3)

High or Low Reactor WL
High Neutron Flux

MSIV Position Switch

(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
MSL High Radiation

Reactor Vessel WL - Low,
Level 3

1030-1050 ms
(85-584 ms)

1050 ms

Reactor Vessel WL - High,
Level 8

1030-1050 ms
(85-584 ms)

1050 ms

High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
High Drywell Pressure
MSL High Radiation

High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)

IAS LOOPS (MSIV)

Reactor Vessel WL - Low,
Level 1

1000 ms
(85-584 ms)

1000-13,000 ms

Reactor Vessel WL - Low.
Level 2

1000 ms
(85-584 ms)

13,000 ms

MSL Pressure - Low

1000 ms
(85-584 ms)

1000-13,000 ms

MSL Flow- High

500 ms
(85-444 ms)

1000-13,000 ms

High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
High Drywell Pressure
MSL High Radiation

High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
High Drywell Pressure
MSL High Radiation

High or Low Reactor WL
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)

Low Reactor WL
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)

(1) The range of loop logic Bounding Response Times (BRTs) determined by the BWROG (see Reference 1) are shown in
parenthesis. These values do not include the sensor. These requirements are not necessarily applicable to all participating BWRs.
(2) For [AS Loops (MSIV) the 1000 ms lower values apply to MSIV closure times only, the upper values include diesel generator start
times and associated sequence loading delays.
(3) The redundant safety system instrumentation varies depending upon the specific initiating event or accident. For example the
Drywell Pressure trip occurs only for LOCAs. For a more detailed discussion see Table F-1 of NEDC-30851 P, "TS Improvement
Analyses for BWR RPS" dated May 1985; and Appendix J of NEDO-32291-A dated October 1995 (Reference 1).

Table I (Page2 of 2)

Comparisonof Required InstrumentLoop Response Times
to
Total System Response Time Requirements
and
Identification of Diverse Safety Systems for InitiatingEvents

RWCU - Reactor WL - Low,
Level 2

TYPICAL
REQUIRED
TRIP RT (1)
1000 ms
(85-584 ms)

TYPICAL T.S.
TOTAL SYSTEM
RT REQR. (2)
10,000 13,000 ms

Secondary Containment Reactor WL - Low, Level 2

1000 ms
(85-584 ms)

10,000 13,000 ms

OTHER IAS LOOPS

DIVERSE SAFETY SYSTEMS
FOR
INITIATING EVENT (3)
High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
High Drywell Pressure
MSL High Radiation
High Reactor Pressure
High Neutron Flux
MSIV Position Switch
(<90% full open)
Turbine Stop Valve Position
Switch (<90% full open)
High Drywell Pressure
MSL High Radiation

(1) The range of loop logic Bounding Response Times (BRTs) determined by the BWROG (see Reference 1) are shown in

parenthesis. These values do not include the sensor.
(2) For [AS Loops (MSIV) the 1000 ms lower values apply to MSIV closure times only, the upper values include diesel generator start
times and associated sequence loading delays.
(3) The redundant safety system instrumentation varies depending upon the specific initiating event or accident. For example the
Drywell Pressure trip occurs only for LOCAs. For a more detailed discussion see Table F-1 of NEDC-30851P, "TS Improvement
Analyses for BWR RPS* dated May 1985; and Appendix J of NEDO-32291-A dated October 1995 (Reference 1).

